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Executive Summary

2
3

The social cost of carbon (SC-CO2) is an economic metric intended to provide a

4

comprehensive estimate of the net damages—that is, the monetized value of the net

5

impacts, both negative and positive—from the global climate change that results from a

6

small (1-metric ton) increase in carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions. Under Executive Orders

7

regarding regulatory impact analysis and as required by a court ruling, the U.S.

8

government has since 2008 used estimates of the SC-CO2 in federal rulemakings to value

9

the costs and benefits associated with changes in CO2 emissions. In 2010, the Interagency

10

Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases (IWG) developed a

11

methodology for estimating the SC-CO2 across a range of assumptions about future

12

socioeconomic and physical earth systems.

13

The IWG asked the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine

14

to examine potential approaches, along with their relative merits and challenges, for a

15

comprehensive update to the current methodology. The task was to ensure that the SC-

16

CO2 estimates reflect the best available science, focusing on issues related to the choice

17

of models and damage functions, climate science modeling assumptions, socioeconomic

18

and emissions scenarios, presentation of uncertainty, and discounting.

19

Integrated assessment models (IAMs) are currently used by the IWG to estimate

20

the economic consequences of CO2 emissions. The IAMs define baseline emission

21

trajectories by projecting future economic growth, population, and technological change.

22

In these IAMs, a 1-metric ton increase in CO2 emissions is added to the baseline

23

emissions trajectory. This emissions increase is translated into an increase in

1
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atmospheric CO2 concentrations, which results in an increase in global average

25

temperature. This temperature change, as well as changes in other relevant variables,

26

including CO2 concentrations and income, is translated (either explicitly or implicitly) to

27

physical impacts and monetized damages. These damages include, but are not limited to,

28

market damages, such as changes in net agricultural productivity, energy use, and

29

property damage from increased flood risk, as well as nonmarket damages, such as those

30

to human health and to the services that natural ecosystems provide to society. Because

31

most of the warming caused by an emission of CO2 into the atmosphere persists for well

32

over a millennium, changes in CO2 emissions today may affect economic outcomes for

33

centuries to come. Streams of monetized damages over time are converted into present

34

value terms by discounting. The present value of damages reflects society’s willingness

35

to trade value in the future for value today.

36

The IWG methodology combines tens of thousands of SC-CO2 results obtained

37

from running three IAMs using five different socioeconomic and emissions projections, a

38

common distribution of equilibrium climate sensitivity (a parameter that characterizes the

39

relationship between CO2 concentrations and long-term global average temperature

40

change), and distributions for other parameters. These results yield three distributions of

41

SC-CO2 values for three different discount rates, from which the IWG calculated an

42

average value for each discount rate. The IWG’s current estimate of the SC-CO2 in the

43

year 2020 for a 3.0 percent discount rate is $42 per metric ton of CO2 emissions in 2007

44

U.S. dollars. If, for example, a particular regulation was projected to reduce CO2

45

emissions by 1 million metric tons in 2020, the estimate of the value of its CO2 emissions

46

benefits in 2020 for this SC-CO2 would be $42 million dollars.

2
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The Committee on Assessing Approaches to Updating the Social Cost of Carbon

48

recommends near-term improvements to the existing IWG SC-CO2 estimation

49

methodology, as well as longer-term recommendations for comprehensive updates, and it

50

offers research priorities. Both near- and longer-term recommendations provide guidance

51

to improve the scientific basis, characterization of uncertainty, and transparency of the

52

SC-CO2 estimation framework within the federal regulatory context for which the SC-

53

CO2 was developed.

54

The committee specifies criteria for future updates to the SC-CO2. It also

55

recommends an integrated modular approach for SC-CO2 estimation to better satisfy the

56

specified criteria and to draw more readily on expertise from the wide range of scientific

57

disciplines relevant to SC-CO2 estimation. Under this approach, each step in SC-CO2

58

estimation is developed as a module—socioeconomic, climate, damages, and

59

discounting—that reflects the state of scientific knowledge in the current, peer-reviewed

60

literature.

61

Because it is important to update estimates as the science and economic

62

understanding of climate change and its impacts improve over time, the committee

63

recommends that estimates of the SC-CO2 be updated in a three-step process at regular

64

intervals of approximately 5 years. This timing would balance the benefit of

65

incorporating evolving research against the need for a thorough and predictable process.

66

For each module, the committee recommends near-term changes given the current

67

state of the science. The recommended changes would be feasible to implement in the

68

next 2-3 years and would improve the performance of each part of the analysis with

69

respect to the primary criteria.
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71



The socioeconomic module should use statistical methods and expert

72

judgment for projecting distributions of economic activity, population

73

growth, and emissions into the future.

74



The climate module should use a simple Earth system model that satisfies

75

well-defined diagnostic tests to confirm that it properly captures the

76

relationships between CO2 emissions, atmospheric CO2 concentrations,

77

and global mean surface temperature change and sea level rise.

78



The damages module should improve and update existing formulations of

79

climate change damages, make calibrations transparent, present

80

disaggregated results, and address correlation between different

81

formulations. This update should draw on recent scientific literature

82

relating to both empirical estimation and process-based modeling of

83

damages.

84



The discounting module should incorporate the relationship between

85

economic growth and discounting. The committee also recommends that

86

the IWG provide guidance on how the SC-CO2 estimates should be

87

combined in regulatory impact analyses with other calculations.

88
89

In addition, the committee details longer-term research that could improve each

90

module and incorporate interactions within and feedbacks across modules. These

91

advances will require significant investments in both economic and climate modeling
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research, particularly research related to the assessment of climate damages and to

93

socioeconomic and emission projections.
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Summary

2
3
4

The social cost of carbon (SC-CO2) for a given year is an estimate, in dollars, of

5

the present discounted value of the future damage caused by a 1-metric ton increase in

6

carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions into the atmosphere in that year or, equivalently, the

7

benefits of reducing CO2 emissions by the same amount in that year. The SC-CO2 is

8

intended to provide a comprehensive measure of the net damages—that is, the monetized

9

value of the net impacts—from global climate change that result from an additional ton of

10

CO2.1 Those damages include, but are not limited to, changes in net agricultural

11

productivity, energy use, human health, property damage from increased flood risk, as

12

well as nonmarket damages, such as the services that natural ecosystems provide to

13

society. Many of these damages from CO2 emissions today will affect economic

14

outcomes throughout the next several centuries. Federal agencies are required to use the

15

SC-CO2 to value the CO2 emission reduction benefit of proposed regulations, including

16

emission and fuel economy standards for vehicles; emission standards for industrial

17

manufacturing, power plants, and solid waste incineration; and appliance energy

18

efficiency standards.
The Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases2 (IWG)

19
20

developed a methodology for estimating the SC-CO2. That methodology has been
1

Here and throughout this report, “damage” represents the net effects of both the negative and positive
economic outcomes of climate change.
2
Until 2016 the name of the group was the Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon.
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applied to produce estimates that U.S. government agencies use in regulatory impact

22

analyses under Executive Order 12866. The IWG requested the National Academies of

23

Science, Engineering, and Medicine to undertake a study examining potential

24

approaches, along with their relative merits and challenges, for a comprehensive update

25

to the SC-CO2 estimates.

26
27

AN INTEGRATED MODULAR APPROACH

28
29

The committee’s conclusions and recommendations highlight four components of

30

analysis or “modules” involved in estimating the SC-CO2—socioeconomic and emissions

31

projections, climate modeling, estimation of climate impacts and damages, and

32

discounting net monetary damages. Each module is comprised of conceptual

33

formulations and theory, computer models, and other analytical frameworks; each is

34

supported by its own specialized disciplinary expertise. The SC-CO2 estimation

35

framework put forward by the committee integrates these four modules, and, when

36

possible, taking into account the interdependencies among them.

37

Current estimates of the SC-CO2 are obtained by pooling estimates of monetized

38

damages produced by three reduced-form integrated assessment models (IAMs) that

39

feature prominently in the literature assessing the benefits and costs of climate change

40

mitigation: the committee refers to these as SC-IAMs. Each SC-IAM contains its own

41

modeling components along the lines of the four modules described. The IWG ran each

42

SC-IAM with a common set of socioeconomic scenarios and a common distribution of
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the equilibrium climate sensitivity, as well as model-specific distributions for other

44

parameters.

45
46

CONCLUSION 2-1 For at least some steps in the SC-CO2 estimation

47

framework, using a common module—rather than averaging the results

48

from multiple models—can improve transparency and consistency of key

49

assumptions with the peer-reviewed science and improve control over the

50

uncertainty representation, including structural uncertainty. This rationale

51

underlies the Interagency Working Group’s use of the same socioeconomic

52

scenarios, discount rates, and distribution for climate sensitivity across

53

IAMs, as well as the committee’s suggestion in its Phase 1 report that the

54

IWG develop or adopt a common climate module.

55
56

CONCLUSION 2-2 An integrated modular framework for SC-CO2

57

estimation can provide a transparent identification of the inputs, outputs,

58

uncertainties, and linkages among the different steps of the SC-CO2

59

estimation process. This framework can also provide a mechanism for the

60

incorporation of new scientific evidence and for facilitating regular

61

improvement of the framework modules and resulting estimates by engaging

62

experts across the varied disciplines that are relevant to each module.

63
64

RECOMMENDATION 2-1 The Interagency Working Group should support

65

the creation of an integrated modular SC-CO2 framework that provides a
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transparent articulation of the inputs, outputs, uncertainties, and linkages

67

among the different steps of SC-CO2 estimation. For some modules within

68

this framework, the best course of action may be for the government to

69

develop a new module, while for other modules the best course of action may

70

be to adapt one or more existing models developed by the scientific

71

community.

72
73

RECOMMENDATION 2-2 The Interagency Working Group should use

74

three criteria to evaluate the overall integrated SC-CO2 framework and the

75

modules to be used in that framework: scientific basis, uncertainty

76

characterization, and transparency.

77



Scientific basis: Modules, their components, their interactions, and

78

their implementation should be consistent with the state of scientific

79

knowledge as reflected in the body of current, peer-reviewed

80

literature.

81



Uncertainty characterization: Key uncertainties and sensitivities,

82

including functional form, parameter assumptions, and data inputs,

83

should be adequately identified and represented in each module.

84

Uncertainties that cannot be or have not been quantified should be

85

identified.

86



Transparency. Documentation and presentation of results should be

87

adequate for the scientific community to understand and assess the

88

modules. Documentation should explain and justify design choices,

9
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including such features as model structure, functional form,

90

parameter assumptions, and data inputs, as well as how multiple lines

91

of evidence are combined. The extent to which features are evidence-

92

based or judgment-based should be explicit. Model code should be

93

available for review, use, and modification by researchers.

94
95

In the integrated modular CO2 framework, the first of the four modules would

96

generate estimates of future population and gross domestic product (GDP). From these, it

97

would generate projections of greenhouse gas emissions. Each emissions path would

98

serve as a baseline to which an emission pulse is added in order to estimate the

99

incremental impact of an additional ton of CO2 released in a particular year. Given

100

projected emissions, the climate module would generate estimates of CO2 concentrations

101

in the atmosphere and ocean, surface temperature change and sea level rise. Together

102

with the associated population and GDP projections, these climate results would serve as

103

inputs to the damages module that would calculate the monetary value, each year, of net

104

climate damages due to projected emissions.

105

Each of these modules would include data inputs or structural elements that are

106

treated as uncertain, leading to outputs in the form of distributions of estimates for each

107

year rather than a single value. The discounting module would sum the future stream of

108

monetized damage estimates to a single present value for each of the possible future

109

“states of the world” that are embodied in the analysis in the earlier steps in the SC-CO2

110

estimation process.
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In addition to recommendations regarding the incorporation of uncertainty in the

112

modeling process, the committee reiterates its recommendations on the presentation of

113

uncertainty from its Phase 1 report. Specifically, it is important that the sources of

114

uncertainty in SC-CO2 estimation be made clear. In future updates to the technical

115

support documentation of the SC-CO2 estimates, a discussion of various types of

116

uncertainty and how they are handled in estimating the SC-CO2, as well as sources of

117

uncertainty that are not captured in current SC-CO2 estimates, would improve

118

transparency.

119

The main disadvantage of a focus on individual modules is the potential neglect

120

of important feedbacks between components of the system. Successful implementation of

121

a modular framework in the longer term will require attention to the interactions among

122

the modules, and modification of the overall structure to incorporate findings and

123

approaches from ongoing research on the human-environment-climate system.

124
125

RECOMMENDATION 2-3 The Interagency Working Group should

126

continue to monitor research that identifies and explores the magnitude of

127

various interactions and feedbacks in the human-climate system including

128

those not represented in implementation of the proposed modular SC-CO2

129

estimation framework. The IWG should include interactions and feedbacks

130

among the modules of the SC-CO2 framework if they are found to

131

significantly affect SC-CO2 estimates.

132
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Due to the global nature of the impacts that result from CO2 emissions regardless

134

of where they originate, efforts to estimate the SC-CO2 by both the scientific community

135

and the IWG have focused on total global damages, rather than the damages to an

136

individual country such as the United States. At the same time, the IWG recognized that

137

this approach “represents a departure from past practices, which tended to put greater

138

emphasis on a domestic measure of SC-CO2 (limited to impacts of climate change

139

experienced within U.S. borders)” (Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of

140

Carbon, 2010a, p. 10). The IWG therefore provided rough estimates of the proportion of

141

global damages attributable directly to impacts within U.S. borders.

142

Accurately estimating the damage of CO2 emissions for the United States

143

involves more than examining the direct impacts of climate change that occur within U.S.

144

physical borders. The IWG has noted that climate change in other regions of the world

145

could affect the United States, through such pathways as global migration, economic

146

destabilization, and political destabilization. In addition, the United States may be

147

affected by changes in the economic conditions of its trading partners. The current SC-

148

IAMs do not fully account for these types of interactions. The implications of U.S.

149

emissions or mitigation thereof on levering actions by other countries is another

150

consideration affecting the accurate estimation of the domestic, relative to the global,

151

damages from U.S. CO2 emissions.

152
153

CONCLUSION 2-4 Estimation of the net damages per ton of CO2 emissions

154

to the United States alone, beyond the approximations done by the IWG, is

155

feasible in principle; however it is limited in practice by the existing SC-IAM
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methodologies, which focus primarily on global estimates and do not model

157

all relevant interactions among regions. It is important to consider what

158

constitutes a domestic impact in the case of a global pollutant that could have

159

international implications that impact the United States. More thoroughly

160

estimating a domestic SC-CO2 would therefore need to consider the potential

161

implications of climate impacts on, and actions by, other countries, which

162

also have impacts on the United States.

163
164

The committee recommends a regularized process for updating SC-CO2 estimates

165

to enhance their scientific credibility and provide a way for experts to suggest both

166

improvements for updates and priorities for research.

167
168

RECOMMENDATION 2-4 The Interagency Working Group should

169

establish a regularized three-step process for updating the SC-CO2 estimates.

170

An update cycle of roughly 5 years would balance the benefit of responding

171

to evolving research with the need for a thorough and predictable process. In

172

the first step, the interagency process and associated technical efforts should

173

draw on internal and external technical expertise and incorporate scientific

174

peer review. In the second step, draft revisions to the SC-CO2 methods and

175

estimates should be subject to public notice and comment, allowing input and

176

review from a broader set of stakeholders, the scientific community, and the

177

public. In the third step, the government’s approach to estimating the SC-

178

CO2 should be regularly reviewed by an independent scientific assessment
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panel to identify improvements for potential future updates and research

180

needs.

181
182

SOCIOECONOMIC MODULE

183
184

The purpose of a socioeconomic module is to provide a set of projections of

185

population and GDP, which in turn drive projections of CO2 and other relevant climate-

186

forcing emissions that are inputs to the calculation of a baseline climate trajectory. The

187

baseline trajectory influences the response of the climate to a pulse of CO2 emissions.

188

Estimates of population and GDP, possibly disaggregated by region and sector, are also

189

direct inputs to the estimation of climate damages, and the trajectory of GDP per capita

190

also feeds into the recommended discounting procedure.

191
192

RECOMMENDATION 3-1 In addition to applying the committee’s overall

193

criteria for scientific basis, uncertainty characterization, and transparency

194

(see Recommendation 2-2 in Chapter 2), the Interagency Working Group

195

should evaluate potential socioeconomic modules according to four criteria:

196

time horizon, future policies, disaggregation, and feedbacks.

197
198



Time horizon: The socioeconomic projections should extend

199

far enough in the future to provide inputs for estimation of the

200

vast majority of discounted climate damages.
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Future policies: Projections of emissions of CO2 and other

202

important forcing agents should take account of the likelihood

203

of future emissions mitigation policies and technological

204

developments.

205



Disaggregation: The projections should provide the sectoral

206

and regional detail in population and GDP necessary for

207

damage calculations.

208



Feedbacks: To the extent possible, the socioeconomic module

209

should incorporate feedbacks from the climate and damages

210

modules that have a significant impact on population, GDP, or

211

emissions.

212
213
214

To produce a module satisfying the criteria in Recommendation 3-1, the
committee offers a recommendation for the near term.

215
216

RECOMMENDATION 3-2 In the near term, to develop a

217

socioeconomic module and projections over the relevant time horizon,

218

the Interagency Working Group should:

219
220



Use an appropriate statistical technique to estimate a probability

221

density of average annual growth rates of global per-capita GDP.

222

Choose a small number of values of the average annual growth rate to

223

represent the estimated density. Elicit expert opinion on the
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desirability of possible modifications to the implied projections of per-

225

capita GDP, particularly after 2100.

226



Work with demographers who have produced probabilistic

227

projections through 2100 to create a small number of population

228

projections beyond 2100 to represent a probability density function.

229

Development of such projections should include both the extension of

230

existing statistical models and the elicitation of expert opinion for

231

validation and adjustment, particularly after 2100. Should either the

232

economic or demographic experts suggest that correlation between

233

economic and population projections is important, this could be

234

included.

235



Use expert elicitation, guided by information on historical trends and

236

emissions consistent with different climate outcomes, to produce a

237

small number of emissions trajectories for each forcing agent of

238

interest conditional on population and income scenarios.

239



Develop projections of sectoral and regional GDP and regional

240

population using scenario libraries, published regional or national

241

population projections, detailed-structure economic models, SC-

242

IAMs, or other sources.

243
244

In the longer term, there are many advantages to investing in the construction of a

245

dedicated socioeconomic projection framework designed for the task. Existing detailed-

246

structure models were formulated to meet objectives different than those of the IWG.
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248

RECOMMENDATION 3-3 In the longer term, the IWG should engage in

249

the development of a new socioeconomic module, based on a detailed-

250

structure model, that meets the criteria of scientific basis, uncertainty

251

characterization, and transparency, is consistent with the best available

252

judgment regarding the probability distributions of uncertain parameters,

253

and that has the following characteristics:

254
255



provides internally consistent probabilistic projections, consistent with

256

elicited expert opinion, as far beyond 2100 as required to capture the vast

257

majority of discounted damages, taking into account the increased

258

uncertainty regarding technology, policies, and social and economic

259

structures in the distant future;

260



provides probabilistic regional and sectoral projections consistent with

261

requirements of the damage module, taking into account historical

262

experience, expert judgment, and increasing uncertainty over time

263

regarding the regional and sectoral structure of the global economy;

264



captures important feedbacks from the climate and damage modules that

265

affect capital stocks, productivity, and other determinants of

266

socioeconomic and emissions projections. It should enable interactions

267

among the modules to ensure consistency among economic growth,

268

emissions, and their consequences; and
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is developed in conjunction with the climate and damage modules, to

270

provide a coherent and manageable means of propagating uncertainty

271

through the components of the SC-CO2 estimation procedure.

272
273
274

Development of such a framework, designed to satisfy the long-term needs of SC-

275

CO2 estimation, would represent an advance in economic modeling. Chapter 7 includes a

276

set of conclusions about the research needed on economic modeling frameworks and

277

model development for the long term.

278
279

CLIMATE MODULE

280
281

The purpose of a climate module is to take outputs of the socioeconomic module

282

(particularly emissions of CO2 and other climate forcing agents) and estimate their effect

283

on physical climate variables, such as a time series of temperature change, at the spatial

284

and temporal resolution required by the damages module. Thus, it must translate

285

greenhouse gas emissions into atmospheric concentrations, translate concentrations of

286

CO2 and other climate forcers into their radiative effects (“forcing”), translate forcing

287

into global mean surface temperature response, and generate other climatic variables that

288

may be needed by the damage module. In so doing, it must accurately represent within a

289

probabilistic context the current understanding of the climate and carbon cycle systems

290

and associated uncertainties.
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A simple Earth system model would be appropriate for the SC-CO2 setting, and it

292

is important that such a model be considered for use in SC-CO2 calculations. Such a

293

model would reflect current scientific understanding of the relationships between

294

greenhouse gas emissions, concentrations, radiative forcing, and global mean surface

295

temperature change, as well as their uncertainty and profiles over time.

296
297

RECOMMENDATION 4-1 In the near term, the Interagency Working

298

Group should adopt or develop a climate module that captures the

299

relationships between CO2 emissions, atmospheric CO2 concentrations, and

300

global mean surface temperature change, as well as their uncertainty, and

301

projects their profiles over time. The module should apply the overall criteria

302

for scientific basis, uncertainty characterization, and transparency (see

303

Recommendation 2-2 in Chapter 2). In the context of the climate module, this

304

means:

305

1. Scientific basis and uncertainty characterization: The module’s

306

behavior should be consistent with the current, peer-reviewed

307

scientific understanding of the relationships over time between CO2

308

emissions, atmospheric CO2 concentrations, and CO2-induced global

309

mean surface temperature change, including their uncertainty. The

310

module should be assessed on the basis of its response to long-term

311

forcing trajectories (specifically, trajectories designed to assess

312

equilibrium climate sensitivity, transient climate response and

313

transient climate response to emissions, as well as historical and high-
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and low-emissions scenarios) and its response to a pulse of CO2

315

emissions. The assessment of the module should be formally

316

documented.

317

2. Transparency and simplicity: The module should strive for

318

transparency and simplicity so that the central tendency and range of

319

uncertainty in its behavior are readily understood, reproducible, and

320

amenable to improvement over time through the incorporation of

321

evolving scientific evidence.

322
323

The climate module should also meet the following additional criterion:
3. Incorporation of non-CO2 forcing: The module should be formulated

324

such that effects of non-CO2 forcing agents can be incorporated,

325

which will allow both for more accurate reflection of baseline

326

trajectories and for the same model to be used to assess the social cost

327

of non-CO2 forcing agents in a manner consistent with estimates of

328

the SC-CO2.

329
330

RECOMMENDATION 4-2 To the extent possible, the Interagency Working

331

Group (IWG) should use formal assessments that draw on multiple lines of

332

evidence and a broad body of scientific work, such as the assessment reports

333

of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which provide the most

334

reliable estimates of the ranges of key metrics of climate system behavior. If

335

such assessments are not available, the IWG should derive estimates from a

336

review of the peer-reviewed literature, with care taken so as to not introduce
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inconsistencies with the formally assessed parameters. The assessments

338

should provide ranges with associated likelihood statements and specify

339

complete probability distributions. If multiple interpretations are possible,

340

the selected approach should be clearly described and justified.

341
342
343

An example of a simple Earth system model that satisfies the criteria set forth

344

above is the Finite Amplitude Impulse Response (FAIR) model (see Chapter 4). FAIR

345

includes a minor modification of the model used in the Intergovernmental Panel on

346

Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report to assess the global warming potential of

347

different gases. The committee notes that none of the current SC-IAM climate

348

components fully satisfies the criteria above.

349

Global mean sea level rise is another key physical variable relevant for estimating

350

climate damages. Global mean sea level rise results from both the transfer of water mass

351

from continental ice sheets and glaciers into the ocean, and also from the volumetric

352

expansion of ocean water as it warms.

353
354

RECOMMENDATION 4-3 In the near term, the Interagency Working

355

Group should adopt or develop a sea level rise component in the climate

356

module that (1) accounts for uncertainty in the translation of global mean

357

temperature to global mean sea level rise and (2) is consistent with sea level

358

rise projections available in the literature for similar forcing and

359

temperature pathways. Existing semi-empirical sea level models provide one
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basis for doing this. In the longer term, research will be necessary to

361

incorporate recent scientific discoveries regarding ice sheet stability in such

362

models.

363
364

CO2 dissolves in sea water to form carbonic acid. As the oceans have absorbed

365

about one-quarter to one-third of anthropogenic CO2 emissions, the oceans have steadily

366

become more acidic. Modeling of the consequences of ocean acidification is at an early

367

stage, and is mainly carried out using Earth system or regional ocean models with

368

comparable complexity.

369
370

RECOMMENDATION 4-4 The Interagency Working Group should adopt

371

or develop a surface ocean pH component within the climate module that (1)

372

is consistent with carbon uptake in the climate module, (2) accounts for

373

uncertainty in the translation of global mean surface temperature and

374

carbon uptake to surface ocean pH, and (3) is consistent with observations

375

and projections of surface ocean pH available in the current peer-reviewed

376

literature. For example, surface ocean pH can be derived from global mean

377

surface temperature and global cumulative carbon uptake using

378

relationships calibrated to the results of explicit models of carbonate

379

chemistry of the surface ocean.

380
381
382

Simple Earth system models produce climate projections that are highly
aggregated both spatially and temporally. For example, the FAIR model produces
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projections of climatological (multi-decadal-average) global mean temperature. Yet

384

people do not live under 30-year global mean conditions. Rather, damages are caused by

385

the day-to-day, place-specific effects of the weather, the statistical properties of which are

386

described by the climate. The damages module will therefore either require

387

geographically and temporally disaggregated climate variables as inputs or such

388

disaggregation will need to occur in the calibration of the relationship between highly

389

aggregated climate variables and resulting damages. The most straightforward approach

390

to transforming global mean variables into more spatially disaggregated variables is to

391

estimate linear relationships between local climate variables (e.g., temperature,

392

precipitation) and global mean temperature, known as pattern scaling.

393
394

RECOMMENDATION 4-5 To the extent needed by the damages module, the

395

Interagency Working Group should use disaggregation methods that reflect

396

relationships between global mean quantities and disaggregated variables,

397

such as regional mean temperature, mean precipitation, and frequency of

398

extremes, that are inferred from up-to-date observational data and more

399

comprehensive climate models.

400
401

CONCLUSION 4-3 In the near term, linear pattern scaling, although subject

402

to numerous limitations, provides an acceptable approach to estimating some

403

regionally disaggregated variables from global mean temperature and global

404

mean sea level. If necessary, projections based on pattern scaling can be

405

augmented with high-frequency variability estimated from observational
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data or from model projections. In the longer term, it would be worthwhile

407

to consider incorporating the dependence of disaggregated variables on

408

spatial patterns of forcing, the temporal evolution of patterns under stable or

409

decreasing forcing, and nonlinearities in the relationship between global

410

mean variables and regional variables.

411
412

Research focused on improving the representation of the Earth system in the

413

context of coupled climate-economic analyses would improve the reliability of estimates

414

of the SC-CO2. A list of research topics needed to reach such a goal is outlined in Chapter

415

7.

416
417

DAMAGES MODULE

418
419

The purpose of the damages module is to translate a time series of socioeconomic

420

variables (e.g., income and population) and physical climatic variables (e.g., changes in

421

temperature and sea level) into estimates of physical impacts and, when possible,

422

monetized damages over time. To do so, it must represent relationships among physical

423

variables, socioeconomic variables, and damages. The SC-IAMs include damage

424

representations that are either simple and global (e.g., global damages as a function of

425

global mean temperature and gross world product), or are sectorally and regionally

426

disaggregated (e.g., agricultural damages as a function of regional temperature,

427

precipitation change, CO2 concentrations, and the economic value added or GDP of

428

relevant sectors or regions).
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430

RECOMMENDATION 5-1 In the near term, the Interagency Working

431

Group should develop a damages module using elements from the current

432

SC-IAM damage components and scientific literature. The damages module

433

should meet the committee’s overall criteria for scientific basis,

434

transparency, and uncertainty characterization (see Recommendation 2-2, in

435

Chapter 2) and include the following four additional improvements:

436

1. Individual sectoral damage functions should be updated as feasible.

437

2. Damage function calibrations should be transparently and quantitatively

438
439
440

characterized.
3. If multiple damage formulations are used, they should recognize any
correlations between formulations.

441

4. A summary should be provided of disaggregated (incremental and total)

442

damage projections underlying SC-CO2 calculations, including how they

443

scale with temperature, income, and population.

444
445

RECOMMENDATION 5-2 In the longer term, the IWG should develop a

446

damages module that meets the overall criteria for scientific basis,

447

transparency, and uncertainty characterization (see Recommendation 2-2, in

448

Chapter 2) and has the following five features:

449

1. It should disaggregate market and non-market climate damages by

450

region and sector, with results that are presented in both monetary and
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451

natural units and that are consistent with empirical and structural

452

economic studies of sectoral impacts and damages.

453

2. It should include representation of important interactions and spillovers

454

among regions and sectors, as well as feedbacks to other modules.

455

3. It should explicitly recognize and consider damages that affect welfare

456

either directly or through changes to consumption, capital stocks

457

(physical, human, natural), or through other channels.

458
459
460
461

4. It should include representation of adaptation to climate change and the
costs of adaptation.
5. It should include representation of nongradual damages, such as those
associated with critical climatic or socioeconomic thresholds.

462
463

DISCOUNTING MODULE

464
465

The purpose of a discounting module is to integrate the future stream of

466

monetized damage estimates into a single present value for each state of the world

467

generated by the earlier steps of the SC-CO2 estimation process. Discounting is the

468

procedure by which costs and benefits in future years are made comparable with costs

469

and benefits incurred today. The discount rate refers to a reduction (or “discount”) in

470

value that a future cost or benefit is adjusted for each year in the future to be compared

471

with a current cost or benefit. Because the impacts of CO2 emissions in any particular

472

year persist for many years, the value of avoiding those impacts depends on how much
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society discounts those future impacts. Due to the power of compounding, small

474

differences in the discount rate can have large impacts on the estimated SC-CO2.

475
476

CONCLUSION 6-1 In the current approach of the Interagency Working

477

Group, uncertainty about future discount rates motivates the use of both a

478

lower 2.5 percent rate and higher 5.0 percent rate, relative to the central 3.0

479

percent rate. However, this approach does not incorporate an explicit

480

connection between discounting and consumption growth that arises under a

481

more structural (e.g., Ramsey-like) approach to discounting. Such an explicit

482

analytic connection is especially important when considering uncertain

483

climate damages that are positively or negatively associated with the level of

484

consumption. The Ramsey formula provides a feasible and conceptually

485

sound framework for modeling the relationship between economic growth

486

and discounting uncertainty.

487
488

In formulating its recommendations, the committee makes use of the Ramsey

489

discounting formula, in which the discount rate equals the sum of the pure rate of time

490

preference (δ) and the product of the value of an additional dollar as society grows

491

wealthier (

and the growth rate of per capita consumption (

.

492
493

RECOMMENDATION 6-1 The Interagency Working Group should develop

494

a discounting module that explicitly recognizes the uncertainty surrounding

495

discount rates over long time horizons, its connection to uncertainty in
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economic growth, and, in turn, to climate damages. This uncertainty should

497

be modeled using a Ramsey-like formula, r = δ + η⋅ g, where the uncertain

498

discount rate r is defined by parameters δ and η and uncertain per capita

499

economic growth g. When applied to a set of projected damage estimates that

500

vary in their assumptions about per capita economic growth, each projection

501

should use a path of discount rates based on its particular path of per capita

502

economic growth. These discounted damage estimates can then be used to

503

calculate an average SC-CO2 and an uncertainty distribution for the SC-

504

CO2, conditional on the assumed parameters.

505
506

To choose the parameters of a Ramsey-like approach, one could examine

507

empirical assessments of pure time preference and utility curvature or one could choose

508

those parameters to match empirical features of observed interest rates and the long-term

509

relationship between interest rates and economic growth.

510
511

RECOMMENDATION 6-2 The Interagency Working Group should choose

512

parameters for the Ramsey formula that are consistent with theory and

513

evidence and that produce certainty equivalent discount rates consistent,

514

over the next several decades, with consumption rates of interest. The IWG

515

should use three sets of Ramsey parameters, generating a low, central, and

516

high certainty-equivalent near-term discount rate, and three means and

517

ranges of SC-CO2 estimates.

518
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In the regulatory impact analyses required under federal rules, the rate at which

520

future benefits and costs are discounted can significantly alter the estimated present value

521

of the net benefits of that rule. In accordance with guidance from the U.S. Office of

522

Management and Budget, agencies have generally used sensitivity analysis with discount

523

rates of 3.0 and 7.0 percent. The 7.0 percent rate is intended to represent the average

524

before-tax rate of return to private capital in the U.S. economy. The 3.0 percent rate is

525

intended to reflect the rate at which society discounts future consumption, which is

526

particularly relevant if a regulation is expected to affect private consumption directly.

527

Due to the atypically long time frame and important intergenerational consequences

528

associated with CO2 emissions, the IWG has used alternative discount rates for the SC-

529

CO2 of 2.5, 3.0, and 5.0 percent.

530

Incorporating estimates of the SC-CO2 in a regulatory impact analysis can present

531

a challenge if the SC-CO2 calculation uses discount rates that are different than those

532

used for other benefits and costs in the analysis (e.g., short-term air quality impacts).

533
534

RECOMMENDATION 6-3 The Interagency Working Group should be

535

explicit about how the SC-CO2 estimates should be combined in regulatory

536

impact analyses with other cost and benefit estimates that may use different

537

discount rates.
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1

2

Introduction

3
4

A variety of rules and regulations considered by the U.S. federal government—such as

5

energy efficiency standards, fuel economy standards, and power plant regulations—affect the

6

emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.1 For more

7

than three decades, presidential Executive Orders (EOs) have required that federal agencies

8

consider the monetized impact of effects when conducting regulatory impact analyses: see Box

9

1-1. This report takes a pragmatic approach in offering conclusions and recommendations that

10

are consistent with this approach to regulatory analysis.

11

In 2008, a ruling by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals remanded a fuel economy rule to

12

the Department of Transportation, concluding that it was “arbitrary and capricious” to not

13

monetize the benefits of the CO2 emission reductions in the rule’s regulatory impact analysis.2 In

14

2009 an interagency working group was formed and developed an approach for estimating the

15

“social cost of carbon” that has been used in dozens of benefit-cost analyses since 2010. The

16

social cost of carbon (SC-CO2)3 is defined for a given year as the present discounted value of the

1

A recent Congressional Research Service report, Federal Citations to the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases,
includes a table that lists federal actions that used the SC-CO2 estimates; the earliest action is April 2008. The report
is available at: https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R44657.pdf [December 2016].
2
Center for Biological Diversity v. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, U.S. Court of Appeals,
Ninth Circuit, 538 F.3d 1172 (9th Cir. 2008).
3
The acronym for the social cost of carbon in the committee’s interim report was “SCC,” following the thenstandard acronym. In late August 2016, the newly renamed Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of
Greenhouse Gases (previously, the Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon) introduced the
acronym “SC-CO2.” This report uses the new acronym, except when referring to text from previously published
documents.
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17

future damage4 caused by a 1-metric ton increase in CO2 emissions to the atmosphere in that

18

year, or, equivalently, the benefits of reducing CO2 emissions by the same amount in that year.

19
BOX 1-1
Regulatory Impact Analysis under Executive Order (EO) 12866

Executive Orders (EOs) 12291 (from 1981 to 1993) and 12866a (since 1993) have
required that agencies undertake quantitative regulatory impact analysis of regulatory actions,
employing a regulatory philosophy based on maximizing the expected net benefits of those
actions. As stated in EO 12866 Section 1(a):

In deciding whether and how to regulate, agencies should assess all costs and
benefits of available regulatory alternatives, including the alternative of not
regulating. Costs and benefits shall be understood to include both quantifiable
measures (to the fullest extent that these can be usefully estimated) and qualitative

4

Throughout this report, “damage” represents the net effects of both negative and positive economic impacts of
climate change. When incorporated in a benefit-cost analysis, such as a regulatory impact analysis, these net
damages are reflected as a benefit of emissions reduction. In benefit-cost analysis, the benefit of a commodity is
measured by what people are willing to pay for it. It is important to note that willingness to pay is constrained by
ability to pay. The notion that the value attached to a commodity should be constrained by resources is fundamental
to economics. When one values the output of a commodity sold in markets one uses a demand function, which
reflects the willingness to pay of consumers for purchasing additional units of the good. This is conditional on the
distribution of income in society. It is when costs and benefits are added together to determine the net benefits of a
decision that principles of benefit-cost analysis enter in. In measuring the economic net benefits of an action, one
compares the benefits, as defined above, with the costs of the action. This is an appropriate decision-making
criterion, but it does not directly take distributional issues into account. Some individuals may face net costs from
the action and others may face net gains. To provide information on distributional impacts for policy making, the
U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidance suggests that the distribution of costs and benefits be
measured in regulatory impact analysis. Distributional effects can also be reflected in benefit-cost analysis using
welfare weights, although this is rarely done in practice and is not permitted in regulatory impact analysis.
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measures of costs and benefits that are difficult to quantify, but nevertheless
essential to consider. Further, in choosing among alternative regulatory
approaches, agencies should select those approaches that maximize net
benefits….

Since 2003, U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-4b has
provided specific guidance for conducting regulatory impact analysis under EO 12866,
replacing prior guidance. With respect to the treatment of uncertainty in regulatory impact
analysis, Circular A-4 provides additional context for the efforts of this committee, stating (p.
18):

When benefit and cost estimates are uncertain…you should report benefit and
cost estimates (including benefits of risk reductions) that reflect the full
probability distribution of potential consequences. Where possible, present
probability distributions of benefits and costs and include the upper and lower
bound estimates as complements to central tendency and other estimates.

If fundamental scientific disagreement or lack of knowledge prevents
construction of a scientifically defensible probability distribution, you should
describe benefits or costs under plausible scenarios and characterize the
evidence and assumptions underlying each alternative scenario.

Circular A-4 elaborates further (p. 41) that regulatory impact analysis should:
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Apply a formal probabilistic analysis of the relevant uncertainties—possibly
using simulation models and/or expert judgment,…[which] …combined with
other sources of data, can be combined in Monte Carlo simulations to derive a
probability distribution of benefits and costs.

a

For the text of EO 12866, see:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/inforeg/eo12866/eo12866_10041993.pdf
[November 2016]. Another order released in 2011, EO 13563, which reaffirmed and supplemented EO
12866, directs agencies to conduct regulatory actions based on the best available science and to use
best available techniques to quantify benefits or costs as accurately as possible. See:
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-01-21/pdf/2011-1385.pdf [November 2016].
b
For the text of Circular A-4, see:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/assets/regulatory_matters_pdf/a-4.pdf [December
2016].

20
21

The Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases (IWG)5

22

composed of experts from multiple federal agencies, develops and maintains the SC-CO2

23

estimates. The current estimation approach was developed in 2009-2010 and released in 2010.

24

The approach has not changed since this initial release, although individual model modifications

25

and other changes were made in 2013 and 2015. The IWG is considering more significant

26

updates to the approach used to estimate the SC-CO2 and asked the National Academies of

27

Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (hereafter referred to as the Academies) to make

28

recommendations on potential approaches that warrant consideration in future updates of the SC-

5

The IWG is cochaired by the Council of Economic Advisors and the Office of Management and Budget; the
other members are the Council on Environmental Quality, the Domestic Policy Council, the Department of
Agriculture, the Department of Commerce, the Department of Energy, the Department of the Interior, the
Department of Transportation, the Department of the Treasury, the Environmental Protection Agency, the National
Economic Council, and the Office of Science and Technology Policy.
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29

CO2 estimates. The charge to the Academies also requested recommendation for research that

30

would advance the science in areas that are particularly useful for estimating the SC-CO2. See

31

Box 1-2 for the full statement of task for the committee.

32

The committee interpreted the charge as focusing specifically on the SC-CO2 for its use

33

in federal regulatory impact analysis. As discussed above, the committee therefore developed its

34

conclusions and recommendations to be consistent with an overall analytical approach based on

35

the computation of expected net present value, taking into account that the SC-CO2 is one of a

36

large number of variables that enter into a typical regulatory impact analysis. In doing so, the

37

committee notes that the particular regulations of interest are typically of only incremental

38

impact in the context of total U.S. or global CO2 emissions. The resulting SC-CO2 estimates are

39

therefore not necessarily applicable for use as the basis of very large-scale policy issues, such as

40

a comprehensive national carbon price. At a minimum, care needs to be taken in such

41

applications of the SC-CO2.

42

The IWG’s formulation of the SC-CO2 also differs from much academic work on the

43

issue, which often focuses on optimal global CO2 control: in this work, an optimal emissions

44

control level is set so that its marginal cost is equal to marginal damage, and an SC-CO2 estimate

45

in this case is computed using the optimal emissions pathway. The committee also notes that the

46

analytical framework used in developing the IWG SC-CO2 estimates is based on probability-

47

weighted present value. Although this is appropriate for its application in regulatory impact

48

analysis, it is not the only framework relevant to decision making under uncertainty in the

49

context of national and international climate policy. Approaches to the treatment of uncertainty

50

are discussed in Chapter 2.

51
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BOX 1-2
Statement of Task

An ad hoc multi-disciplinary committee will be appointed to inform future revisions to
estimates of the social cost of carbon (SCC) developed and used by the federal government.
The committee will examine the merits and challenges of potential approaches for both a nearterm limited update and longer-term comprehensive updates to ensure that the SCC estimates
continue to reflect the best available science and methods. The study will be conducted in two
phases and will result in two reports.

Phase 1. In phase 1, the committee will assess the technical merits and challenges of a
narrowly focused update to the SCC estimates and make a recommendation on whether to
conduct an update of the SCC estimates prior to recommendations related to a more
comprehensive update based on its review of the science related to the topics covered in the
second phase. Specifically, the committee will consider whether an update is warranted based on
the following:

1. Updating the probability distribution for the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) to
reflect the recent consensus statement in the Fifth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), rather than the current calibration
used in the SCC estimates, which were based on the most authoritative scientific
consensus statement available at the time (the 2007 Fourth IPCC Assessment).
2. Recalibrating the distributional forms for the ECS by methods other than the currently-
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used Roe and Baker (2007) distribution.
3. Enhancing the qualitative characterization of uncertainties associated with the current
SCC estimates in the short-term to increase the transparency associated with using these
estimate in regulatory impact analyses. Noting that as part of a potential comprehensive
update Part 2 of the charge requests information regarding the opportunity for a more
comprehensive, and possibly more formal or quantitative, treatment of uncertainty.

The phase 1 report will be an interim letter report to be completed in 6 months.

Phase 2. In phase 2, which represents the bulk of the statement of task, the committee
will examine potential approaches, along with their relative merits and challenges, for a more
comprehensive update to the SCC estimates to ensure the estimates continue to reflect the best
available science. The Committee will be asked to consider issues related to:

1. an assessment of the available science and how it would impact the choice of integrated
assessment models and damage functions;
2. climate science modeling assumptions;
3. socio-economic and emissions scenarios;
4. presentation of uncertainty; and
5. discounting.

Within these areas, the committee will make recommendations on potential approaches that
warrant consideration in future updates of the SCC estimates, as well as research
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recommendations based on their review that would advance the science in areas that are
particularly useful for estimating the SCC.

52
53
54

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIAL COST OF CARBON FOR

55

REGULATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS

56
57

Academic research into the estimation of the social costs of greenhouse gas emissions

58

began with work by economist William Nordhaus in the early 1980s (Nordhaus, 1982) and was

59

continued by numerous researchers in the early 1990s (e.g., Ayers and Walter, 1991; Nordhaus,

60

1991; Haraden, 1992; Peck and Teisberg, 1992; Reilly and Richards, 1993; Fankhauser, 1994).6

61

Researchers continued to explore the SC-CO2 over the subsequent two decades. This research

62

base informed the initial estimates and the current approach adopted by the IWG.7

63

Prior to 2008, changes in CO2 emissions associated with proposed policies were

64

generally not valued in federal regulatory impact analyses (RIAs). As noted earlier, following a

65

2008 court ruling, federal agencies began to account for the impact of CO2 emissions in their

66

analyses. Agencies estimated dollar values for the SC-CO2 using a variety of methodologies.

67
68

In 2009, the Obama Administration formed the IWG and charged it with developing a
consistent set of SC-CO2 estimates to be used in regulatory impact analyses. The IWG comprised

6

A 2010 report provides an overview of the history of the literature on estimating economic damages due to
CO2 emissions (see National Research Council, 2010, Ch. 5).
7
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report provides a database summarizing
academic studies on the estimates of the welfare impact of climate change from 1982 to 2012 (Arent et al., 2014).
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relevant subject-matter experts from federal agencies; all federal agencies were welcome to

70

participate. For developing the SC-CO2 estimates and making decisions on updates, the IWG

71

used consensus-based decision making, relied on existing academic literature and models, and

72

took steps to disclose limitations and incorporate new information (U.S. Government

73

Accountability Office, 2014).8

74

The IWG initially established interim SC-CO2 values using estimates obtained from the

75

existing literature. These interim values were first used by the Department of Energy in an RIA

76

for an energy efficiency standard for beverage vending machines in August 2009 (74 Federal

77

Register 44914). The IWG continued working on a more in-depth process to estimate the SC-

78

CO2. In February 2010 it published a set of SC-CO2 estimates for the years 2010 through 2050

79

and described the technical methodology for estimation in a Technical Support Document.9 The

80

methodology used the three most widely cited integrated assessment models (IAMs) that are

81

used in benefit-cost analysis of climate policy to produce estimates of the SC-CO2.10 This report

82

refers to those models as SC-IAMs.

83

Four updates to the Technical Support Documents related to the SC-CO2 estimates have

84

occurred since the 2010 release: two in 2013 and one each in 2015 and 2016. None of the

85

updates changed the fundamental methodology used to construct the 2010 SC-CO2 estimates.

8

The organizational process used by the IWG to develop the SC-CO2 estimates was reviewed by the U.S.
Government Accountability Office (2014).
9
The Technical Support Document was released as an appendix to rulemaking by the U.S. Department of
Energy on small electric motors (Energy Conservation Program: Energy Conservation Standards for Small Electric
Motors, 75 Fed. Reg. 10,874 [Mar. 9, 2010]).
10
There are many IAMs in use in the climate change research community for multiple purposes. Generally,
IAMs vary significantly in structure, geographic resolution, computational algorithm, and application. In
comparison with most other IAMs, the three used by the IWG are specialized in their focus on modeling aggregate
global climate damages using highly aggregated economic and climate system representations, referred to as
“reduced form IAMs”: (for details, see Box 2-1 in Chapter 2). Although the three SC-IAMs were not developed
solely with the purpose of estimating the SC-CO2, they were among the very few models that produced estimates of
global net economic damages from CO2 emissions when the IWG was developing its methodology.
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87

SUMMARY OF THE IWG’S APPROACH TO ESTIMATING THE SOCIAL COST OF

88

CARBON

89
90

The technical methodology for constructing the official U.S. SC-CO2 estimates is

91

discussed in detail in the IWG Technical Support Documents (Interagency Working Group on

92

the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010, 2013a, 2013b, 2015; Interagency Working Group on the Social

93

Cost of Greenhouse Gases 2016b). Three SC-IAMs were used: DICE (Dynamic Integrated

94

Climate-Economy model), FUND (Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution

95

model), and PAGE (Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect model). Each models the

96

relationship between CO2 emissions and their monetized climate impact. An SC-CO2 estimate is

97

derived following the same causal chain for each of the SC-IAMs: a CO2 emissions pulse is

98

introduced in a particular year, creating a trajectory of CO2 concentrations, temperature change,

99

sea level rise, and climate damages.11 The difference between this damage trajectory and the

100

reference projection in each year is discounted to the year of the CO2 pulse using an annual

101

discount rate.

102

The IWG retained most of the SC-IAMs developers’ default assumptions for the

103

parameters and functional forms used in the models. Two key exceptions are that the IWG used a

104

single probability distribution for the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS)12 parameter in all

11

Damages from global climate change include, but are not limited to, changes in net agricultural productivity,
changes in energy use, human health effects, ocean acidification, changes in extreme weather events, and property
damages from increased flood risk. Due to the long-lived nature of warming from carbon dioxide emissions, many
of the damages from CO2 emissions today may affect economic outcomes for the next several centuries.
12
ECS measures the long-term response of global mean temperature to a fixed forcing, conventionally taken as
an instantaneous doubling of CO2 concentrations from their preindustrial levels (for details, see Box 4-1 in Chapter
4).
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three models, as well as a common set of five future socioeconomic and emissions scenarios.13 In

106

addition, three constant discount rates were used to compute the present value of damages from

107

each SC-IAM.

108

The IWG methodology resulted in 45 sets of estimates (three IAMs, five socioeconomic-

109

emissions scenarios, one ECS distribution, and three discount rates) for the SC-CO2 for a given

110

year, with each set consisting of 10,000 estimates based on draws from the standardized ECS

111

distribution,14 as well as distributions of parameters treated as uncertain in two of the models.

112

For each discount rate, the IWG combined the sets across models and socioeconomic emissions

113

scenarios and then selected four values to be presented in regulatory impact analyses: an average

114

value for each of three discount rates, plus a fourth value, selected as the 95th percentile of

115

estimates based on a 3 percent discount rate. The IWG interpreted the 95th percentile as

116

representing higher-than-expected impacts from temperature changes in the tail of the SC-CO2

117

estimates: see Figure 1-1.15

118

The set of four estimates from the most recent results is shown in Table 1-1 for CO2

119

impulses every 10 years from 2010 to 2050, with interim years interpolated. Percentiles and

120

summary statistics of these estimates are presented in the IWG Technical Support Documents.16

121
13

The committee notes, however, that these scenarios were not fully standardized in implementation due to
differences in the SC-IAMs: see Rose et al. (2014b) for details on how the IWG implemented the individual models
for the estimates.
14
The IWG selected the Roe and Baker (2007) distribution for the ECS “based on a theoretical understanding of
the response of the climate system to increased greenhouse gas concentrations” and that it “better reflects the IPCC
judgment that ‘values substantially higher than 4.5°C still cannot be excluded’” (Interagency Working Group on the
Social Cost of Carbon, 2010, pp. 13-14).
15
The 150,000 estimates for each discount rate (2.5 percent, 3 percent, and 5 percent) are calculated by running
each of the three models 10,000 times with random draws from the ECS probability distribution and other modelspecific uncertain parameters, for each of the five socioeconomic emissions scenarios (three models x 10,000 runs x
five socioeconomic emissions scenarios = 150,000 estimates).
16
The full set of the most recent estimates can be found at:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/inforeg/scc_tsd_final_clean_8_26_16.pdf [October 2016].
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FIGURE
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model estimattes, conditioonal on
NOTES: Each histog
hree discountt rates, refleccting five diffferent sociooeconomic em
missions sceenarios,
one of th
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meter draws,, and the threee SC-IAMss (see text). The frequenncy
distributiions shown represent
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O2 estimatess; however ssome
estimatess fall outsidee the range sh
hown on thee horizontal aaxis. The Te
Technical Suppport
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nt (Interagen
ncy Working
g Group on th
he Social Coost of Greennhouse Gasess, 2016b)
reports th
hat 0.1 to 0.6
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bin ddisplayed, ddepending onn the
discount rate.
E: Interagenccy Working Group on th
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SOURCE
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137
138

TABLE 1-1 Social Cost
C of Carbon, 2010—2
2050 (in 20007 dollars peer metric ton of CO2).

139
140
141
142
143
144

NOTE: See
S text for discussion.
SOURCE
E: Interagenccy Working Group on th
he Social Coost of Greenhhouse Gases (2016b, Tabble
ES-1).
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CIAL COST
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BON

145
146

The
T IWG hass previously indicated itss support forr regular upddates to the S
SC-CO2

147

estimatess (Working Group
G
on thee Social Cosst of Carbon,, 2010, p. 3): “[T]he inteeragency proocess

148

is commiitted to updaating these esstimates as the
t science aand economiic understandding of climate

149

change and its impaccts on society
y improve ov
ver time.” Inn 2013, the IIWG updateed the SC-CO
O2

150

estimatess using revised models with
w significaant independdent, model--specific upddates that weere

151

made by the model developers
d
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hemselves: see Table 1-22 for a summ
mary of the m
model

152
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153
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154

modifications,17 and then in November, making two minor corrections to the May calculations.

155

The IWG has continued to use these versions of the models for subsequent estimates

156

(Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2015 and Interagency Working

157

Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, 2016b).

158
159
160

TABLE 1-2 Summary of Model Modifications Associated with the 2013 Updates of Estimates
of the Social Cost of Carbon
Modification

Model
DICE

Carbon cycle parameters - weaker ocean uptake
Sea level dynamics and valuation - explicit modeling

FUND

Space heating
Sea level rise and land loss
Agriculture
Transient temperature response
Methane - account for additional radiative forcing effects

PAGE

Sea level rise
Revised damage function to account for saturation - modified GDP
loss function
Regional scaling factors
Probability of discontinuity
Adaptation
Change in land/ocean carbon uptake
Regional temperature change

161

17

Specifically, the May 2013 analysis shifted from using PAGE 2002 to PAGE09 (by Chris Hope), from DICE
2007 to DICE 2010 (by William Nordhaus), and from FUND 3.5 to FUND 3.8 (by Richard Tol and David Anthoff):
See Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon (2013a, b) and Rose et al. (2014b) for descriptions of
model updates and IWG modifications.
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162
163
164
165
166
167

NOTES: DICE (Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy model), FUND (Framework for
Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution model), and PAGE (Policy Analysis of the
Greenhouse Effect model).
SOURCE: Adapted from Rose et al. (2014b).

168
169

These changes resulted in an increase in the SC-CO2 estimates reported in the 2010 Technical

170

Support Document for the year 2020, which were previously reported as $7, $26, and $42 (in

171

2007 dollars), respectively, for the 5 percent, 3 percent, 2.5 percent discount rates and $81 for the

172

95th percentile at a 3 percent discount rate. The corresponding four updated SC-CO2 estimates

173

from the May 2013 update for 2020 were $12, $43, $65, and $129 (in 2007 dollars).

174

The November 2013 updates incorporated two technical corrections to the FUND

175

modeling—correcting the potential dry land loss and the ECS distribution specification. The

176

resulting changes to the final SC-CO2 estimates were generally less than $1 from the May 2013

177

update.

178
179

The 2015 update (Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2015, p. 21)
reflected two corrections:

180
181

First, the DICE model had been run up to 2300 rather than through 2300, as was

182

intended, thereby leaving out the [discounted] marginal damages for the last tear of the

183

time horizon. Second, due to an indexing error, the results from the PAGE model were in

184

2008 U.S. dollars rather than 2007 U.S. dollars, as was intended.

185
186

Figure 1-2 illustrates the relative values of the SC-CO2 estimates from 2010 and 2015 for

187

different years of CO2 emission.
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FIGURE
E 1-2 SC-CO
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mparing the average
SC-CO2 estimate
e
con
nditional on 5, 3, and 2.5
5 percent discount rates. The fourth eestimate
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E: Data from
m Interagenccy Working Group on thhe Social Cosst of Carbonn (2010,
SOURCE
2015).
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MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY

199

There are significant challenges to estimating a dollar value for CO2 emissions that

200

reflects all of the physical and economic impacts of climate change, and the federal government

201

made a commitment to provide regular updates to the estimates as noted above. The IWG

202

requested this Academies study to guide future revisions of the SC-CO2 in two important ways.

203

First, it requested that this study provide government agencies that are part of the IWG with an

204

assessment of the merits and challenges of a specific near-term update to the SC-CO2 and with

205

recommendations for enhancing the qualitative treatment or characterization of uncertainties

206

associated with the current SC-CO2 estimates in their reports. The result of this request was the

207

committee’s Phase 1 report (National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine, 2016).

208

The conclusions and recommendations from the Phase 1 report are summarized in the next

209

section.

210

Second, the IWG requested that the committee consider the merits and challenges of a

211

comprehensive update of the SC-CO2 to ensure that the estimates reflect the best available

212

science. Specifically, it requested that the committee review the currently available science to

213

determine its applicability for the choice of IAMs and damage functions and examine issues

214

related to climate science modeling assumptions; socioeconomic and emissions scenarios; the

215

presentation of uncertainty; and discounting. (The full statement of task is in Box 1-2, above).

216

The second phase of the study allows for broader consideration of the methodology used for

217

estimating the SC-CO2.

218

However, the statement of task was limited in its scope. Specifically, the committee was

219

not asked to formally review or critique the current approach to estimating the SC-CO2, though it

220

did consider the current approach in making recommendations. Nor was the committee asked to
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221

consider alternatives to the use of SC-CO2 estimates as a regulatory mechanism. These topics, as

222

well as others related to the U.S. government’s and other’s use of SC-CO2 estimates, lie outside

223

of the scope of the committee’s work and this report.

224

The main body of this report addresses and recommends approaches that warrant

225

consideration in future updates of the SC-CO2 estimates, as well as recommendations for

226

research to advance the science in areas that are particularly useful for estimating the SC-CO2.

227
228

SUMMARY OF STUDY’S PHASE 1 REPORT

229
230

In the Phase 1 report, the committee recommended against a near-term update to the

231

SCC18 estimates concluding that changing the ECS alone within the current SCC framework

232

would not significantly improve the estimates. The committee also provided several suggestions

233

about how to improve the communication of uncertainty in the IWG’s Technical Support

234

Documents. The conclusions and recommendations, grouped by the tasks they address, are in

235

Box 1-3. The Phase 1 report also suggested that the IWG consider adopting or developing a

236

common climate module and outlined criteria that the module should satisfy (see Chapter 4 in

237

this report).

238

18

When referring to documents published prior to 2016, the earlier abbreviation for the social cost of carbon,

SCC, is used.
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BOX 1-3
Conclusions and Recommendations: Phase 1 Report

The committee’s first two conclusions and its first recommendation responded to the first two of
the three tasks in our statement of task: (1) whether to update the probability distribution for the
ECS to reflect the recent IPCC consensus statement and (2) whether to recalibrate the
distributional forms for the equilibrium climate sensitivity.

CONCLUSION 1
The equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) is only one parameter affecting the social cost of
carbon (SCC). Each of the three SCC integrated assessment models also embodies a different
representation of the climate system and its underlying uncertainties, including relationships and
parameters beyond the ECS. Therefore, updating the ECS alone within the current SCC
framework may not significantly improve the estimates.

CONCLUSION 2
The relationship between CO2 emissions and global mean surface temperature can be
summarized by four metrics: equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), transient climate response,
transient climate response to emissions, and the initial pulse-adjustment timescale. ECS is less
relevant than the other three metrics in characterizing the climate system response on timescales
of less than a century.

As a long-term, equilibrium metric, ECS alone does not provide an adequate summary of the
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relationship between CO2 emissions and global mean surface temperature for calculating the
social cost of carbon (SCC). Therefore, simply updating the distribution of ECS without
assessing the impact on these other metrics may not result in an improved estimate of the SCC.

RECOMMENDATION 1
The committee recommends against a near-term update to the social cost of carbon based simply
on a recalibration of the probability distribution of the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) to
reflect the recent consensus statement in the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change. Consequently, the committee also recommends against a near-term
change in the distributional form of the ECS.

The rest of the committee conclusions and recommendations responded to the third of our tasks,
to consider enhancing the qualitative characterization of uncertainties associated with the current
SCC estimates in the short-term to increase the transparency associated with using these estimate
in regulatory impact analyses.

CONCLUSION 3
The Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) technical support
document explicitly describes the factors on which the SCC is conditioned, such as the year
emissions occur and the discount rate, and also makes explicit the sources of distributions for
various inputs. However, it does not detail all sources of model-specific uncertainty in the social
cost of carbon integrated assessment models.
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RECOMMENDATION 2
When presenting the social cost of carbon (SCC) estimates, the Interagency Working Group
(IWG) on the SCC should continue to make explicit the sources of uncertainty. The IWG should
also enhance its efforts to describe uncertainty by adding an appendix to the technical support
document that describes the uncertain parameters in the Climate Framework for Uncertainty,
Negotiation and Distribution and Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect models.

CONCLUSION 4
Multiple runs from three models provide a frequency distribution of the social cost of carbon
(SCC) estimates based on five socioeconomic-emissions scenarios, three discount rates, draws
from the equilibrium climate sensitivity distribution, and other model-specific uncertain
parameters. This set of estimates does not yield a probability distribution that fully characterizes
uncertainty about the SCC.

RECOMMENDATION 3
The Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon (IWG) should expand its
discussion of the sources of uncertainty in inputs used to estimate the social cost of carbon
(SCC), when presenting uncertainty in the SCC estimates. The IWG should include a section
entitled “Treatment of Uncertainty” in each technical support document updating the SCC. This
section should discuss various types of uncertainty and how they were handled in estimating the
SCC, as well as sources of uncertainty that are not captured in current SCC estimates.

CONCLUSION 5
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It is important to continue to separate the impact of the discount rate on the social cost of carbon
from the impact of other sources of variability. A balanced presentation of uncertainty includes
both low and high values conditioned on each discount rate.

RECOMMENDATION 4
The executive summary of each technical support document should provide guidance concerning
interpretation of reported social cost of carbon (SCC) estimates for cost-benefit analysis. In
particular, the guidance should indicate that SCC estimates conditioned on a particular discount
rate should be combined with other cost and benefit estimates conditioned on consistent discount
rates, when they are used together in a particular analysis.

The guidance should also indicate that when uncertainty ranges are presented in an analysis,
those ranges should include uncertainty derived from the frequency distribution of SCC
estimates. To facilitate such inclusion, the executive summary of the technical support document
should present symmetric high and low values from the frequency distribution of SCC estimates
with equal prominence, conditional on each assumed discount rate.

NOTE: The committee’s Phase 1 report used the then-current acronym for the social cost of
carbon, SCC.
239

In August 2016 the IWG released an updated Technical Support Document. The IWG

240

stated that the release responded to the committee’s recommendations listed above for enhancing

241

the presentation and improving the discussion of the uncertainty in the current estimates of SC-

242

CO2 (Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, 2016b). The values
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243

for the SC-CO2 estimates did not change from the 2015 release. However, the IWG provided

244

additional material on the sources of uncertainty in the SC-IAMs in additional appendices (in

245

response to Recommendation 2) and made the 150,000 SC-CO2 values underlying each official

246

IWG estimate available for download from the OMB website instead of by request. A new

247

section titled “Treatment of Uncertainty” was added, together with a discussion on the types of

248

uncertainty that are and are not included in the estimation approach (Recommendation 3).

249

The Technical Support Document also included symmetric high and low values of

250

uncertainty in the estimates and clearly separated the values by the discount rate, as shown by the

251

bars below the graph in Figure 1-1 (above) (Recommendation 4). The IWG continues to

252

emphasize the nonsymmetric uncertainty in the estimates by including the 95th percentile values

253

in the executive summary table (see Table 1-1, above) despite the committee’s Phase 1

254

recommendation to present symmetric high and low values from the frequency distribution of

255

SCC estimates with equal prominence, conditional on each assumed discount rate

256

(Recommendation 4; Box 1-3, above). Agencies continue to be directed to use these estimates,

257

but are able to conduct sensitivity analysis if an agency determines it appropriate. Agencies are

258

referred to OMB Circular A-4 for best practices in conducting uncertainty analysis in RIAs.

259

The IWG also released in August 2016 an addendum to the updated Technical Support

260

Document on estimating the social costs of methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) (Interagency

261

Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, 2016a), noting that the framework for

262

the non-CO2 estimates is the same as that used for SC-CO2 estimation. This report does not

263

review or assess these new estimates for CH4 and N2O.

264
265

STRATEGY TO ADDRESS THE STUDY CHARGE
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267

This study was carried out by a committee of experts appointed by the president of the

268

National Academy of Sciences. The committee consisted of 13 members, working with a

269

technical consultant and study director. Committee expertise spans the issues relevant to the

270

study task: integrated assessment modeling, statistical modeling, climate science, climate

271

impacts, environmental economics, energy economics, decision science, public policy, and

272

regulation. In selecting the committee, care was taken to ensure that the membership possesses

273

the necessary balance between research and practice by including academic scientists and other

274

experts. Committee members were chosen to have the relevant disciplinary expertise and to

275

ensure there are no current connections that might constitute a conflict of interest with the

276

Department of Energy, the Environmental Protection Agency, or other regulatory agency

277

members of the IWG. Biographical sketches of the committee members and staff are provided in

278

Appendix A.

279

To address the Phase 2 task, the committee held three open meetings to receive

280

information from federal agency staff to understand its study charge and to gather information to

281

explore its charge: see Appendix B. Closed sessions were held to refine and finalize the

282

committee’s conclusions and recommendations. The project included two focused studies by

283

outside experts to support the committee’s analyses: a study on global growth projections as

284

applied to the SC-CO2 estimation problem (see Chapter 3 and Appendix D) and a literature

285

review of climate damages and impacts (the results of which are used in Chapter 5).

286

The report is organized in seven chapters, with the committee’s conclusions and

287

recommendations included in the relevant chapters, and several appendices. Chapter 2 provides a

288

high-level response to the statement of task and an overview of the framework the committee
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289

used. Chapters 3-6 provide specific details and recommendations on the implementation of both

290

near-term and longer-term updates. Chapter 3 is focused on updates to socioeconomic and

291

emissions projections; Chapter 4 considers updates to modeling of the Earth system, including

292

temperature change, sea level rise, and ocean acidification; Chapter 5 explores updates to climate

293

impacts and damage estimates; and Chapter 6 presents an updated approach to discounting future

294

damages. Chapter 7 highlights research priorities in key areas that are needed to improve future

295

updates to the SC-CO2 estimates by summarizing research conclusions found throughout the

296

report.

297

The five substantive appendices provide further technical detail on specific subjects:

298

expert elicitation (Appendix C), projections of global economic growth (Appendix D),

299

calculation of ocean acidification (Appendix E), comparison of the climate components of the

300

SC-IAMs with a simple Earth system model (Appendix F), and model-specific suggestions for

301

near-term improvements to current SC-IAMs damage components (Appendix G).

302
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1
2

2

3

Framework for Estimating the Social Cost of Carbon

4
5

This chapter provides an overview of the steps involved in estimating the social cost of

6

carbon and the committee’s recommendations for how they should be organized in future

7

updates. The committee discusses how uncertainty might be characterized in such a framework

8

and the level of geographic, sectoral, and temporal detail involved. The frequency of updates to

9

SC-CO2 estimates and how the process of updating SC-CO2 estimates might be structured is also

10

discussed.

11
12

STRUCTURE OF THE ESTIMATION PROCESS

13
14

Estimating the SC-CO2 involves four steps: (1) projecting future global and regional

15

population, output, and emissions; (2) calculating the effect of emissions on temperature, sea

16

level, and other climate variables; (3) estimating (explicitly or implicitly) the physical impacts of

17

climate and, to the extent possible, monetizing those impacts on human welfare (i.e., estimating

18

net climate damages); and (4) discounting monetary damages to the year of emission.

19

The committee structured its work, conclusions, and recommendations around these four

20

parts of a framework—socioeconomic factors and emissions, climate, impacts and damages, and

21

discounting—which are characterized as modules. Each of these modules is comprised of data,

22

conceptual formulations and theory, computer models and other analysis frameworks. And, to

23

some extent, each is supported by its own specialized disciplinary expertise. Estimation of the
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24

SC-CO2 involves the integration of these four modules, taking account when possible the

25

interdependencies among them.

26

Studies supporting SC-CO2 estimation have used integrated assessment models (IAMs)

27

that incorporate some or all of the four components in a single model: Box 2-1 details some key

28

terminology related to modeling used in this report. The IWG used three reduced-form IAMs—

29

DICE (Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy model), FUND (Framework for Uncertainty,

30

Negotiation and Distribution model), and PAGE (Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect

31

model)—to compute the SC-CO2, pooling the final SC-CO2 estimates from each model at the

32

end of the analysis. The essence of the committee’s approach is to unbundle the four steps of the

33

analysis. Rather than averaging the results from three separate SC-IAMs, the committee

34

suggests a single framework with modules designed to capture uncertainty at each step. This

35

report focuses on how each module of the analysis could be constructed.

36

BOX 2-1
Modeling Terminology in this Report

Integrated assessment models. IAMS are computational models of global climate change
that include representation of the global economy and greenhouse gas emissions, the response
of the climate system to human intervention, and impacts of climate change on the human
system. IAMs fall into two general categories: detailed-structure IAMs and reduced-form
IAMs.
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Detailed-structure IAMs. These models have a regional and sectoral economic structure that
were originally developed to study the effects of technology and policy on greenhouse gas
emissions (e.g., Edmonds and Reilly, 1983). Increasingly, detailed-structure IAMs have begun
to include some elements of impacts and adaptation (e.g., Reilly et al., 2012a; Calvin et al.,
2013). They are used to assess climate change risk, study detailed climate mitigation policy
proposals, and to investigate climate impacts by sector and region. They also are used to study
the interactions between different climate change impact sectors such as agriculture, water,
energy and land, and to study the feedbacks from these sectors to the climate system. Since
the climate change impact sectors in these models are represented by physical system
representations that are spatially and structurally explicit, the interactions between those
impact areas, the socioeconomic system, and the climate system can each be tracked at a
variety of geographical scales. Although none of these models has yet been used to
comprehensively evaluate global physical and socioeconomic impacts, or to sum all potential
climate change damages, they have been used to study a number of potentially important
interactions and feedbacks (e.g., Reilly et al., 2012a, Wise, et al., 2009) and to study these
systems more comprehensively at the regional level (e.g., Kraucunas et al., 2015). Examples
of detailed-structure IAMs include the Global Change Assessment Model (GCAM) (Joint
Global Change Research Institute, 2015), the Integrated Global System Modeling Framework
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (IGSM) (Reilly et al., 2012a), anthropogenic
emission prediction and policy analysis (EPPA) (Chen et al., 2016), the Asian-Pacific
Integrated Model (AIM) (Matsuoka et al., 1995), An Integrated Model to Assess the
Greenhouse Effect (IMAGE) (Rotmans, 1990), the World Induced Technical Change Hybrid
Model (WITCH) (Bosetti et al., 2006), and the Model for Energy Supply Strategy Alternatives
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and their General Environmental Impact (MESSAGE) (Agnew et al., 1978).

Reduced-form IAMs. These highly aggregated models include representation of global
climate damages. They were originally developed (e.g., Nordhaus, 1994b) to study optimal
global CO2 emissions trajectories and carbon prices that maximize global welfare. A second
application is to compute the costs and benefits of policies that seek to achieve climate
objectives other than welfare maximization. The DICE (Dynamic Integrated ClimateEconomy Model), FUND (Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution), PAGE
(Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect), and ENVISAGE (ENVironmental Impact and
Sustainability Applied General Equilibrium) (Roson and van der Mensbrugghe, 2012) models
fall into this category. In contrast to detailed-structure IAMs, they attempt to represent
comprehensively the impacts of climate change on human welfare, but they do not attempt to
provide a detailed structural model of the global economy.

SC-IAMs. Since there are many IAMs in use in the climate change research community, for
multiple purposes, this report refers to the three reduced-form IAMs used by the IWG as SCIAMs. Generally, IAMs vary significantly in structure, geographic resolution, computational
algorithms, and applications. In comparison with most other IAMs, the three SC-IAMs used
by the IWG—DICE, FUND, and PAGE—are specialized in their focus on modeling aggregate
global climate damages using highly aggregated economic and climate system representations.
Although the three SC-IAMs were not developed solely to estimate the SC-CO2, they are
among the very few models that can be used to estimate global net economic damages from
CO2 emissions.
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SC-CO2 estimation. The committee uses “methodology” when referring to the IWG’s current
estimation process; “framework” when referring to this committee’s proposed approach; and
“process” as a generic term to describe a set of analyses.

Parts of SC-CO2 estimation. Several terms are used throughout the report to refer to specific
aspects of SC-CO2 estimation. “Model” refers to an existing modeling system, including the
three SC-IAMs used in the current SC-CO2 methodology: DICE, FUND, and PAGE.
“Component” describes the parts of the existing SC-IAMs. Each model in the current SC-CO2
methodology contains four components: socioeconomic, climate, damages, and discounting.
“Modules” describes the parts of the committee’s proposed framework and it has the same
four elements: socioeconomic, climate, damages, and discounting. Words such as
“formulation,” “element,” and “function” describe specific relationships within modules,
components, or models (e.g., the agriculture sector damages formulation in an SC-IAM).
37
38

Figure 2-1 illustrates the parts of the SC-CO2 estimation process in terms of the

39

committee’s recommended modular framework, showing how information is exchanged among

40

the modules, leading ultimately to the SC-CO2 estimate. The flow of intermediate results in the

41

framework is shown in solid lines. The dashed lines introduce additional possible interactions

42

among components of the estimation that are discussed below.
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43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

FIGURE
E 2-1. An inttegrated, mo
odular framework for esttimating the social cost oof carbon (SCCO2)
NOTES: The figure shows
s
the diifferent mod
dules that aree involved inn the computtation of the SCmong them. An integrateed, modular framework focuses on
CO2 and the possiblee linkages am
ng each mod
dule of the an
nalysis using
g the criteriaa outlined in this report aand combiniing
developin
them to estimate
e
the SC-CO2. Seee text for diiscussion.
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As Figure 2-1 shows, a socioeconomic module (detailed in Chapter 3) generates

52

projections of greenhouse gas emissions for input to the climate module, as well as estimates of

53

future population and gross domestic product (GDP) that are direct inputs to the damages module

54

and the discounting module: Box 2-2 details the key economic and related terms used in this

55

report. The projected emissions paths serve as a baseline to which an emission pulse is added in

56

order to represent the incremental impact of an additional ton of CO2 released in a particular

57

year.
BOX 2-2
Economic and Related Terms Used in the Report

Gross domestic product (GDP) and related terms. GDP represents the value of all goods
and services produced by a country and explicitly or implicitly sold in markets. The report
uses GDP when referring to all countries (also known as gross world product [GWP]). GDP
divided by population is referred to as per capita GDP. A related concept, gross national
income (GNI) represents the market income earned by all citizens of a country. When
summed across all countries, GNI is equal to GDP. GDP and GNI as currently measured
exclude some components of production and income: household production (e.g., cooking,
cleaning, and childcare for one’s own family) is generally excluded from GDP and GNI, and
production that occurs outside of formal markets may also be excluded.

Consumption. Consumption refers to the value of all goods and services consumed by
households. Some of these may be purchased in markets, and thus constitute part of GDP,
while others (e.g., good health, ecosystem services) are not generally traded in markets.
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Capital stock. Capital stock refers to productive assets, which can be physical (e.g., factories,
bridges), human (e.g., the stock of knowledge embodied in a population), or natural (e.g., land,
wetlands, animals).

Investment. Investment refers to expenditures to increase the capital stock.

Impacts of climate change. Impacts include the physical effects of temperature, sea level rise
and other climate variables on production, consumption, investment, and capital stocks. They
also include physical impacts that do not directly affect markets, such as impacts on
biodiversity.

Damages from climate change. Damages are the monetized value of the net impacts
associated with climate change. Conceptually, the economic measure of climate damages is
what consumers would be willing to pay to avoid such changes to the climate. In practice,
because of data limitations, damages are often measured in terms of their effect on GDP.
58
59
60
61

Based on projected emissions, a climate module (detailed in Chapter 4) generates

62

estimates of greenhouse gas concentrations, temperature change, sea level rise, and other needed

63

climate variables. Along with population and GDP, these climate results are then inputs into a

64

damages module (detailed in Chapter 5) that calculates the physical impacts of climate variables
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on outcomes that affect human welfare and, when possible, monetizes on a year-by-year basis

66

the net damages caused by the climate change due to CO2 emissions. The grey dashed outline

67

around the damages module in Figure 2-1 indicates that regional or sectoral socioeconomic and

68

climate data will likely be necessary either as direct inputs to impact functions or for their

69

calibration. The figure also shows that non-monetized impacts may also be included in

70

representations of the cost of CO2 emissions, albeit in physical rather than monetary terms.

71

The purpose of a discounting module (detailed in Chapter 6) is to integrate the future

72

stream of monetized damage estimates into a single present value for each state of the world

73

generated by the earlier steps of the SC-CO2 estimation process. The committee suggests an

74

approach yielding three discount rate scenarios, with each scenario having a distribution of SC-

75

CO2 values that is determined by all the other sources of uncertainty incorporated in the SC-CO2

76

estimation process. To date, the IWG has focused on scenarios with fixed discount rates of 2.5

77

percent, 3 percent, and 5 percent. The dotted line in Figure 2-1 (above) shows GDP and

78

population as recommended future inputs into the discounting module to capture the relationship

79

between the year-to-year discount rate and growth in per capita GDP.

80
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AN INTEGRATED, MODULAR FRAMEWORK

82
83

Current estimates of the SC-CO2 are obtained by averaging estimates of monetized

84

damages produced by the three SC-IAMs, each of which contains its own climate component

85

and set of damage functions. Although a common set of socioeconomic scenarios and a common

86

distribution of equilibrium climate sensitivity1 (ECS) is applied to each SC-IAM, their climate

87

and damage components differ significantly. The final distribution over the SC-CO2 estimates is

88

based on the average and range of the different components of these structurally distinct models

89

(see Figure 1-1, in Chapter 1).

90

A previous study has documented the differences in the assumptions and functional forms

91

embedded in the climate components of the three SC-IAMs (Rose et al., 2014b). Of particular

92

concern to the committee is that, even under a common value of the ECS, significant differences

93

in climate modeling structure and climatic response underlie the estimates from the three SC-

94

IAMs that are being averaged. Such differences would be informative if they systematically

95

represented structural uncertainty in the climate system—that is, uncertainty about which is the

96

correct modeling structure to use—but in practice, and as discussed in more detail in Chapter 4,

97

the differences arise instead from uncoordinated modeling choices of the individual model

98

developers.

99

Because of these differences, in its Phase 1 report (National Academies of Science,

100

Engineering, and Medicine, 2016) the committee suggested that the IWG undertake efforts to

101

adopt or develop a common climate module with three characteristics:
1

ECS measures the long-term response of global mean temperature to a fixed forcing, conventionally taken
as an instantaneous doubling of CO2 concentrations from their preindustrial levels. See Chapter 4 for further
discussion.
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103
104
105

(1) It is consistent with the best available scientific understanding of the relationship
between emissions and temperature change, its pattern over time, and its uncertainty.
(2) It strives for simplicity and transparency so that the central tendency and range of

106

uncertainty in its behavior are readily understood, are reproducible, and are amenable

107

to continuous improvement over time through the incorporation of evolving scientific

108

evidence.

109
110

(3) It considers the possible implications of the choice of a common climate module for
the assessment of impacts of other, non-CO2 greenhouse gases.

111
112

A similar argument for a common module can be made for the socioeconomic and

113

impact/damage components of the analysis, in effect indicating an approach to the IWG’s task

114

that places heavy emphasis on improving the scientific and information basis of each of the four

115

main components of the analysis. The committee contends that this modular approach is

116

superior to averaging the SC-CO2 estimates from separate IAMs that may depend on

117

inconsistent assumptions or on assumptions that, when averaged, do not yield an overall

118

distribution of uncertainty that is consistent with the best available evidence.

119

Such a modular estimation framework can help ensure consistency of key assumptions

120

and can aid in the rigorous and transparent characterization of uncertainty at each stage of the

121

estimation process. It can also provide a means for transparently identifying the inputs, outputs,

122

and linkages among the various stages of the SC-CO2 estimation process. This modularity can

123

thereby enable expert groups in the broad scientific community to evaluate aspects of the process
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that are within their disciplinary expertise, while ensuring that these elements are coherently

125

integrated.

126

The main risk in a focus on individual modules is a failure to identify and take proper

127

account of feedbacks and other interactions among components of the human-climate system that

128

cut across these modular boundaries. This concern is addressed below, as well as potential future

129

research activities that could be undertaken to address it.

130
131

CONCLUSION 2-1 For at least some steps in the SC-CO2 estimation framework,

132

using a common module—rather than averaging the results from multiple models—

133

can improve transparency and consistency of key assumptions with the peer-

134

reviewed science and improve control over the uncertainty representation, including

135

structural uncertainty. This rationale underlies the Interagency Working Group’s

136

use of the same socioeconomic scenarios, discount rates, and distribution for climate

137

sensitivity across IAMs, as well as the committee’s suggestion in its Phase 1 report

138

that the IWG develop or adopt a common climate module.

139
140

CONCLUSION 2-2 An integrated modular framework for SC-CO2 estimation can

141

provide a transparent identification of the inputs, outputs, uncertainties, and

142

linkages among the different steps of the SC-CO2 estimation process. This

143

framework can also provide a mechanism for the incorporation of new scientific

144

evidence and for facilitating regular improvement of the framework modules and

145

resulting estimates by engaging experts across the varied disciplines that are

146

relevant to each module.
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148

RECOMMENDATION 2-1 The Interagency Working Group should support the

149

creation of an integrated modular SC-CO2 framework that provides a transparent

150

articulation of the inputs, outputs, uncertainties, and linkages among the different

151

steps of SC-CO2 estimation. For some modules within this framework, the best

152

course of action may be for the government to develop a new module, while for

153

other modules the best course of action may be to adapt one or more existing models

154

developed by the scientific community.

155
156

The committee recognizes that models developed in academic research may require

157

substantial modification before being appropriate for use in estimating the SC-CO2, as the

158

purpose of that research is not to generate estimates for use in regulatory impact analysis. The

159

committee leaves to the discretion of the IWG the best way to assemble results from the

160

scientific literature into a modular framework for estimating the SC-CO2. This may involve

161

issuing contracts to researchers outside of the US government and/or choosing to have the

162

analysis performed within the government.

163
164

Subsequent chapters outline criteria that are specific to each module: below is a general
set of standards that apply to all analytical efforts to estimate the SC-CO2. 2

165
166

RECOMMENDATION 2-2 The Interagency Working Group should use three

167

criteria to evaluate the overall integrated SC-CO2 framework and the modules to be

2

The committee notes that the criteria listed in Recommendation 2-2 reinforce and are consistent with U.S.
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-4 guidance for regulatory impact analysis, which includes
general guidelines for “Transparency and Reproducibility of Results” and the “Treatment of Uncertainty”.
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used in that framework: scientific basis, uncertainty characterization, and

169

transparency.

170



Scientific basis: Modules, their components, their interactions, and their

171

implementation should be consistent with the state of scientific knowledge as

172

reflected in the body of current, peer-reviewed literature.

173



Uncertainty characterization: Key uncertainties and sensitivities, including

174

functional form, parameter assumptions, and data inputs, should be

175

adequately identified and represented in each module. Uncertainties that

176

cannot be or have not been quantified should be identified.

177



Transparency. Documentation and presentation of results should be

178

adequate for the scientific community to understand and assess the modules.

179

Documentation should explain and justify design choices, including such

180

features as model structure, functional form, parameter assumptions, and

181

data inputs, as well as how multiple lines of evidence are combined. The

182

extent to which features are evidence-based or judgment-based should be

183

explicit. Model code should be available for review, use, and modification by

184

researchers.

185
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FEEDBACKS AND INTERACTIONS

187
188

Over time, successful implementation of such a framework will require attention to the

189

interactions among the modules, and necessitate adaptation of the overall structure to take

190

advantage of ongoing research on the human-environment-climate system. One example of such

191

interaction is suggested in Figure 2-1 (above): a dashed line indicates that climate damages,

192

evaluated in the damages module, could feed back onto greenhouse gas emissions, as represented

193

in a socioeconomic module. If the output of the damages module shows a reduction in GDP, for

194

example, that reduction may affect the projected GDP in subsequent years and thus the projected

195

emissions from the socioeconomic module. Similarly, the temperature- and CO2-driven impacts

196

on crop yields projected by the damages module may affect agricultural productivity in the

197

socioeconomic module, and the warming-driven impacts on air-conditioner adoption and use

198

could affect energy use and thus CO2 emissions projected by the socioeconomics module. In the

199

current SC-CO2 estimation, the emissions projections are exogenous in all three SC-IAMs and

200

GDP projections are exogenous in two of the three SC-IAMs. In the current framework, there is

201

therefore little feedback from climate or damages to emissions and GDP.

202

Ongoing research on climate impacts/damages, integrated assessment, and Earth system

203

modeling is revealing interactions among the components of SC-CO2 estimation that go beyond

204

the above examples of feedback from climate impacts/damages to socioeconomic projections,

205

suggesting additional future changes in implementation of the four-module framework

206

recommended in this report. For example, it is now recognized that some of the most severe

207

impacts of climate change on particular regions in specific sectors result from interactions

208

between them and impacts in other regions or sectors (Oppenheimer et al., 2014). These
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interactions can occur at the physical level: for example, if climate change causes a particular

210

region to become hotter and dryer, it might increase the competition for limited water between

211

agricultural, power plant cooling, and household and commercial uses (see Taheripour et al.,

212

2013). These shortages could then make both food and energy more expensive in some regions,

213

which could have general equilibrium effects on other economic sectors in that region or

214

elsewhere (Baldos et al., 2014). Indeed, increases in temperature and decreases in precipitation

215

are already occurring in a number of major growing regions, leading to the need for more

216

irrigation, which is largely being met by depleting ground water resources (Grogan et al., 2015).

217

As ground water aquifers are drained, water becomes even more scarce, which may reduce

218

agricultural production in some very vulnerable low-income regions (Zaveri et al, 2016). Other

219

interactions may mitigate impacts, including, for example, the reduction of the health impacts of

220

heat stress by increased air conditioning.

221

Such interactions are being explored in detailed-structure IAMs (Reilly et al., 2012a).

222

One prominent example is the interaction between greenhouse gas mitigation and urban and

223

regional air pollution policies (Nam et al., 2014; Reilly et al., 2007; Chuwah et al., 2013).

224

Another is the study of competition for water for both agriculture and power plant cooling that

225

will occur in hotter and dryer climates, as well as of the impacts on water and land (and the

226

resulting land emissions) of global policies that rely on massive increases in biofuels (Reilly et

227

al., 2012b; Daioglu et al., 2014; Rose et al., 2014a).

228

Although the literature on these feedbacks and interactions is advancing, many of the

229

relevant studies consider these phenomena one at a time, perhaps missing interactions among

230

them. Some yield results only in physical terms and do not proceed to economic measures, and

231

the studies to date frequently consider only one country or region and do not provide a basis for
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extension to the world as a whole. Thus, opportunities for incorporating the relevant feedbacks

233

and interactions in a modular approach depend on the state of scientific knowledge as it will

234

emerge from ongoing research, as well as on details of the damage functions and the nature of

235

the modeling frameworks used for the socioeconomics projections.

236

Even at the simplest level of interaction among modules, shown in Figure 2-1 (above),

237

there will be need for careful attention to the flow of information among them. And care will be

238

required during the development phase to maintain consistency among modules. For example,

239

components will require consistency or appropriate conversion across units of measurement,

240

time steps, uncertainty representation, and regional and sectoral specification. Additionally, the

241

modules may differ in their choice of software development systems. This task will grow more

242

challenging with consideration of additional feedbacks and other interactions that will require

243

stronger and tighter coupling of the modules. It will thus be desirable to choose an integration

244

platform that can accommodate change in internal module structure and interactions; it may even

245

be desirable to integrate the components into a single computational framework.

246
247

CONCLUSION 2-3 Research to identify and explore the magnitude of various

248

interactions and feedbacks within the human-climate system, which are

249

relationships not currently well represented in the SC-CO2 estimation framework,

250

will be an important input to longer-term enhancements in the SC-CO2 estimation

251

framework. Areas of research that are likely to yield particular benefits include:

252

1. Exploration of methods for representing feedbacks among systems and

253

interactions within them, such as:
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255
256
257
258

feedbacks between climate, physical impacts, economic damages,
and socioeconomic projections, and



interactions between types of impacts or economic damages within
and across regions of the world.

2. Assessment of the relative importance of specific feedbacks and interactions

259

in the estimation of the SC-CO2, perhaps using an existing detailed structure

260

model of the world economy.

261

3. Assessment of existing analyses that integrate socioeconomic, climate, and

262

damage components to assess their suitability for use in estimating the SC-

263

CO2, particularly with respect to feedbacks and interactions, while

264

recognizing the computational requirements for such analyses.

265
266

RECOMMENDATION 2-3 The Interagency Working Group should continue to

267

monitor research that identifies and explores the magnitude of various interactions

268

and feedbacks in the human-climate system including those not represented in

269

implementation of the proposed modular SC-CO2 estimation framework. The IWG

270

should include interactions and feedbacks among the modules of the SC-CO2

271

framework if they are found to significantly affect SC-CO2 estimates.

272
273
274
275
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GEOGRAPHIC, SECTORAL, AND TEMPORAL DETAIL

277
278

Implementation of a modular approach will entail decisions about the level of regional

279

and sectoral detail in each module and about the time horizon over which estimates are

280

computed. These issues are discussed below, with specific focus on the United States.

281
282

Level of Geographic and Sectoral Detail

283
284

As the dashed box in Figure 2-1 (above) indicates, estimation and implementation of

285

damage functions may require climate and/or socioeconomic inputs at a regional and/or sectoral

286

level. The level of regional and sector disaggregation necessary will be dictated by the level of

287

disaggregation of damages. The damage module may specify separate damage functions for

288

different impact sectors (e.g., agriculture, sea level rise, electricity generation) and different

289

regions (e.g., United States, India, China, sub-Saharan Africa). Disaggregation may also be

290

necessary as an intermediary step toward calibration of an aggregate damage function. Chapter 3

291

discusses approaches for providing disaggregated population and GDP by region and sector, and

292

Chapter 4 discusses methods for regional downscaling of temperature and sea level rise.

293

In the near term, probabilistic spatially disaggregated projections of population, GDP,

294

temperature and sea level rise are particularly challenging. However, deterministic

295

disaggregation (i.e., point estimates of variables) could be used as direct inputs to regional and

296

sectoral damage functions or to calibrate global damage functions based on detailed regional and

297

sectoral damage characterizations.
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In the longer run, it may be possible to use models with regional and sectoral detail as the

299

basis of socioeconomic projections and to provide probability distributions of disaggregated

300

values for population and GDP. Similarly, it may be possible in the longer term to obtain

301

probability distributions defined over spatially disaggregated climate variables.

302
303

U.S. Damages

304
305

Because CO2 emissions have global impacts regardless of the country from which they

306

originate, both research and IWG efforts to estimate the SC-CO2 have focused on total global

307

damages, rather than the damages to any individual country. In 2010 the Interagency Working

308

Group on the Social Cost of Carbon (2010, p. 10) stated that “because of the distinctive nature of

309

the climate change problem, we center our current attention on a global measure of SCC [SC-

310

CO2].” At the same time, the IWG recognized that this approach “represents a departure from

311

past practices, which tended to put greater emphasis on a domestic measure of SCC (limited to

312

impacts of climate change experienced within U.S. borders).” Nonetheless, the IWG asserted its

313

flexibility, noting that (p. 10):

314
315

[A]s a matter of law, consideration of both global and domestic values is

316

generally permissible; the relevant statutory provisions are usually ambiguous and

317

allow selection of either measure…

318

Under current OMB guidance contained in Circular A-4, analysis of economically

319

significant proposed and final regulations from the domestic perspective is

320

required, while analysis from the international perspective is optional.
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322

In its updates to the SC-CO2, the IWG has consistently supported a focus on global

323

values, as reflected in many Technical Support Document updates (Interagency Working Group

324

on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010, pp. 10-11; 2013a, p. 14; 2013b, p. 14; 2015, p. 14):3

325
326

[T]he climate change problem is highly unusual in at least two respects. First, it

327

involves a global externality: emissions of most greenhouse gases contribute to

328

damages around the world even when they are emitted in the United States.

329

Consequently, to address the global nature of the problem, the SCC must

330

incorporate the full (global) damages caused by GHG [greenhouse gas] emissions.

331

Second, climate change presents a problem that the United States alone cannot

332

solve. Even if the United States were to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to

333

zero, that step would be far from enough to avoid substantial climate change.

334

Other countries would also need to take action to reduce emissions if significant

335

changes in the global climate are to be avoided. Emphasizing the need for a global

336

solution to a global problem, the United States has been actively involved in

337

seeking international agreements to reduce emissions and in encouraging other

338

nations, including major emerging major economies, to take significant steps to

339

reduce emissions. When these considerations are taken as a whole, the

340

interagency group concluded that a global measure of the benefits from reducing

341

U.S. emissions is preferable.

3

The 2016 update of the Technical Support Document uses similar language on p.17 (Interagency Working
Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, 2016b) but also cites the worldwide commitment by many countries
to reducing greenhouse gases in the signing of the Paris Agreement on April 22, 2016.
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Despite this consistent focus, the IWG did explore the basis for estimating the SC-CO2

343

for the United States (Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010, p. 11):

344

“[A]s an empirical matter, the development of a domestic SCC is greatly complicated by the

345

relatively few region- or country-specific estimates of the SCC in the literature.” Using only the

346

FUND model (which has regional disaggregation to its damage functions), the IWG noted an

347

average U.S. benefit of about 7-10 percent of the global benefit across the scenarios it analyzed.

348

Alternatively, the IWG found that “if the fraction of GDP lost due to climate change is assumed

349

to be similar across countries, the domestic benefit would be proportional to the U.S. share of

350

global GDP, which is currently about 23 percent.” On this basis, the IWG “determined that a

351

range of values from 7 to 23 percent should be used to adjust the global SCC to calculate

352

domestic effects,” recognizing that “these values are approximate, provisional, and highly

353

speculative.” Nonetheless, as described in the IWG’s 2015 Response to Comments (Interagency

354

Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2015b, p. 31), some commenters have asserted

355

that domestic damage estimates have received inadequate attention.

356

Correctly calculating the portion of the SC-CO2 that directly affects the United States

357

involves more than examining the direct impacts of climate that occur within the country’s

358

physical borders, which is what the 7-23 percent range is intended to capture. Climate damages

359

to the United States cannot be accurately characterized without accounting for consequences

360

outside U.S. borders. As the IWG noted (Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of

361

Carbon, 2010), climate change in other regions of the world could affect the United States

362

through such pathways as global migration, economic destabilization, and political

363

destabilization. In addition, the United States could be affected by changes in economic

364

conditions of its trading partners: lower economic growth in other regions could reduce demand
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for U.S. exports, and lower productivity could increase the prices of U.S. imports. The current

366

SC-IAMs do not fully account for these types of interactions among the United States and other

367

nations or world regions in a manner that allows for the estimation of comprehensive impacts for

368

the United States.

369

In addition, the United States may choose to use a global SC-CO2 in order to leverage

370

reciprocal measures by other countries (Kopp and Mignone, 2013; Howard and Schwartz, 2016).

371

U.S. emissions impose most of their damage beyond U.S. borders, and climate damages to U.S.

372

citizens will largely depend on emissions and mitigation choices by other countries. Climate

373

damages and mitigation benefits to each country are thus determined by the global effort, and the

374

potential to leverage foreign mitigation supports a domestic SC-CO2 estimate augmented by the

375

expected foreign leverage (Pizer et al., 2014). Considering all these factors, there are reasons to

376

consider a global SC-CO2 and what constitutes domestic impact in the case of a global pollutant.

377
378

CONCLUSION 2-4 Estimation of the net damages per ton of CO2 emissions to the

379

United States alone, beyond the approximations done by the IWG, is feasible in principle;

380

however it is limited in practice by the existing SC-IAM methodologies, which focus

381

primarily on global estimates and do not model all relevant interactions among regions. It

382

is important to consider what constitutes a domestic impact in the case of a global pollutant

383

that could have international implications that impact the United States. More thoroughly

384

estimating a domestic SC-CO2 would therefore need to consider the potential implications

385

of climate impacts on, and actions by, other countries, which also have impacts on the

386

United States.

387
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Time Horizon

389
390

In concept, the SC-CO2 assesses the total discounted damage to social welfare caused by

391

an emission of CO2 occurring in a particular year, which results in damages that can persist

392

several centuries into the future. Thus, the question arises of what time horizon should be used

393

for the analysis. In the context of the socioeconomic, damage, and discounting assumptions, the

394

time horizon needs to be long enough to capture the vast majority of the present value of

395

damages.4 The length of this horizon depends on the rate at which undiscounted damages grow

396

over time and on the rate at which they are discounted. Longer time horizons allow for

397

representation and evaluation of longer-run geophysical system dynamics, such as sea level

398

change and the carbon cycle; however, they involve greater speculation and uncertainty about

399

socioeconomic conditions and emissions. It will be informative, for analytic transparency and

400

decision making, for the IWG to report the share of the SC-CO2 accruing over different time

401

horizons. Such reporting would provide a sense of the relative importance of very long-term

402

impacts to the overall estimate.

403
404

TREATMENT OF UNCERTAINTY

405
406

The inputs and the outputs of each module of the SC-CO2 analysis have inherent

407

uncertainties, as do the structures and parameters of the modules themselves. The future growth

408

rates of population and output are uncertain. The emissions associated with any future GDP path

409

depend on policies to control greenhouse gas emissions and on the evolution of energy
4

“Vast majority” is a deliberately vague term that signals much more than 50 percent, but not 100 percent.
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technologies, energy markets, and land-use patterns—all of which are uncertain. Although the

411

basic physics of the climate system are well established, the parameters linking emissions to

412

mean global temperature and other climate variables are not known with certainty. Similarly,

413

there is uncertainty in the translation of physical climate changes into impacts and damages.

414

Given these numerous uncertainties inherent in SC-CO2 estimation, the IWG necessarily needs

415

to focus its analytical attention on incorporating the most important sources of uncertainty, rather

416

than seeking to incorporate all possible sources of uncertainty.

417

Both parametric uncertainty and structural uncertainty are in each of the modules that

418

comprise the SC-CO2 framework. Parametric uncertainty is uncertainty about the value of

419

various parameters in a model (or models) used in a module. A physical climate example of

420

parametric uncertainty is uncertainty in the strength of known feedbacks that amplify or dampen

421

the sensitivity of the global mean temperature to climate forcing. Structural uncertainty is

422

uncertainty about what model constitutes the best framework for understanding what one wishes

423

to project. A physical climate example of structural uncertainty is the possible presence of

424

unknown feedbacks, which may be hinted at by the geological record of past climate responses

425

to climate forcing similar to the magnitude of recent anthropogenic forcing. Another example of

426

structural uncertainty arises with respect to climate damages because of unknown damage

427

pathways associated with abrupt climate change.

428
429

Approaches to Decision Making under Uncertainty

430
431
432

The standard approach to benefit-cost evaluation under uncertainty is expected value
analysis of the consequences for social welfare, with additional consideration of the distribution
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of consequences around the expected value. As explained in Chapter 1, this is the regulatory

434

approach that underlies regulatory impact analysis under EO 12866, for which the SC-CO2 was

435

developed. Under this approach, one evaluates each regulation by the resulting change in

436

expected welfare, that is, by the effect of that regulation on social welfare in each possible state

437

of the world weighted by the probability of that state. The results of this approach depend on the

438

probabilities associated with each state of the world.

439

Other approaches make use of multiple probability distributions over states of the world.

440

One such approach is maxmin expected utility, which recommends the policy for which the

441

minimum expected utility, calculated by using the alternative probability distributions, is as large

442

as possible. Another approach requires one to assign subjective weights to each of the alternative

443

probability distributions and recommends the policy for which the weighted average expected

444

utility is maximized. An advantage of these approaches is that they can incorporate multiple

445

probability distributions that are consistent with available information without the need to select

446

a unique probability distribution, as occurs with expected utility. These other approaches can

447

also incorporate ambiguity aversion, for example, when a decision maker prefers a policy for

448

which there is greater confidence about the probabilities. However, these approaches can be

449

sensitive to the exact set of probability distributions that are considered, as well as to the

450

assignment of weights to these distributions.

451

As discussed in Chapter 1, the committee interpreted its charge as focusing specifically

452

on the SC-CO2 for its use in regulatory impact analysis. The committee therefore developed its

453

conclusions and recommendations to be consistent with an overall analytical approach based on

454

the computation of expected net present value, taking into account that the SC-CO2 is one of a

455

large number of additional variables that enter into a typical regulatory impact analysis.
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The committee recognized that the particular analytical framework chosen in developing

457

the IWG SC-CO2 estimates is based on probability-weighted present value. Although this

458

framework is appropriate for its application in regulatory impact analysis, it is not the only

459

framework relevant to decision making under uncertainty in the context of national and

460

international climate policy. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Heal et al., 2014

461

and Kunreuther et al., 2014) has described at length the advantages and disadvantages of

462

alternative decision-making frameworks under uncertainty (including those cited above) for

463

setting a carbon tax, determining a cap on carbon emissions, or employing other policy

464

approaches.

465

The IWG’s purpose in calculating the SC-CO2, however, is to provide estimates of the

466

net damages from emitting 1-metric ton of CO2. The SC-CO2 estimates will be combined with

467

other benefit and cost calculations for a regulation that affects CO2 emissions—such as an energy

468

efficiency standard for electric appliances. The uncertainties in the estimates of other regulatory

469

benefits and costs with which the SC-CO2 will be combined have been computed using the

470

expected net benefit approach, which forms the basis for regulatory impact analysis under EO

471

12866 and OMB Circular A-4. For this reason, the committee also followed that approach.

472
473

Assigning Probabilities to Inputs and Outputs

474
475

Following the expected net benefit approach requires assigning probabilities to the

476

outputs of each module.5 In general, the information exchanged between modules will be in the

477

form of a distribution for each year (or other period) to facilitate Monte Carlo analysis: a
5

For details on implementation, see Chapters 3-6.
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frequency distribution, probability density function, or a set of values and associated probability

479

weights that is representative of an underlying distribution. Chapter 3 outlines possible

480

approaches to projecting future GDP, population, and emissions, using both the extrapolation of

481

historical data and expert elicitation (see below). This approach would yield a set of GDP,

482

population and emissions projections that can be viewed as a representative sample from an

483

underlying distribution. These values can then be used in the climate module, which generates,

484

for each projection, a distribution of values of global mean temperature and other climate

485

variables. For each socioeconomic projection and draw from the distribution of climate

486

variables, the damages module can compute a distribution of damage estimates. Thus, the

487

overall framework for SC-CO2 estimation will have to be designed to support the large number

488

of simulations that may be required for uncertainty analysis.

489

Uncertainty in the rate of per capita GDP growth can be reflected in the manner by which

490

damages are converted to a present value in the discounting module (see Chapter 6). In addition

491

to this relationship between discounting uncertainty and uncertainty in observable variables (i.e.,

492

per capita GDP), discounting also often entails ethical judgments that are not reducible to a

493

probability distribution. This additional variability in discounting is instead assessed through

494

sensitivity analysis (see Chapter 6).

495

It would also be possible to use sensitivity analysis with respect to the probability

496

distributions that are passed from one module to another, particularly those for which

497

uncertainties are difficult to fully specify probabilistically. Chapter 3 describes an approach that

498

could be used in the near term to derive a joint probability distribution over GDP, population,

499

and emissions. One could use alternate probability distributions over these variables to explore

500

the sensitivity of SC-CO2 estimates to the probability distribution used.
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502

EXPERT JUDGMENT IN SC-CO2 ESTIMATION

503
504

Construction of any model requires some form of expert judgment to make choices

505

among alternative functional forms, input variables, or other aspects of model structure that are

506

consistent with available data and theoretical understanding. The effects of alternative choices on

507

model results can be particularly important when extrapolating from the conditions under which

508

a model is estimated or calibrated (which are necessarily conditions that have been observed) to

509

the conditions relevant to estimating the SC-CO2, which may be far in the future and involve

510

climates, technologies, and other factors much different than those that have been observed.

511

“Expert elicitation” (or “structured expert elicitation”) is a method that can often prove

512

useful in developing distributions over uncertain parameters or variables whose values need to be

513

projected into the future. It is a formal process in which experts report their individual subjective

514

probability distributions for an uncertain quantity. The committee believes that, for input

515

variables having a limited empirical or theoretical basis for quantification of projections and their

516

uncertainty, expert elicitation conducted according to best practices provides a useful and

517

necessary approach. Expert elicitation is a method to characterize what is known about a

518

quantity; it does not add new information as an experiment or measurement would. Ideally, it

519

captures the best judgments of the people who have the most information and deepest

520

understanding of the quantity of interest. For some quantities, there may be so little

521

understanding of the factors that affect their magnitude that informed judgment is impossible or

522

can produce only unreasonably wide bounds. Appendix C describes in detail methods for

523

conducting expert elicitation.
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525

PROCESS OF UPDATING THE ESTIMATES

526
527

Current U.S. government practice is vague regarding when and how a process of

528

reviewing and updating the SC-CO2 estimates might occur, which makes it difficult for

529

stakeholders and researchers to anticipate future reviews and potential SC-CO2 updates and to

530

plan for the process. A regularized, institutionalized process would allow both groups to align

531

their activities more sensibly. If the SC-CO2 estimates are to reflect advances in scientific

532

understanding of the climate impacts of greenhouse gas emissions and the economic impacts of

533

climate change, a process is needed to assure that the SC-CO2 estimates are updated on a regular

534

basis. Regularizing the frequency of updates would help focus the attention of researchers on

535

providing useful inputs to the SC-CO2 process and would make the timing of updates predictable

536

to agency staff and stakeholders.6

537

Because the SC-CO2 is used in regulatory impact analyses for regulations that are being

538

issued on a regular basis, the frequency of updates should balance the desire to incorporate

539

improved scientific information with the need to allow for proper review of any changes. The

540

frequency of updates needs to be short enough so that estimates of the SC-CO2 do not lag too far

541

behind the science while being long enough to allow significant new information to be generated

542

and incorporated by the IWG and to allow for scientific peer review of the revised methods and

543

estimates themselves. Moreover, the rate of scientific progress is variable and changes over time

6

Although the committee does not recommend that updates to the SC-CO2 be tied to the release of
assessments from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change or the National Climate Assessment of the U.S.
Global Change Research Program, it would be desirable for the IWG to take account of new evidence included in
these assessments, as well as to communicate its information needs to those groups.
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and is different for the many disciplines and fields involved. Overall, there is a need to balance

545

the value of a regularized and predictable process with one that is rigidly prescribed.

546
547

RECOMMENDATION 2-4 The Interagency Working Group should establish a

548

regularized three-step process for updating the SC-CO2 estimates. An update cycle

549

of roughly 5 years would balance the benefit of responding to evolving research with

550

the need for a thorough and predictable process. In the first step, the interagency

551

process and associated technical efforts should draw on internal and external

552

technical expertise and incorporate scientific peer review. In the second step, draft

553

revisions to the SC-CO2 methods and estimates should be subject to public notice

554

and comment, allowing input and review from a broader set of stakeholders, the

555

scientific community, and the public. In the third step, the government’s approach

556

to estimating the SC-CO2 should be regularly reviewed by an independent scientific

557

assessment panel to identify improvements for potential future updates and

558

research needs.

559
560

This process is illustrated in Figure 2-2. Step 1 involves the technical interagency process

561

of updating SC-CO2 estimates, taking into account recommendations for improvement from the

562

scientific community and the public, scientific advances, as well as both internal government and

563

external technical support and scientific peer review of individual modules to ensure that the

564

proposed improvements accurately reflect evolving evidence and approaches. Incorporation of

565

relevant external technical support and peer review of particular components (e.g., by experts in

566

each of the module areas), and the overall framework and implementation, prior to public notice
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and comm
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568
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569
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570
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process, in order to trrack and assess new scieentific literatture over tim
me and makee
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recommendations for future improvements and research. The committee estimated this step

584

could take 18 months to 2 years. The dotted box and lines at the center of the process indicate the

585

multiple opportunities to incorporate research and scientific advances in the SC-CO2 estimation

586

process and for independent reviews to help inform research priorities.

587

The committee anticipates an overall process of roughly 5 years, which would allow 2-3

588

years between recommendations for improvements from an independent scientific assessment

589

(end of Step 3) and the issuance of a draft SC-CO2 update for public notice and comment (end of

590

Step 1). Following from this recommendation, the committee has structured some of other

591

recommendations to distinguish those that we believe can be accomplished in the near term (2-3

592

years) from those that the committee believes will likely take longer to accomplish (i.e., “longer-

593

term”). It is important that implementation of the research recommendations (in other chapters)

594

proceed in parallel with the updating process described above.
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2

3

3

Socioeconomic Module

4
5

In this chapter, the committee discusses preparation of the socioeconomic and emissions

6

inputs to SC-CO2 estimation and recommend improvements to the current IWG procedure. The

7

chapter presents a basis for evaluating current and potential future approaches and the desired

8

characteristics of a socioeconomic module. It also includes a survey of the resources available

9

for the task, including scenario databases, models of the economy and emissions, means of

10

extracting information from historical data, and expert elicitation. An illustration of an improved

11

method for projecting population, economic activity, and emissions that could be applied in the

12

near term, with a focus on characterizing uncertainty in the variables to be used in the climate

13

and damages modules is provided. For the longer term, recommendations are offered for the

14

development of a socioeconomic projection model designed to meet the special requirements of

15

SC-CO2 projection, noting that it is best supported by a program of research and development

16

(R&D) on economic modeling frameworks.

17
18

BASIS FOR EVALUATION

19
20

The purpose of a socioeconomic module is to provide a set of projections of population,

21

and gross domestic product (GDP) that drive projections of CO2 and other relevant emissions,

22

which are inputs to the calculation of the baseline climate trajectory. These projections take into

23

account possible future mitigation policies and other drivers of change (see Box 2-2, in Chapter
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2). The baseline emissions in turn influence the response of the climate to a pulse of CO2

25

emissions (see Chapter 4). Estimates of population and GDP, perhaps disaggregated by region

26

and sector, are also direct inputs to the damage calculations (see Chapter 5). The trajectory of

27

GDP per capita is also needed for the committee’s recommended discounting procedure (see

28

Chapter 6).

29

The socioeconomic component of the current IWG SC-CO2 estimation methodology is

30

based on five scenarios of population, GDP, and emissions through 2100: they were selected

31

from those produced by the detailed-structure integrated assessment models (IAMs) used in the

32

EMF-22 multimodel comparison exercise of the Energy Modeling Forum (Clarke et al., 2009).

33

Four of these scenarios are reference scenarios (no mitigation policy) that roughly span the

34

distribution of reference fossil fuel combustion and industrial CO2 emissions in the EMF-22

35

project. They entail atmospheric CO2 concentrations between 612 and 889 ppm in 2100. One of

36

the five scenarios involves atmospheric stabilization at a radiative forcing equivalent to 550 ppm

37

CO2 by 2100, and thus assumes moderately strict mitigation measures. The IWG extended each

38

of these scenarios to 2300 to capture the persistence of climate change and its associated net

39

damages, assuming that growth rates of population and per capita GDP in each scenario decline

40

linearly to zero in 2300. The IWG does not offer a rationale for these growth assumptions.

41

The five scenarios used by the IWG do not span uncertainties in relevant variables (e.g.,

42

GDP, population, and energy) or reflect the broader scenario literature (e.g., Rose et al., 2014b;

43

Kopp and Mignone, 2012). In estimating the SC-CO2, these five scenarios are weighted equally,

44

thereby treating them as equally likely. The IWG does not provide a justification for this implicit

45

assumption. As discussed throughout this report, good scientific practice requires that key

46

variables and associated uncertainties be clearly identified, characterized, and supported; that the
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methods used to produce probabilistic projections be consistent with the available peer-reviewed

48

literature; and that the projections themselves be consistent with the main features of the

49

historical record.

50

For estimating the SC-CO2, the socioeconomic module needs to produce projections far

51

enough into the future to capture the vast majority of discounted damages.1 The committee

52

recognizes that this may entail projecting GDP, population and emissions two to three centuries

53

into the future, which presents a significant challenge. Although projecting the impact of a

54

change in radiative forcing on mean global temperature involves parametric uncertainty (see

55

Chapter 4), the basic physics of the climate system are well established. In contrast, models that

56

project population or GDP are subject to the behavior of individuals and social systems, which

57

are more malleable than the principles governing physical systems. Therefore, a near-term

58

approach for a socioeconomic module that relies on projecting historical data, combined with

59

elicitation of expert judgment is presented. The importance of conducting sensitivity analyses

60

for the distribution of GDP, population, and emissions to investigate their impact on estimates of

61

the SC-CO2 is also discussed.

62

For any long-term projection of population and GDP, associated projections of emissions

63

of CO2 from fossil fuel and industrial sources and land use change, as well as other greenhouse

64

gases and aerosols, will depend on the joint evolution of various technologies and policies aimed

65

at mitigating emissions. Thus, it would be desirable for the socioeconomic module to explicitly

66

take into account the likelihood of these future changes. The committee discusses a near-term

1

“Vast majority” is a deliberately vague term that signals much more than majority, but not 100 percent.
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approach consistent with these criteria below (“Developing a Socioeconomic Module in the Near

68

Term”).

69

Two additional desirable criteria are more difficult to satisfy. The first deals with

70

disaggregation of global totals. As discussed further below, historical experience and expert

71

judgment provide a basis for computing a probability density function for both global average

72

per capita GDP growth over time and for global population that are consistent with alternative

73

economic growth projections. However, the empirically based literature on climate-related

74

damages is typically concerned with particular regions and even particular sectors (e.g.,

75

agriculture) in each region. Unfortunately for modeling purposes, the relative contributions of

76

different sectors and regions to global growth has varied significantly over time. For instance, in

77

1960 it would have been difficult to predict the rise of the Chinese economy or the fall of the

78

Soviet Union over the following half century or the advance of computer and communications

79

technologies and their spinoffs. In a world of many regions and many sectors, rigorous

80

characterization of uncertainty regarding their relative contributions to global growth would

81

require construction of a probability density function over many variables, extending far into the

82

future—a task well beyond the current capacity of the research community. Accordingly, a less

83

ambitious approach is recommended in the near term.

84

The second desirable but difficult criterion is the incorporation of feedbacks from the

85

damages and climate modules to income, population, and emissions projections. As discussed in

86

Chapter 2, there are many potential linkages and feedbacks between modules. Identifying the

87

most important feedbacks and incorporating them in a fully integrated socioeconomic-climate-

88

damages framework would represent a significant advance beyond the current state of the art.
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Development of such a framework might start with the climate system impacts on human

90

and natural systems described by Working Group II of the Fifth Assessment Report of the

91

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2014a), which identifies regions and sectors

92

where such interactions appear to cause the most significant physical impacts. For some impacts

93

a next step could be to incorporate recent research that assigns economic values to such impacts

94

(e.g., Reilly et al., 2012a, 2012b; Diffenbaugh et al., 2012; Taheripour et al., 2013; Baldos and

95

Hertel, 2014; Grogan et al., 2015; Diaz, 2016). As discussed in the final section of this chapter,

96

such an effort would also be an important component of a longer-term research strategy.

97
98

RECOMMENDATION 3-1 In addition to applying the committee’s overall criteria

99

for scientific basis, uncertainty characterization, and transparency (see

100

Recommendation 2-2 in Chapter 2), the Interagency Working Group should

101

evaluate potential socioeconomic modules according to four criteria: time horizon,

102

future policies, disaggregation, and feedbacks.

103
104



Time horizon: The socioeconomic projections should extend far

105

enough in the future to provide inputs for estimation of the vast

106

majority of discounted climate damages.

107



Future policies: Projections of emissions of CO2 and other important

108

forcing agents should take account of the likelihood of future

109

emissions mitigation policies and technological developments.
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110

Disaggregation: The projections should provide the sectoral and

111

regional detail in population and GDP necessary for damage

112

calculations.


113

Feedbacks: To the extent possible, the socioeconomic module should

114

incorporate feedbacks from the climate and damages modules that

115

have a significant impact on population, GDP, or emissions.

116
117

The next section discusses the scholarly resources that are available to construct an

118

improved socioeconomic module in an SC-CO2 framework. The subsequent two sections cover

119

an approach to producing improved estimates in the near-term and a recommended longer-term

120

strategy.

121
122

LITERATURE AND METHODS

123
124

There are four resources that can be used in the construction of socioeconomic modules:

125

detailed-structure models, scenario libraries, time-series analysis of historical data, and

126

elicitation of expert opinion.

127

Detailed-Structure Models of the Economy

128
129
130

The models used to generate the scenarios (available in the various libraries discussed
below) are significant resources available to the IWG.2 Among these are detailed-structure

2

An example is the set of models that contributed to the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report’s Working Group III
scenario database (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014b. Annex II, Table AII.14).
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models that attempt to model the structure of the global economy. These represent nations and

132

aggregate regions and their interaction through international trade and disaggregate the sectors

133

that make up the individual economies. They differ from reduced-form models like the IAMs

134

used to produce estimates of the SC-CO2, SC-IAMs. SC-IAMs model a single global economy or

135

a small number of regions and include more limited economic sectoral detail than a detailed-

136

structure model.3

137

These detailed-structure models differ from one another in mathematical form, but they

138

tend to fall into two general categories, partial equilibrium and general equilibrium. Partial

139

equilibrium formulations represent particular sectors in detail (e.g., energy, agriculture) but do

140

not consider interactions among sectors and interactions with the macro economy. Therefore,

141

many prices in the economy are assumed to be exogenous. Examples of this type of detailed-

142

structure IAM include the global change assessment model (GCAM)4 and Prospective Outlook

143

on Long-term Energy Systems (POLES) (Kitous, 2006). In contrast, general equilibrium

144

formulations consider the market transactions and linkages among sectors (including capital,

145

labor, resource markets, and international trade) and all treat prices in the economy as

146

endogenous. Examples of this approach include anthropogenic emission prediction and policy

147

analysis (EPPA) model (Chen et al., 2015), MERGE (a model for estimating the regional and

148

global effects of greenhouse gas reductions) (Blanford et al., 2014), and World Induced

149

Technical Change Hybrid Model (WITCH) (Bosetti et al., 2006).

3

For an overview of modeling terminology, see Box 2-1 in Chapter 2.

4

See: http://jgcri.github.io/gcam-doc/ [January 2017].
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These types of models have been used not only for scenario construction, but also for to

151

more formal uncertainty analysis of energy and emissions (e.g., Reilly et al., 1987; Manne and

152

Richels, 1994). Recently, an analysis by Gillingham et al. (2015) used the EPPA, GCAM,

153

MERGE and WITCH models (along with two reduced-form IAMs, DICE [the Dynamic

154

Integrated Climate-Economy model] and FUND [Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and

155

Distribution model]) in a study that considered uncertainty in population and GDP. Another

156

analysis (Bosetti et al., 2015) imposed uncertainty in the cost parameters of key technologies in

157

the GCAM and WITCH models, while holding population and GDP constant. To generate a

158

projection of emissions for a study of uncertainty in climate, Webster and colleagues (2008,

159

2011) introduced both types of uncertainty in the EPPA model, considering both uncertainty in

160

population and drivers of GDP and uncertain distributions of many input parameters, such as

161

elasticities, resource stocks, and technology costs.

162

These models produce information of use in damage estimation, including both regional

163

and sectoral detail (e.g., the role of the agricultural sector). Moreover, many are formulated to

164

provide additional details needed for climate modeling, such as emissions of land CO2 and non-

165

CO2 greenhouse gases and their geographical distribution. Because of their formulation, these

166

models ensure consistency in the relationships among population, GDP, and emissions of CO2

167

and other greenhouse gases in each nation or region and in their aggregation to global emissions.

168

Moreover, these features are preserved in the construction of probabilistic scenarios or other

169

representations of uncertainty. At the same time, use of a detailed-structure model does not

170

reduce the underlying information requirement associated with projecting regional and sectoral

171

detail far into the future.

172
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Scenario Databases

174
175

A number of multi-decade to century-scale scenarios have been developed and have been

176

catalogued in study-specific and scientific community assessment libraries. In 1992, the IPCC

177

developed a set of global greenhouse gas emissions scenarios for use in climate change policy

178

assessments, called the integrated scenarios 1992 (Leggett et al., 1992; Pepper et al., 1992).

179

Through a long and complex process, the IPCC updated those scenarios in its Special Report on

180

Emissions Scenarios (Nakicenovic et al., 2000).

181

Since then, the IAM community has published a large number of scenarios, most of them

182

generated by specific intermodel comparison studies, some with publically available scenario

183

libraries. In its Fourth Assessment Report and Fifth Assessment Report, Working Group III of the

184

IPCC assembled the research community’s scenarios into large libraries in support of their

185

respective reports (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007b, 2014c). The IPCC

186

scenario libraries are a rich scientific resource with large numbers of scenarios (e.g., more than

187

1,000 in Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014c), but one that needs to be used with

188

care (see discussion below). Riahi and colleagues (2016) describe the vast amount of scenario

189

work that has been completed, providing useful information to support future scenario

190

construction.

191

Since the 2000 IPCC compilation, two specific sets of scenarios have been produced—

192

representative concentration pathways and shared socioeconomic pathways. The former were

193

designed to provide consistent, standardized radiative forcing information for the purpose of

194

coordinated experiments for climate modeling (Moss et al., 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2011). The

195

latter were designed to complement the former with additional information beyond radiative
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forcing to support studies of climate change impacts, adaptation, and vulnerability. Specifically,

197

the shared socioeconomic pathway scenarios provide macro socioeconomic information (O’Neill

198

et al., 2014), such as population structure, education levels, extent of urban development, and

199

income distributions.5

200

Although these processes have provided much needed benchmark scenarios for

201

coordinating the work of the various global change research communities, neither the

202

representative concentration pathway nor the shared socioeconomic pathway scenarios was

203

designed with SC-CO2 computation in mind. More specifically, neither was formulated to

204

characterize climate change or socioeconomic uncertainty. The broader existing scenario

205

libraries do reflect some degree of both model and parametric uncertainty because a substantial

206

number of modeling groups participated in these efforts. However, the libraries are problematic

207

as the basis for developing probability distributions of population, income, and emissions

208

because they do not formally consider parametric uncertainty or uncertainty over a full range of

209

model input assumptions. In addition, in order to be useful, oversampling would need to be

210

addressed in some fashion, with some models and studies represented more than others, and a

211

variety of vintages of single models sometimes included. Meaningful statistics cannot be readily

212

derived from these libraries without attention to these issues, even though attempts are regularly

213

made to do so (e.g., by Working Group III of the IPCC [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

214

Change, 2014c]). Furthermore, scenario libraries, including the shared socioeconomic pathways,

215

do not provide sectoral disaggregation, and they also typically extend only to 2100, even though

216

projections beyond 2100 are important determinants of current SC-CO2 estimates.

5

Standardized policy assumptions, also referred to as shared policy assumptions, were also developed to
represent ways that countries might reduce greenhouse gas emissions and move from an shared socioeconomic
pathway baseline to a combination shared economic and representative pathway scenario (Kriegler et al., 2014).
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Another missing element in current scenario libraries is the effect of mitigation policies.

218

As noted above, projections of emissions conditional on population and GDP logically need to

219

account for the effect of future changes in mitigation policies in the United States and abroad,

220

and such changes are themselves uncertain. Historical observations and scenario libraries do not

221

on their own provide a basis for attaching probabilities to future policies. Finally, preliminary

222

work with historical data on the global economy (discussed below) indicates that the range of

223

economic growth rates in existing scenario libraries is too narrow to properly reflect historical

224

experience.

225

In short, largely because they were not designed specifically to facilitate the computation

226

of the SC-CO2 or characterize the global-level of uncertainty in that computation, existing

227

scenarios are not well suited for this purpose. However, as we discuss below, they may be

228

helpful in disaggregating projections of global population and GDP to regional or sectoral scale.

229
230

Using Historical Data and Expert Judgment for Long-Term Economic Projections

231
232

Scenarios are intended to provide an internally consistent description of a potential

233

future, conditional on initial conditions and structural assumptions about economic system

234

dynamics. In contrast, forecasts describe the likely future of one or more quantitative variables,

235

often implicitly or explicitly probabilistic, based on empirical modeling.

236

As noted above, the IWG’s analysis indicates that projections to around 2300 may be

237

necessary to adequately represent the damages expected to result from a pulse of CO2 emissions.

238

Unfortunately, the literature contains only a few examples of projections of population, GDP,

239

and emissions of any sort beyond 2100 and provides little discussion of how to construct them
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(see further discussion below). In fact, the scenario libraries do not necessarily span even the

241

range of historical experience. For example, among the IPCC baseline scenarios that extend to

242

2100 and were used by Working Group III in the Fifth Assessment Report (Intergovernmental

243

Panel on Climate Change, 2014c), the range of GDP growth rates is 1.1-2.5 percent, (with only 1

244

of 263 below 1.2% and only 2 out of 263 above 2.4%). Yet the historical data show that a set of

245

representative rates would span a significantly wider range.

246

A study by Mueller and Watson (2016) provides a mathematically rigorous method for

247

using historical data to construct probabilistic growth forecasts over future time horizons that are

248

a large fraction (or even a multiple) of the length of the historical record. This method, like any

249

based on historical data, rests on the assumption that the stochastic process of future growth will

250

be the same as in the past. In addition to this assumption, such methods cannot detect or

251

incorporate fluctuations that occur over periods longer than the historical record.

252

The key insight of Mueller and Watson is that low-frequency, persistent variation in

253

historical data is the most relevant information for understanding long-term uncertainty. In

254

contrast, high-frequency, idiosyncratic variation in growth rates—for example, idiosyncratic

255

shocks that arise each year—will average out over long horizons and will thus contribute little

256

variability in the long run. Isolating these low-frequency variations and transforming the

257

estimates of low-frequency contributions to growth back to the original sample space allowed the

258

researchers to produce a representation of the low-frequency, persistent variation and use it to

259

project a distribution of long-term average growth rates. In their work, Mueller and Watson

260

looked at the solvency of the U.S. Social Security Trust Fund, with forecast example horizons of

261

75 years, using U.S. datasets as short as 67 years.
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For an example relevant for the SC-CO2 estimates, the committee used the Mueller and

263

Watson approach for time horizons of 90 and 290 years (e.g., 2010-2100 and 2010-2300) for

264

projections of per capita GDP growth using alternate datasets of 60 and 140 years.6 The

265

assumption that the stochastic process governing future growth rates will be the same as in the

266

past is very strong, especially over such a long time ratio of projection to experience, so it would

267

be sensible for projections produced by this or any other time-series method to be evaluated by

268

experts before being used in SC-CO2 analysis.

269

Ultimately, this approach seems most useful for informing projections of economic

270

growth, rather than population or emissions. Population projections involve complex trends in

271

fertility and mortality and may need to be conditioned on per capita GDP. Emissions projections

272

without accounting for any mitigation policy can generally gain less from historical data, since

273

there has historically been little scientific and policy attention to climate change. However,

274

using historical emissions information to develop a no-mitigation projection might be a useful

275

input to an expert elicitation of future emission projections, which is the subject of the next

276

section.

277

Given the state of scientific knowledge and historical data, it will also be necessary to

278

rely on expert judgment in developing a socioeconomic module. As discussed in Chapter 2 and

279

in more detail in Appendix C, there are best practices for eliciting expert judgments about the

280

probability distributions of uncertain quantities. As discussed below, it will be impossible to

281

avoid reliance on expert judgment in both the near term and longer term. In most cases, the

6

The committee’s projections involved ratios of the length-of-projection horizon to historic sample that ranged
from 2.0 to 4.8, compared with 1.1 in Mueller and Watson.
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committee believes it will not be sufficient for the IWG to rely only on its own expertise. It is

283

important to be able to draw effectively on outside experts in the relevant disciplines.

284
285

DEVELOPING A SOCIOECONOMIC MODULE IN THE NEAR TERM

286
287

As discussed above, the committee does not believe it will be possible in the near term to

288

produce a module satisfying all of the criteria in Recommendation 3-1. However, the existing

289

literature and methods do provide a basis for overcoming several shortcomings in the current

290

IWG procedure. This section describes and recommends an approach that the IWG could

291

implement in the near term.

292

The committee’s approach is based on the assumption that important aspects of future

293

trends will be like those in the past, with elicitation of expert opinion being the only practical

294

way to relax that assumption. Although the ideal modeling system for SC-CO2 analysis would

295

include structured feedbacks from climate and damages to economic activity and possibly even

296

population,7 the committee does not believe that it is possible to build such a system in the near

297

term. Hence, our approach for a near-term strategy, as in the current the IWG approach, does not

298

include those feedbacks. This section details the four steps in the proposed approach: (1) use

299

econometric analysis to project economic growth; (2) develop probabilistic population

300

projections; (3) use expert elicitation to produce projections of future emissions; and (4) develop

301

regional and sectoral projections. It is important that this process reflect judgments as to the

302

influence of future policies on the evolution of key technologies.

7

However, the DICE model currently used by the IWG does adjust global GDP and the capital stock for
aggregate monetary climate damages each time period: see Chapter 5.
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This approach also reflects the committee’s view that it is advantageous to have a small

304

number of possibly interrelated projections of population, GDP, and emissions to pass to the

305

climate module. A small number increases transparency and facilitates expert elicitation

306

conditional on each projection. Three values are used in this approach, which is the smallest

307

number that both introduces variability and provides a midpoint. For example, using three

308

projections each of population and economic growth would require the experts to generate nine

309

probabilistic projections of emissions. If terciles are used, so that three emissions projections

310

that can be treated as equally likely are generated for each of the nine population/GDP scenarios,

311

this will produce 27 global-level (populations, GDP, and emissions) scenarios to be passed to the

312

climate module and, in disaggregated form, to the damage module.

313

An important question is whether a single set of scenarios from the socioeconomic

314

module should be used in the climate module or whether sensitivity analyses should be

315

conducted by using alternate sets of scenarios. Sensitivity analysis with respect to the discount

316

rate, for which ethical and policy considerations are relevant in addition to observable rates of

317

discount is presented in Chapter 6. Sensitivity analysis is an appropriate way to account for

318

ethical and policy considerations, which are especially difficult to reduce to probability

319

distributions. In contrast, economic and population growth are observable and so a probabilistic

320

projection approach based on historical data is appropriate for them. Emissions projections fall

321

somewhere in between, because while historic emissions are observable, future emissions are

322

subject to considerable policy influence. Overall, given the difficulty in projecting future GDP,

323

population, and emissions, it would be valuable to examine the impact of alternate sets of

324

scenarios to investigate their impact on estimates of the SC-CO2.
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The approach recommended in this report nonetheless focuses on a probabilistic

326

approach to all uncertainties other than discounting. This pragmatic approach is based on the

327

committee’s recognition that there are a quite limited number of sensitivities that can reasonably

328

be expected to be carried through a regulatory impact analysis, in which the SC-CO2 is only one

329

of many variables. In the current approach of the IWG, for example, scenarios were used for

330

socioeconomic variables, but they were ultimately collapsed to an average by assuming equal

331

weights on each scenario. The committee believes the recommended approach provides a better

332

scientific basis for the assignment of probabilities to alternative scenarios.

333
334

Use Econometric Analysis to Project Economic Growth

335
336

As discussed above, recent work by Mueller and Watson (2016) examined how to

337

estimate probability distributions of long-term growth rates in economic variables from historical

338

data. That is, by looking at a small number of low frequency cosine transformations of historic

339

growth rates, a predictive density of average growth rates can be constructed over an arbitrary

340

horizon. Expert elicitation can then be applied to determine how likely the historical pattern is to

341

hold over alternative horizons. The key underlying assumption is that behavior over the

342

observed historical sample is a valid basis for projections over the chosen horizon. Although

343

their application focused on the United States, using 60 years of data to construct projections

344

over 75 years, it is straightforward to apply the same approach to global data over alternative

345

(much longer) horizons.
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As an example of such an application, the committee used data from the Maddison

347

Project8 to construct two time series of economic growth. One is a measure of growth in global

348

GDP per capita from 1950 to 2010. Prior to 1950, data are available for only a subset of the

349

global economy, so 1950-2010 represents the only sample for which global growth is measured.

350

For a measure of per capita GDP growth from 1870 to 2010, we used the subset of 25 countries

351

in Barro and Ursua (2008a, 2008b): these countries collectively accounted for 63 percent of

352

global GDP in 1950, but for only 46 percent of global GDP by 2009.

353

The estimation results are summarized in Table 3-1. For additional details on the data

354

construction and the committee’s use of the Mueller-Watson approach, see Appendix D. For the

355

1950-2010 sample, a mean annual growth rate of 2.2 percent for real GDP per capita and a 90

356

percent probability interval of 0.3-4.0 percent for growth for 2010-2300 is estimated. For the

357

1870-2010 sample, the mean annual growth is 1.4 percent and the 90 percent probability interval

358

is -0.8-+3.2 percent. The prediction intervals grow slightly, but not by much, for the longer 300-

359

year horizon relative to 100 years.

360

8

The Maddison Project, begun in 2010, promotes and supports cooperation between scholars to measure
economic performance for different regions, time periods and subtopics. For details, see:
http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison-project/home.htm [October 2016].
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362
363

TABLE 3-1 Estimated Annual Growth Rates Using the Mueller and Watson Procedure (in
percent)
2010-2100
Results
Results using global
GDP per capita,
1950-2010
Results using GDP
per capita measured
across a subset of 25
countries, 1870-2010

364
365
366
367

2010-2300

Mean
Prediction

90 Percent
Prediction
Interval

Mean
Prediction

90 Percent
Prediction
Interval

2.1

(0.6, 3.6)

2.2

(0.3, 4.0)

1.4

(-0.4, 2.8)

1.4

(-0.8, 3.2)

NOTE: See text and Appendix D for discussion and details.
It is unclear whether the longer series is a better basis for long-term growth projections,

368

or the shorter series with more coverage. The longer series contains more information about

369

long-term variation, but there are more measurement issues in the distant past so it may be less

370

relevant for understanding behavior in the future. Even if global economic data did exist for

371

several past centuries, for example, would one look to those data to model future uncertainty?

372

The shorter dataset is more geographically complete, as well as more consistently measured.

373

However, selecting the key economic jurisdictions in 1870 necessarily excludes countries that

374

underwent transitions—through above average economic growth—into key economies in 1950

375

and 2010. Both kinds of estimates could be informative in selecting or creating economic

376

growth scenarios in the SC-CO2 process, as well as for inputs to expert elicitation.

377

After developing probability distributions for average economic growth rates over one or

378

more horizons through statistical analysis of historic data or other means, it is desirable to

379

translate them into a small number of projections of economic activity. The committee believes

380

this is important for both transparency and tractability. It is easier to communicate a smaller
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number of
o discrete grrowth rate possibilities. It is also usseful for connnecting econnomic

382

projections with popu
ulation and emissions
e
prrojections thhat involve exxpert elicitattion conditioonal

383

on the ecconomic projjections.

384

The
T approach
h discussed above
a
would
d be to selectt representattive growth rrates for seveeral

385

equally liikely fractilee ranges. Th
he example below
b
is baseed on the disstribution unnderlying Taable

386

3-1 (abov
ve) and using
g the mean of
o each tercile. Howeveer, one couldd also exploree matching tthe

387

standard deviation orr other featurres of the daata.

388

Continuing
C
with
w the exam
mple calculattion, Figure 3-1 shows thhe full cumuulative

389

distributiion function for the projeected averag
ge growth ratte over 300 yyears in the example

390

discussed
d above, usin
ng 1950-201
10 data.

391

392
393

FIGURE
E 3-1 Sample cumulativee distribution
n of global pper capita ecconomic grow
wth rates.

394

NOTE: See
S text and
d Appendix D for discusssion and detaails.

395
396

Based
B
on thiss result, one can identify three tercilees to use as eequally likely projectionns,

397

formed by
b breaking the
t cumulatiive distributiion into threee parts on thhe vertical axxis: below onne-

398

third, bettween one-th
hird and two-thirds, and above two-tthirds. This ddivision corrresponds to

399

growth raates below 1.95 percent, between 1.9
95 and 2.45 percent, andd above 2.455 percent, as
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defined by the two vertical dashed lines. One can then compute the mean growth rate in each

401

tercile: 1.0 percent in the first, 2.2 percent in the second, and 3.3 percent in the third, indicated

402

by boxed x’s on the cumulative distribution function. These three scenarios, defined in terms of

403

growth rates, can then be translated into projections of per capita economic activity by applying

404

them to an initial year value.

405

Though this careful examination of the historical experience provides a sound basis for

406

projection over coming decades, it may seem implausible to assume it would hold for centuries

407

into the future, in part because of population aging or resource constraints. Thus, it will be useful

408

for the IWG to elicit the opinions of economists and other experts concerned with long-run

409

trends and structural change about how the length of time that such projections can be treated as

410

representative and equally likely and how they could best be adjusted to take account of these

411

longer-term influences. Estimates of the extent of difference with the past experience could be

412

elicited, and the statistically derived distribution modified accordingly.

413
414

Develop Probabilistic Population Projections

415
416

Projections of population growth can take advantage of its underlying dependence on

417

fertility and mortality rates and the age structure of society. These rates follow patterns, and the

418

study of demography has sought to examine how these rates and the population age structure

419

evolve over time. The International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) currently

420

provides probabilistic population projections through 2100 (Lutz et al., 2014), as does the United

421

Nations (2015a, 2015b). Both sets of projections are based on a review of the drivers of fertility

422

and mortality in different parts of the world and (differing) judgments of what can be expected in
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the future (e.g., Gerland et al., 2014). For example, IIASA’s central growth rate projection from

424

2015 to 2100 is 0.18 percent, with an 80 percent prediction interval of -0.18 to +0.51 percent.9

425

Neither of these two sources report complete probability densities. It would be desirable for

426

IIASA and the United Nations to make available the underlying probabilities, from which a

427

small number of (perhaps three) projections could be chosen to approximate the probability

428

density functions when treated as equally likely.

429

For population projections to 2300, the United Nations (2004) has published high,

430

medium, and low projections, and Basten and colleagues (2013) have published projections

431

under a range of assumptions about fertility. Based on the more recent methodology (United

432

Nations, 2015b), the probabilistic projections to 2100 could be extended further into the future.

433

The IWG could explore that task with IIASA, the United Nations and other researchers. Such

434

extrapolation, like the economic projections beyond 2100, raise significant questions about

435

whether the assumptions used in the model will hold over more than a century. It will be useful

436

for the IWG to elicit the opinions of a group of expert demographers to validate and adjust

437

probabilistic population projections beyond 2100.

438

There are reasons to expect that per capita income growth and population growth may be

439

related in the long term. For example, more rapid rates of global economic growth would seem

440

likely to hasten the demographic transition to lower birth rates in developing nations. Yet it

441

seems unrealistic to expect a default inclusion of such relationships in any projections at this

442

time given the dearth of academic research on integrated probabilistic projections of population

9

For the total population sheet, see:
http://www.iiasa.ac.at/web/home/research/researchPrograms/WorldPopulation/Reaging/2007_update_prob_world_p
op_proj.html [October 2016].
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and economic activity. Such projections could be included if the expert elicitation in economics

444

or demography indicate the value of those relationships.

445

Combining population projections with each of the growth rates of per capita income

446

would yield a relatively small set of projections of population and GDP that can be treated as

447

equally likely and representative of the corresponding joint probability density function.

448
449

Use Expert Elicitation to Produce Projections of Future Emissions

450
451

The SC-CO2 estimates are intended to be used in U.S. regulatory impact analysis (RIA)

452

of proposed regulations and other policy initiatives. Accepted practice for benefit-cost analysis

453

and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidance for conducting RIAs establish that

454

benefits and costs ought to be defined in comparison with a clearly stated alternative or

455

“baseline,” with the baseline chosen to represent what the world if the proposed action (i.e.,

456

program, regulation, law) is not adopted. For example, OMB Circular A-4 (p. 15) states:

457
458

This baseline should be the best assessment of the way the world would look

459

absent the proposed action. The choice of an appropriate baseline may require

460

consideration of a wide range of potential factors, including:

461
462

• evolution of the market,

463

• changes in external factors affecting expected benefits and costs,

464

• changes in regulations promulgated by the agency or other government

465

entities, and
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• the degree of compliance by regulated entities with other regulations.

467
468

The committee notes that the consequences of any individual U.S. policy action affecting

469

CO2 emissions will take place in the context of other actions in the United States, as well as

470

actions by other countries. Under uncertainty, an appropriate distribution of baselines will

471

therefore include a range of possible outcomes for these uncertain policy developments,

472

combined with uncertain economic and technology conditions. Thus, the committee believes the

473

IWG acted correctly in considering scenarios with alternative levels of future global CO2

474

emissions mitigation, but that SC-CO2 estimation can be improved by making such consideration

475

more systematic.

476

Although knowledge of historical experience can inform judgments about the joint

477

evolution of various technologies and of national policies to mitigate emissions, the committee

478

believes it would be unwise to rely heavily on statistical analysis of the sort discussed above.

479

Instead, the committee believes there is no real alternative to relying on the judgment of experts

480

with knowledge of both political and diplomatic processes in the United States and other nations

481

and of technical challenges to reducing emissions.

482

In applying expert elicitation, as discussed Appendix C, it would be useful for expert

483

judgments to be informed by historical data and information about the emissions trajectories

484

associated with different levels of climate stabilization. For each scenario of population and

485

GDP and each GHG considered, the experts could be shown several emissions projections to

486

provide context for their own judgment. For example, they could be shown a trajectory of

487

emissions to 2100 consistent with extrapolation of historical experience. Such a trajectory might

488

be obtained by projecting the historical rate of decline of CO2 emissions per dollar of real GDP,
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perhaps modified by the national pledges under the Paris Agreement. They could also be shown

490

an emissions trajectory consistent with stabilization of CO2 concentrations at an aggressive target

491

level.

492

Having seen a range of possibilities, the experts could then be asked to provide their

493

mean emissions projections for 2100 for that scenario, along with quantities designed to enable

494

construction of a probability distribution. A probability density function could be created by

495

combining the experts’ judgments. And then three representative and equally likely emissions

496

levels for 2100 could be created, and emissions trajectories could be derived from them by

497

assuming, for instance, a constant rate of growth. Alternatively, particularly for long-lived gases

498

like CO2, it may be better to work with total emissions over the period to 2100 rather than the

499

rate of emissions at that date.

500

It is less straightforward to determine what useful and credible information about the

501

period beyond 2100 could be provided to the experts. Projections of historical trends would

502

likely be useful, although because of increasing uncertainty about technologies and policies, they

503

are likely to be less useful than for the period to 2100. Emissions projections under the

504

assumption of strict abatement would also likely be useful. In eliciting judgments for both the

505

periods before and after 2100, allowance would also need to be made for the possibility that net

506

emissions will go to zero, with a range of uncertainty around the dates involved.

507

These first three steps of the four-step procedure suggested above will yield a relatively

508

small set (e.g., on the order of 27 members) of global population/income/emissions scenarios that

509

are representative of the underlying probability density functions. These results can then be used

510

in the climate module (discussed in Chapter 4) to produce inputs to the damage module.
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In the committee’s approach, it is essential that the socioeconomic module pass emissions

512

projections of other climate significant forcers to the climate model. However, because asking

513

experts to produce representative trajectories of other climate forcers for each of nine or more

514

population/income scenarios would be unduly burdensome, simplified procedures are likely to be

515

required. It may be sufficient to ask experts to deal with only a few of the most important

516

forcing agents or only a few extreme scenarios and to use interpolation or other simple methods

517

to produce the desired inputs. Whatever simplified procedures are adopted, however, it would be

518

best if they are based on expert judgments and be clearly described and the rationale for adopting

519

them explicitly presented.

520
521

Develop Regional and Sectoral Projections

522
523

Damage calculations are likely to require projections of population by region as well as

524

projections of GDP by region and sector. These details will likely be needed in the calibration of

525

aggregate climate damage functions and as inputs to regional and sectoral damage formulations.

526

This is no small task, particularly as one would expect such disaggregated projections to depend

527

on specific global values and be subject to considerable uncertainty.

528

In this section, the committee considers three approaches to using currently available

529

models and results to develop regional and sectoral projections for the near term. Specifically,

530

the possibility of using scenario libraries, an individual model, or the existing SC-IAMs to

531

develop shares is discussed. Each has advantages and disadvantages, and none of the approaches

532

enables characterization of the uncertainty in the disaggregation step itself. In the case of
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population, the possibility of using existing regional and national population projections is also

534

discussed.

535

The first approach would be to estimate median GDP shares for each identified region,

536

over time, using a particular scenario library. As discussed above, the committee does not

537

recommend continuing the IWG procedure of using such scenarios as the basis for global-level

538

projections, but many scenario libraries do contain internally consistent projections of regional

539

shares, generally to 2100. One can examine a collection of socioeconomic scenario results and

540

derive the population and GDP shares over time of each consistently defined region. This

541

analysis would produce a range of share estimates from which medians could be computed for

542

each region and time period, although such median shares might need to be rescaled to sum to

543

1.0 (retaining their relative weights). These adjusted median shares could then be applied to the

544

global population and GDP projections to construct regional population and GDP projections.

545

For example, suppose one of the global scenarios involves a global GDP projection of

546

$200 trillion in 2050. If the rescaled median U.S. and Chinese shares were 20 percent and 25

547

percent, respectively, in 2050, one would use $40 and $50 trillion as the 2050 projections of U.S.

548

and Chinese GDP. Depending on the breadth of the scenario library, the analysis could be

549

broken into groups of scenarios based on different underlying global population and economic

550

levels, with the above approach applied separately to these groups. This approach would allow

551

the disaggregation to vary across the global projections (as well as over time) in the

552

socioeconomic module. For projections beyond 2100, extension of share projections would be

553

required and need to rely on additional assumptions. A simple choice would be that regional

554

shares remain constant at their 2100 values; alternatively, trends prior to 2100 (e.g., 2080-2100)

555

might be projected to continue in some way.
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An advantage of this approach to disaggregation is that it is not tied to any particular

557

model. The median share across models is a robust measure that remains relatively unchanged

558

as individual models are added to or deleted from the analysis. It also provides a potential

559

mechanism to vary disaggregation across global growth projections. However, choices about

560

near-term damage modeling may require regional resolution beyond what is available in scenario

561

libraries, so there is the potential need for additional disaggregation. Larger libraries in

562

particular (e.g., IPCC) tend to have low regional resolution (e.g., five global regions), as well as

563

the sampling issues discussed above.10 This issue highlights the need to decide which library to

564

use. In addition, using the median share for each region does not ensure consistent shares or

565

shares representative of a single scenario, either across regions or across population and GDP

566

projections, in contrast to shares produced by a single model. Finally, inconsistencies might also

567

arise if the regional shares are coupled with sectoral shares coming from another source.

568

Scenario datasets do not currently provide sectoral disaggregation. Therefore, a different source

569

is required to provide the sectoral detail that may be needed for damage calculations.

570

The second approach to disaggregation would be to use the baseline projection of an

571

existing detailed-structure economic model. A time profile of regional GDP and population

572

shares could be derived and applied to the global aggregates. Sectoral GDP shares in each

573

region could be constructed on the basis of value added by sector. The same type of

574

extrapolation discussed above would likely be necessary to extend the projections beyond 2100,

575

as such models are typically limited to a 100-year horizon. A key advantage of this approach is

576

that a model with explicitly defined regional and sectoral economic activity ensures consistency

10

The shared socioeconomic pathways dataset is another resource with 5- and 32-region resolution for some
variables, but it is based on a limited number of models and projections.
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(conditional on the model’s structure) among regional and sectoral activity. One disadvantage is

578

that the regional and sectoral detail—while more extensive than the scenario libraries—still may

579

not match the regions and sectors in the damage formulations. Another drawback is that the

580

approach relies entirely on one model, although this disadvantage could be lessened by choosing

581

a model that produces regional shares similar to those in the first approach.

582

The third approach is to derive shares from the sectoral GDP and/or regional population

583

and GDP assumptions in the existing SC-IAMs or from other models used in the near-term

584

updated damages module. This approach has the advantage of using information already at the

585

appropriate level of disaggregation and properly defined for each damage formulation. The

586

principal disadvantage is a dependency not only on one model, but also on one model of a

587

specific subset of models. In addition, there is no mechanism to vary the path of shares over

588

different global growth paths.

589

Disaggregated population projections could also be drawn directly from the source of the

590

population projections (e.g., the United Nations, IIASA) as part of the global population

591

projection process. In particular, the United Nations (2015b) provides country and regional

592

probabilistic projections that could be used to develop regional projections consistent with the set

593

of global projections. However, it would then make sense to extract GDP per capita by region

594

from the source of regional economic detail—a scenario library or single model—rather than

595

GDP shares. A time series of regional GDP per capita estimates could then be combined with

596

regional population estimates to produce a new series of regional GDP projections. These

597

projections could then be used to construct shares to disaggregate the global GDP projections.

598

Importantly, this approach would preserve the relative GDP per capita across regions coming

599

from the source economic modeling. This approach would presumably provide more credible
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disaggregated population projections, but it would require a much more involved process to

601

couple those projections with disaggregated economic estimates.

602

It is important to note that most of the approaches discussed here do not simultaneously

603

provide a consistent disaggregation of global GDP and population, match exactly the

604

assumptions and level of disaggregation in the damages module, and rigorously consider how

605

disaggregation is likely to vary over alternative global projections. Moreover, as noted at the

606

outset, most of the approaches do not consider how to model the uncertainty associated with

607

disaggregated results. The longer-term approach discussed below is designed to address these

608

and related issues.

609

Given the several possible approaches and their various strengths and weaknesses, the

610

IWG will need to compare the options to justify their proposed near-term approach. This

611

involves a choice of how to balance the consistency of the disaggregation, the robustness of

612

multiple models, the alignment with damage module aggregation, and the ability to capture

613

variation across alternate global projections. Furthermore, given the possibility of using multiple

614

damage formulations with different regional and sectoral levels of aggregation, the IWG may

615

need to develop custom approaches for generating disaggregated input projections for different

616

damage formulations.

617
618

RECOMMENDATION 3-2 In the near term, to develop a socioeconomic

619

module and projections over the relevant time horizon, the Interagency

620

Working Group should:

621
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Use an appropriate statistical technique to estimate a probability density of

623

average annual growth rates of global per-capita GDP. Choose a small

624

number of values of the average annual growth rate to represent the

625

estimated density. Elicit expert opinion on the desirability of possible

626

modifications to the implied projections of per-capita GDP, particularly after

627

2100.

628



Work with demographers who have produced probabilistic projections

629

through 2100 to create a small number of population projections beyond

630

2100 to represent a probability density function. Development of such

631

projections should include both the extension of existing statistical models

632

and the elicitation of expert opinion for validation and adjustment,

633

particularly after 2100. Should either the economic or demographic experts

634

suggest that correlation between economic and population projections is

635

important, this could be included.

636



Use expert elicitation, guided by information on historical trends and

637

emissions consistent with different climate outcomes, to produce a small

638

number of emissions trajectories for each forcing agent of interest

639

conditional on population and income scenarios.

640



Develop projections of sectoral and regional GDP and regional population

641

using scenario libraries, published regional or national population

642

projections, detailed-structure economic models, SC-IAMs, or other sources.

643
644
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646

A LONGER-TERM STRATEGY AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH AND

647

DEVELOPMENT

648
649

Meeting the desired features of the socioeconomic module laid out in at the beginning of

650

this chapter is a substantial challenge, though the modifications in procedure recommended in

651

the preceding section would bring the SC-CO2 framework closer to them. Even with these

652

improvements, however, dependent as they are on scenario libraries and economic models

653

developed for purposes other than SC-CO2 estimation, shortcomings will remain.

654

For example, under the approaches suggested above it will be difficult to maintain

655

consistency between regional and sectoral disaggregation of GDP and estimates of emissions,

656

even given assumptions regarding mitigation policies. Also, it is a challenge to ensure

657

consistency between estimates of CO2 emissions and emissions of other greenhouse gases, such

658

as methane and nitrous oxide. Potential feedbacks are another shortcoming. Monetary damages

659

imply a reduction in economic activity and productive investment, reducing concurrent and

660

future economic performance and affecting emissions net of policy as well. It is an effect

661

illustrated in Figure 2-1, in Chapter 2, but not considered in the current IWG procedure or in the

662

method described in the preceding section.

663

In addition, understanding the net damage of climate change may require an elaboration of

664

the four-module structure of Figure 2-1 (in Chapter 2), to take more explicit account of

665

phenomena such as climate effects on biological productivity and land use, changes in regional

666

water availability, and the implications of human adaptation to rising temperatures and all of its

667

associated impacts. And, most challenging, the methods and models used to prepare
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socioeconomic projections tend to be focused on the current century, whereas projections into

669

subsequent centuries are required for the SC-CO2 estimation.

670

In the longer term, there are many advantages to investing in the construction of a

671

dedicated socioeconomic projection framework. Considering its unique objectives, a detailed-

672

structure economic model designed for the task will likely be the most effective approach in the

673

short run. An existing detailed-structure model might be applied more or less “as is” to this task,

674

as suggested above for near term regional or sectoral disaggregation.

675

However, such an approach has severe limitations for the longer term. Existing detailed-

676

structure models were formulated to meet very different objectives than those of the IWG. Many

677

of these models support greater sectoral and regional detail than likely is needed or desirable for

678

the SC-CO2 calculation, and yet they may not yield projections of the particular variables that are

679

needed for climate damage analysis. Feedbacks of some climate impacts have been incorporated

680

in studies using some of these models (e.g., Reilly et al., 2012a), but these were one-time studies

681

of particular effects. The existing models have not been configured for efficient accounting of

682

the wider set of feedbacks that may emerge from a damage module. And as has been noted,

683

none of the existing detailed-structure models was designed to produce projections beyond 2100,

684

nor does any of them provide a consistent link to other projection methods for the post-2100

685

period. Hence, although the existing models that could play a useful role in the near term, for the

686

longer-term what is needed is a model specifically built for that purpose.

687
688

RECOMMENDATION 3-3 In the longer term, the IWG should engage in the

689

development of a new socioeconomic module, based on a detailed-structure model,

690

that meets the criteria of scientific basis, uncertainty characterization, and
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transparency, is consistent with the best available judgment regarding the

692

probability distributions of uncertain parameters, and that has the following

693

characteristics:

694
695



provides internally consistent probabilistic projections, consistent with elicited

696

expert opinion, as far beyond 2100 as required to capture the vast majority of

697

discounted damages, taking into account the increased uncertainty regarding

698

technology, policies, and social and economic structures in the distant future;

699



provides probabilistic regional and sectoral projections consistent with

700

requirements of the damage module, taking into account historical experience,

701

expert judgment, and increasing uncertainty over time regarding the regional

702

and sectoral structure of the global economy;

703



captures important feedbacks from the climate and damage modules that affect

704

capital stocks, productivity, and other determinants of socioeconomic and

705

emissions projections. It should enable interactions among the modules to

706

ensure consistency among economic growth, emissions, and their consequences;

707

and

708



is developed in conjunction with the climate and damage modules, to provide a

709

coherent and manageable means of propagating uncertainty through the

710

components of the SC-CO2 estimation procedure.

711
712
713

Development of such a framework, designed to satisfy the long-term needs of SC-CO2
estimation, would represent an advance in economic modeling. Though an effort to build a
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detailed-structure model suitable for SC-CO2 estimation could usefully build on one or more

715

existing models, it would be best if supported by a program of research on economic modeling

716

frameworks and model development.

717
718

CONCLUSION 3-1 Research on key elements of long-term economic and energy

719

models and their inputs, focused on the particular needs of socioeconomic

720

projections in SC-CO2 estimation, would contribute to the design and

721

implementation of a new socioeconomic module. Interrelated areas of research that

722

could yield particular benefits include the following, in rough order of priority:

723
724

1. Development of a socioeconomic module to support damage estimates that

725

depend on interactions within the human-climate system (e.g., among energy,

726

water, and agriculture, and between urban emissions and air pollution).

727

2. Use of econometric and other methods to construct long-run projections of

728

population and GDP and their uncertainties.

729

3. Quantification of the magnitude of feedbacks of climate outputs and various

730

measures of damages (e.g., on consumption, productivity, and capital stocks)

731

on socioeconomic projections, based in part on existing detailed-structure

732

models.

733

4. Development of detailed-structure economic models suited to projections that

734

are consistent over very long time horizons, in which functional form and

735

levels of regional and sectoral detail in inputs and outputs may differ

736

between the nearer term (e.g., to 2100) and the more distant future.
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5. Development of probability distributions of uncertain parameters used in

738

detailed-structure models, with a particular focus on the differences among

739

developed, transitional and low-income economies. Examples of uncertain

740

parameters include key elasticities of substitution (e.g., between labor and

741

capital inputs to production, between energy and nonenergy demand, and

742

among fuels in total energy use), energy technology costs and rates of

743

technology penetration, and rates of capital turnover.

744
745

There are costs as well as benefits of the committee’s recommended approach to improved

746

socioeconomic projections. Developing an SC-CO2 estimation framework with a more tightly

747

integrated socioeconomic module will take time—likely more than the 2-3 years that this report

748

defines as the near term. Thus, some version of, or alternative to, the near-term strategy

749

presented here will need to be used for the next revision of the SC-CO2, and perhaps for one or

750

more of the subsequent revisions.

751

In addition to initial model development, continual maintenance will be required to

752

update underlying datasets and incorporate modifications to the SC-CO2 procedure. Though such

753

a dedicated model could be documented in the peer-reviewed literature, many judgments

754

regarding its use and updating would fall to the IWG itself. It is the view of the committee that

755

such an investment in tools to support SC-CO2 estimation is warranted.

756
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4

2

Climate Module

3
4

In a modular SC-CO2 framework, the primary purpose of the climate module is to take

5

the outputs of the socioeconomic module (such as emissions of CO2 and other climate forcing

6

agents) and estimate their effect on physical climate variables (such as a time series of

7

temperature change) at the spatial and temporal resolution required by the damages module.

8

Thus, it must (1) translate CO2 (and other greenhouse gas1) emissions into atmospheric

9

concentrations, accounting for the uptake of CO2 by the land biosphere and the ocean; (2)

10

translate concentrations of CO2 (and other climate forcing agents) into radiative forcing; (3)

11

translate forcing into global mean surface temperature response, accounting for heat uptake by

12

the ocean; and (4) generate other climatic variables that may be needed by the damages module.

13

Those other variables may include regional temperature, regional precipitation, statistics of

14

weather extremes, global and regional sea level, and ocean pH. In so doing, it must accurately

15

represent within a probabilistic framework the current understanding of the climate and carbon

16

cycle systems and associated uncertainties. Figure 4-1 provides a detailed conceptual view of

17

this module.

1

CO2 is not the only important climate forcing agent; other key agents include methane, nitrogen oxides,
fluorinated gases, and aerosols. To accurately estimate the response of the climate system to a pulse release of CO2,
any Earth system model needs to include the effects of these other agents as well, as the response depends
nonlinearly on climate itself.
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Earth system models that project coupled changes in the atmosphere, oceans, and land surface.2

29

At each stage of the development of Earth system models, more comprehensive representations

30

of feedbacks and response characteristics have been added (Flato et al., 2013), leading to

31

increases in model resolution and the extent to which the complexity of the Earth system is

32

represented in model structures. These representations have built on knowledge about

33

mechanisms and relationships gleaned from increasingly comprehensive and longer-term

34

observations of the Earth system (see, e.g., National Research Council, 2012).

35

Modern Earth system models represent the physics, chemistry, and biology of the

36

atmosphere, oceans, and terrestrial hydrosphere and biosphere at spatial and temporal scales that

37

allow representation of their interactions and feedbacks. While energy balance models have

38

global- or hemispheric-mean spatial resolution and annual-mean time steps, state-of-the-art Earth

39

system models have ~100km or finer resolution in the atmosphere and land and ~25 km

40

resolution in the ocean with 15-minute time steps. With additional components and increasing

41

model resolution, Earth system models capture most key elements of the scientific community’s

42

current understanding of the complex coupled dynamical systems that govern both the Earth

43

system’s internal variability in the absence of forcing and its response to external forcing agents.

44

Any SC-CO2 estimation framework has to account for uncertainty in projections of both

45

global mean surface temperature changes and related climate variables. Computational demands

46

of full complexity models and even of intermediate complexity models limit their ability to

2

The intermediate complexity models share the structure of full complexity models, but they have a reduced set
or a parameterized set of processes and feedbacks that allows faster model runs and exploration of uncertainty.
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provide this kind of probabilistic information when very large ensembles of model runs over

48

very long time horizons are required, as is the case with the estimates for the SC-CO2. Hence,

49

SC-CO2 calculations require computationally efficient simple Earth system models that represent

50

the critical behaviors captured in more comprehensive models and account for the key sources of

51

uncertainty in climate projections. Implicitly, this also requires that such simple Earth system

52

models are capable of reproducing key observational climate records of the past few centuries.

53

The next section discusses the general characteristics of a useful Earth system model, and

54

the third section provides an overview of a simple Earth system model that satisfies these

55

criteria. The following four sections cover key elements of that system: sea level rise; ocean

56

acidification; spatial and temporal disaggregation, through estimating higher resolution climate

57

variables from simple low-resolution models; and uncertainty propagation. The committee then

58

considers some limitations of common approximations made in simple Earth system models and

59

the chapter concludes with a discussion of research needs.

60
61

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ADEQUATE CLIMATE MODULE

62
63

The committee’s Phase 1 report (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and

64

Medicine, 2016) suggested several criteria that could be used to evaluate whether any simple

65

Earth model considered for use in SC-CO2 estimation reflects current scientific understanding of

66

the relationships between CO2, other greenhouse gases, emissions, concentrations, forcing, and

67

global mean surface temperature change, as well as their uncertainty and profiles over time.

68

These criteria are reiterated and expanded in Recommendation 4-1.

69
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RECOMMENDATION 4-1 In the near term, the Interagency Working Group

71

should adopt or develop a climate module that captures the relationships between

72

CO2 emissions, atmospheric CO2 concentrations, and global mean surface

73

temperature change, as well as their uncertainty, and projects their profiles over

74

time. The module should apply the overall criteria for scientific basis, uncertainty

75

characterization, and transparency (see Recommendation 2-2 in Chapter 2). In the

76

context of the climate module, this means:

77

1. Scientific basis and uncertainty characterization: The module’s behavior

78

should be consistent with the current, peer-reviewed scientific understanding

79

of the relationships over time between CO2 emissions, atmospheric CO2

80

concentrations, and CO2-induced global mean surface temperature change,

81

including their uncertainty. The module should be assessed on the basis of its

82

response to long-term forcing trajectories (specifically, trajectories designed

83

to assess equilibrium climate sensitivity, transient climate response and

84

transient climate response to emissions, as well as historical and high- and

85

low-emissions scenarios) and its response to a pulse of CO2 emissions. The

86

assessment of the module should be formally documented.

87

2. Transparency and simplicity: The module should strive for transparency and

88

simplicity so that the central tendency and range of uncertainty in its

89

behavior are readily understood, reproducible, and amenable to

90

improvement over time through the incorporation of evolving scientific

91

evidence.

92

The climate module should also meet the following additional criterion:
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3. Incorporation of non-CO2 forcing: The module should be formulated such

94

that effects of non-CO2 forcing agents can be incorporated, which will allow

95

both for more accurate reflection of baseline trajectories and for the same

96

model to be used to assess the social cost of non-CO2 forcing agents in a

97

manner consistent with estimates of the SC-CO2.

98
99

Comprehensive Earth system models are the scientific community’s best representations

100

of the current understanding of the many interacting components of the Earth system. However,

101

simple Earth system models can represent the relationship between emissions, atmospheric

102

composition, and global mean surface temperature in a manner consistent with more

103

comprehensive models: as shown in Box 4-1, their parameters can be set to reproduce the

104

behavior of more complex models under a range of relevant forcing scenarios. Such consistency

105

can be evaluated using a number of coordinated benchmark experiments that have been

106

performed with Earth system models: in the next section, several that are particularly useful in

107

assessing simple Earth system models that are intended to be used in SC-CO2 estimation are

108

highlighted. Performing well against these diagnostics is not a guarantee that a climate module is

109

appropriate for all applications, so conclusions can also, where possible, be checked against

110

direct calculations carried out with more comprehensive models.3

3

A simple Earth system model is calibrated against more comprehensive models rather than directly against
observations because there is no direct estimate of parameters such as equilibrium climate sensitivity or transient
climate response because the relationship between global mean quantities in a simple model and corresponding
(incompletely) observed quantities is often ambiguous (see, e.g., Richardson et al., 2016). Thus, it is generally
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BOX 4-1
Timescales and Key Metrics for Relating CO2 Emissions to Temperature Change

The response of global mean temperature to climate forcing can be characterized by a
number of different metrics, which represent different timescales and include different
processes and feedbacks: see Figure 4-1-1.

Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) measures the long-term response of global mean
temperature to a fixed forcing, conventionally taken as an instantaneous doubling of CO2
concentrations from their preindustrial levels. The “long-term” time frame is set by the time it
takes for the ocean as a whole to equilibrate with the change in forcing, typically on the order
of many centuries to a couple of millennia. It is a measure of long-term planetary response, but
it is not comprehensive. It includes the effects of atmospheric and ocean processes involving
clouds, water vapor, snow, and sea ice. However, it does not include other mostly slower
processes that, at least until recently, have not been represented in coupled global climate
models, such as those involving vegetation, land ice, or changes in the carbon cycle.

Transient climate response (TCR) measures the transient response of global mean

preferred to calibrate a simple model against more comprehensive models (which have in turn been tested against
observations) using idealized experiments in which, for example, only CO2 concentrations are varied.
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temperature to a gradually increasing forcing. It is measured on a time frame that allows the
shallow “mixed layer” of the ocean to approach equilibrium with the changed forcing before
equilibration of the deep ocean is achieved. In models, TCR is assessed by increasing CO2
concentrations at 1 percent per year until CO2 concentrations double in year 70: TCR is the
average temperature increase achieved by the two decades around the time of doubling (years
61-80).

Transient climate response to emissions (TCRE) measures (on a similar timescale as TCR)
the ratio of warming to cumulative CO2 emissions. Although the TCRE has become a widely
used metric over the past decade, it has a shorter history in the scholarly literature than the
measure of ECS or TCR and so the methods for assessing it are less established. In models,
one way of assessing TCRE is from experiments similar to the 1 percent per year increase used
to assess TCR, but using emissions rather than a prescribed change in concentrations to drive
the experiment (see, e.g., Gillett et al., 2013). The TCRE is then estimated as the ratio of the
TCR to the cumulative CO2 emissions at the time of CO2 doubling.

Initial pulse-adjustment timescale (IPT) has only recently been a focus of research and does
not have a standard name or definition, but it may be of considerable importance for estimates
of the SC-CO2, which are driven by the injection of a pulse emission of CO2. It measures the
initial adjustment timescale of the temperature response to a pulse emission of CO2
(Herrington and Zickfeld, 2014; e.g., Joos et al., 2013; Ricke and Caldeira, 2014; Zickfeld and
Herrington, 2015). For example, Joos et al. (2013) assessed the IPT by adding a 100 gigaton
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As
A defined in
n Box 4-1, fo
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113
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114
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115
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representative concentration pathway or extended concentration pathway (RCP/ECP)4

117

experiments driven by total forcing (Collins et al., 2013). The key point of comparison is

118

whether a simple model’s central projections and projection ranges agree with those of more

119

comprehensive Earth system models. These diagnostics would not necessarily disqualify models

120

based on broader responses than Earth system models, which are known to cluster near central

121

estimates (e.g., Huybers, 2010; Roe and Armour, 2011). Also, simple models can include

122

feedbacks not represented in more comprehensive models because of more complex models’

123

high computational requirements, but the diagnostics could be analyzed using runs with these

124

additional feedbacks disabled so as to facilitate comparison with more complex models that do

125

not include such feedbacks.

126
127

BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS FOR CALIBRATING AND EVALUATING SIMPLE

128

EARTH SYSTEM MODELS

129
130

Temperature Response to Idealized Concentration Changes

131
132
133

The simplest benchmark experiments involve changing atmospheric CO2 concentrations
in a (simple or complex) climate model and computing the resulting global mean surface

4

Extended concentration pathways are an extension of RCP emissions scenarios from 2100 through 2300
(van Vuuren et al., 2011). See Chapter 3 for an introduction to the RCPs used in the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment
Report.
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temperature response. Simple climate models,5 including those used in estimating the SC-CO2,

135

have traditionally used ECS as a key summary indicator of the sensitivity of the climate system

136

to changing CO2 concentrations. Since the 1990s, another widely used indicator has been the

137

TCR (see Box 4-1 for definitions). Successive reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on

138

Climate Change (IPCC) have noted that ECS and TCR co-vary (Meehl et al., 2007) and that

139

TCR is typically the more policy-relevant parameter (Frame et al., 2006; Otto et al., 2013). It is

140

also better constrained by climate observations to date (Gregory and Forster, 2008; Libardoni

141

and Forest, 2013, 2011). Because these quantities co-vary, varying ECS alone in any

142

probabilistic assessment without checking the implied distribution for TCR risks introducing an

143

implicit distribution for TCR that can be inconsistent with available observations (Meinshausen

144

et al., 2009).

145

Figure 4-2 illustrates the concepts of ECS and TCR:

146



Panel (a) shows global mean surface warming in idealized 1 percent per year

147

increasing-CO2 experiments performed with the Climate Model Intercomparison

148

Project (CMIP5) comprehensive Earth system models (black lines) compared with the

149

AR5 (see Collins et al., 2013, Figure 12.45f) assessed range for TCR (red vertical

150

bar) and the response of a simple Earth model system (blue plume).

5

The committee refers to “simple climate models” here rather than “simple Earth system models” to encompass
models that do not have a fully interactive carbon cycle (i.e., calculating, rather than prescribing, the distribution and
fluxes of carbon within the climate model.) The discussion of ECS and TCR would pertain to a model driven
entirely by an endogenous forcing pathway: see the boxes labeled ‘Equilibrium Climate’ and ‘Transient Climate’ in
Figure 4-1.
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Panel (b) shows warming following an instantaneous quadrupling of atmospheric CO2

152

concentrations in CMIP5, clearly showing a two-timescale response, with expected

153

equilibrium warming based on assessed range for ECS (red vertical bar) and response

154

of a simple Earth model system (blue plume).

155



Panel (c) shows atmospheric concentrations in CMIP5 1 percent per year increasing-

156

CO2 experiments plotted against cumulative CO2 emissions, compared with the

157

historical observed airborne fraction (cumulative emissions and increase in

158

atmospheric concentrations over the 1870-2011 period—diamond, with dashed line

159

showing extrapolation), showing the consistent increase in airborne fraction with

160

warming and cumulative emissions in complex Earth system models.

161



Panel (d) shows temperatures in CMIP5 1 percent per year increasing-CO2

162

experiments plotted against cumulative CO2 emissions, showing the straight-line

163

relationship characterized by the TCRE.

164

The solid black lines in panel (a) show the response of global mean surface air temperature in the

165

CMIP5 Earth system models to a 1 percent per year increasing CO2 scenario initiated in year 1.

166

After the initial decade or so, all models indicate an approximately straight-line increase in

167

temperature with time, with superimposed fluctuations due to internal climate variability.

168

The black lines in panel (b) show the response to an instantaneous quadrupling of

169

atmospheric CO2 concentrations in year 1. Almost all models show a rapid initial adjustment

170

over a decade or two, followed by a gradual warming that continues over many centuries as the

171

global oceans slowly come into equilibrium with this new radiative forcing. Both timescales are

172

relevant to the calculation of the SC-CO2, with the initial adjustment timescale being primarily
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relevant at high discount rates and the slow longer adjustment timescale relevant at low discount

174

rates.

175
6
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FIGURE 4-2 Examples of global mean surface warming in response to various changes in CO2
concentrations.
NOTES: Panel (a) shows the response to an idealized 1% per year CO2 increase sustained for
140 years (to quadrupling) of the CMIP5 ensemble of comprehensive climate models (black
lines) and of the FAIR model (see text), with the IPCC AR5 assessed range for TCR (1-2.5ºC).
Panel (b) shows the corresponding response to an instantaneous quadrupling of CO2
concentrations. For comparison, the IPCC’s assessed range for ECS (1.5-4.5ºC) is shown,
increased by a factor of two to correspond to a CO2 quadrupling.
Panel (c) shows the relationship between diagnosed cumulative CO2 emissions in the 1%
per year runs and atmospheric CO2 concentration, with the convex shape indicating an increasing
airborne fraction over time.
Panel (d) panel shows diagnosed cumulative CO2 emissions against warming, showing
the approximate straight-line relationship discussed in the text.
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191
192
193
194

The black lines reflect the results of comprehensive Earth system models. The blue
plumes represent results from a simple Earth system model. See text for discussion.
SOURCE: Adapted from Collins et al. (2013, Fig. 12.45f) and data from the. Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project, CMIP5.
The red vertical bars in panels (a) and (b) show “likely”6 ranges of uncertainty for the

195

transient climate response and the equilibrium climate sensitivity as assessed by Fifth

196

Assessment Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). In panel

197

(b), the limits of the 1.5-4.5°C assessed range for equilibrium climate sensitivity are doubled to

198

3-9°C to allow direct comparison with the response of Earth system models to a quadrupling of

199

CO2 concentrations.7 As expected, the CMIP5 model range in year 70 of these integrations (see

200

Figure 4.2a) coincides closely with the assessed likely range for TCR. In contrast, the complex

201

models are still far from spanning the assessed range of uncertainty in ECS even after 300 years

202

of integration. By definition, ECS represents the warming of the climate system after it has been

203

allowed an infinitely long time to re-equilibrate with a constant atmospheric composition, and

204

this equilibration takes centuries to millennia in the current generation of Earth system models.

205

Since atmospheric composition is not expected to be constant over these timescales under

206

any emission scenario, ECS is less directly relevant to the climate system response on policy-

207

relevant timescales. Its prominence is to some extent a historical artefact, in that it was the aspect

208

of the climate response that could be assessed with the “slab-ocean” climate models of the late

6

“Likely,” in IPCC terminology (Mastrandrea et al., 2010) and as used here, means that the true value has a 66
percent or higher probability of being within the quoted range. “Very likely” means the true value has a 90 percent
or higher probability of being within the quoted range.
7
Although ECS is defined as the response to a CO2 doubling, it can be evaluated against any increase, allowing
for the logarithmic relationship between the change in CO2 concentration and the temperature response: in the
CMIP5 model intercomparison, ECS was evaluated using a CO2 quadrupling.
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1970s and 1980s (e.g., Charney, 1979; Hansen et al., 1984; Manabe and Stouffer, 1980; Manabe

210

and Wetherald, 1980, 1975). TCR is most relevant to the calculation of the SC-CO2 for high

211

values of the discount rate that emphasize the decadal response, while ECS is more important at

212

very low discount rates in which integrated damages are dominated by the multi-century

213

response.

214

The blue shaded plumes show the response of a simple Earth model system (discussed

215

below) with low, best-estimate and high values for TCR (panel a) and ECS (panel b). The model

216

is consistent with the more complex Earth system models in that it reproduces key features of the

217

model’s responses, including the linear warming after the initial decade in panel (a) and the short

218

and long time-scales of response in panel (b). Therefore, any simple climate model would have

219

to support at least two response timescales (Held et al., 2010; Geoffroy et al., 2013; Caldeira and

220

Myhrvold, 2013).

221

The ranges of uncertainty (shaded plumes) are matched to the IPCC’s assessed ranges for

222

ECS and TCR shown by the red bars: they have not been explicitly fitted to the Earth system

223

models, and indeed appear biased slightly low relative to the distribution of the models’ results.

224

This is because the IPCC-assessed ranges of uncertainty in these climate system properties are

225

based on a number of lines of evidence in addition to these climate model results—including

226

evaluation of recent climate change and radiative forcing, the recent global energy budget, and

227

paleoclimate observations—so an exact correspondence would not be expected. Emergent

228

properties of the climate system like TCR or ECS cannot be observed directly, so all efforts to

229

constrain them rely on some combination of observations and (simple or complex) climate

230

modeling, and the IPCC combines multiple approaches to provide a single assessment that is

231

consequently more robust than any estimate based on a single study.
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233

Relationship between Emissions and Concentrations

234
235

Since the mid-2000s, many Earth system models have incorporated interactive carbon

236

cycles, and these idealized experiments have been extended to diagnose the emissions required to

237

increase CO2 concentrations at a prescribed rate, in addition to the uptake of CO2 by land and

238

ocean and the residual “airborne fraction.” Panel (c) in Figure 4-2 shows atmospheric

239

concentration of CO2 in the idealized experiments shown in panel (a) plotted against cumulative

240

diagnosed CO2 emissions, which are the total amount of CO2 that would need to be emitted into

241

these models to achieve the prescribed increase in CO2 concentrations, accounting for uptake by

242

the land and oceans in the model’s carbon cycle. The slope of these lines indicates the airborne

243

fraction: an increase of 1 ppm in concentrations for every 2.12 gigatons of carbon (GtC) (7.77

244

gigatons of CO2 [Gt CO2])8 of emissions would indicate an airborne fraction of unity, meaning

245

all CO2 emitted remains in the atmosphere. Airborne fraction in the CMIP5 models (black lines)

246

is initially about 45 percent, similar to that observed over the historical period (dashed line and

247

diamond), but increases as the climates warm and CO2 accumulates, due to the weakening of

248

land and ocean carbon sinks (Jones et al., 2013). The lines are clearly convex (curving upwards),

249

with the convexity accurately reproduced by the simple climate model (blue plume) discussed

250

below.

8

Each 1 ton of CO2 contains 0.273 tons of carbon.
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The coupled climate carbon-cycle response to emissions can be summarized in a plot of

252

global mean surface temperature change against diagnosed cumulative CO2 emissions from the

253

comprehensive Earth system models included in CMIP5 under the 1 percent per year increasing-

254

CO2 scenario (Figure 4-2, Panel a). Despite the diversity of the CMIP5 models, the results show

255

a linear relationship between long-term warming and cumulative CO2 emissions for cumulative

256

emissions up to about 2,000 GtC (7,333 Gt CO2) (Gillett et al., 2013). More recent experiments

257

show this approximate linearity holds in some models for cumulative emissions up to 5,000 GtC

258

(18,333 Gt CO2) (Tokarska et al., 2016). This approximate linearity arises from a cancellation

259

between the rising airborne fraction and the concave (logarithmic) relationship between CO2

260

concentrations and forcing. The slope of the temperature/cumulative emissions relationship is

261

called the TCRE.

262

Human-induced warming to date is consistent with this straight-line relationship between

263

cumulative CO2 emissions and CO2-induced warming. However, the signal-to-noise ratio is low

264

enough that it would also be consistent with other functional forms. Hence, it is difficult to

265

predict the consequences of future emissions based simply on extrapolating a purely empirical

266

approach. The two effects that give rise to this straight-line relationship in more complex models

267

are both well supported by observations and theory. Reproducing the relationship, therefore,

268

represents a minimum requirement for a simple Earth system model. It is not sufficient in itself,

269

particularly in a model that is used to represent the response to both CO2 and other forcings:

270

hence the need to check the temperature response of the model to idealized concentration

271

changes (Panels (a) and (b)) and the airborne fraction (Panel (c)). More specific experiments can

272

also be used to ensure that a simple model is reproducing the behavior of more complex Earth

273

system models for the correct reasons. For example, in Gregory et al. (2009) and Arora et al.
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(2013), warming is artificially suppressed while CO2 concentrations increase at 1 percent per

275

year and emissions are diagnosed as before. This allows the biogeochemistry-induced increase in

276

the airborne fraction to be separated from the climate-induced increase. Verifying that a simple

277

climate model can reproduce the relationship between cumulative emissions and concentrations

278

under such an idealized scenario is an additional test that the changing airborne fraction (Panel

279

(c)) is occurring for realistic reasons (Millar et al., 2016).

280

The spread of TCRE among Earth system models emanates from the varying sensitivities

281

of land and ocean carbon processes to climate change, and their subsequent impact on

282

atmospheric CO2 concentrations and climate (Arora et al., 2013). As a result of competition

283

between CO2-sensitive photosynthesis uptake and temperature-sensitive respiratory release, there

284

is little agreement about the sign or magnitude of carbon-climate feedbacks on land uptake at the

285

end of the 21st century. The spread among Earth system models in shifts in precipitation

286

location, amounts, and timing further compounds this uncertainty.

287

For AR5 (Ciais et al., 2013), CMIP5 Earth system models with interactive land and ocean

288

carbon cycles coupled to the physical climate system were used to infer the emissions that would

289

be compatible with historical and representative concentration pathway (RCP) trajectories of

290

CO2 concentration. The uncertainty in land uptake propagates to a wide range for the

291

“compatible” cumulative fossil fuel emissions for 2012-2100: 140-410 GtC (513-1503 Gt CO2)

292

for RCP 2.6 and 1415-1910 GtC (5188-7003 Gt CO2) for RCP 8.5. Ocean uptake is more

293

consistent than land uptake across Earth system models; however, scientific understanding of the

294

biological carbon pump, especially in an acidifying ocean, remains rudimentary. Research into

295

the responses of the land and carbon cycles and their changing capacities to absorb and store

296

carbon is much needed. Much of the experimental and field research undertaken thus far has
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focused on the responses of the marine biota to increasing CO2 and temperatures. To be useful

298

for estimating SC-CO2, the experimental design could include decreasing CO2 and constant

299

temperature, as may occur with a pulse release (Joos et al., 2013).

300
301

Response to a Pulse Injection of CO2

302
303

Since the SC-CO2 is defined in terms of the impact of a pulse injection of CO2 into the

304

atmosphere, one highly relevant test of the performance of a simple Earth model system is to

305

compare its response to a pulse injection with that of more comprehensive models. This

306

comparison is complicated by the strong dependence of the pulse response on the reference

307

trajectory and the lack of any coordinated intercomparisons of comprehensive models focusing

308

specifically on the pulse response to a standardized set of CO2 and non-CO2 forcings. The most

309

comprehensive intercomparison study to date is that of Joos et al. (2013), in which a collection of

310

Earth system models, Earth system models of intermediate complexity, and simple Earth system

311

models were driven with observed CO2 concentrations and non-CO2 forcing to 2010, and

312

concentrations and forcing held constant thereafter. CO2 emissions were then diagnosed and the

313

models were then re-run twice, once with the diagnosed emissions and a second time with a 100

314

GtC (367 Gt CO2) pulse of CO2 injected instantaneously in 2015. The difference between these

315

latter two simulations provides a measure of the response to a CO2 pulse.
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The temperature response following a pulse injection, shown in Figure 4-3, indicates the

317

initial pulse-adjustment timescale (IPT), which is a measure of the timescale over which

318

temperatures converge to their peak value in response to the pulse.9 The IPT is less than a decade

319

in most Earth system models, meaning that peak temperatures are reached in less than two

320

decades. This timescale is particularly important for SC-CO2 calculations at high discount rates

321

because it determines how rapidly an injection of CO2 generates impacts. The suite of models

322

show that peak temperatures are maintained for the duration of the model integrations, ~1,000

323

years, at which time about a quarter of the CO2 pulse remains in the atmosphere. As atmospheric

324

CO2 concentrations decrease, deep ocean temperatures adjust towards equilibrium at a similar

325

rate (Solomon et al., 2009), stabilizing surface temperatures.

326
327

9

Most precisely, the IPT is the timescale over which the gap between the realized temperature and the peak
temperature decays to 1/e (~37%) of its size at the time of the pulse, i.e., the exponential decay timescale.
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FIGURE 4-3 Fraction of injected CO2 remaining in the atmosphere [panel (a)] and response in
surface air temperature [panel (b)] to a pulse injection of CO2 in 2015 (year 0) against a
background scenario of approximately constant CO2 concentrations from 2010.
NOTES: The figure includes a range of full-complexity Earth system models, Earth system
models of intermediate complexity, and simple Earth system models (black thin lines). Dark
blue thick line and blue shaded region represent the median and range and mean of the response
of the simple coupled climate carbon cycle model. See text for discussion.
SOURCE: Data from Joos et al. (2013) and the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, CMIP5.
This standard “impulse-response” experiment of Joos et al. (2013) has the advantage that

339

many different modeling centers have performed an identical experiment. It highlights that the

340

models converge on the deep ocean being the larger repository of the added CO2 on millennial

341

timescales. In the first 100 years after a pulse release, large uncertainties are associated with the

342

sink estimations, especially those of the land, echoing the CMIP5 model results where the

343

sensitivities of land uptake to CO2 and temperature have much greater spread among the models

344

than those of ocean uptake (Arora et al., 2013; Ciais et al., 2013). These uncertainties propagate

345

to atmospheric CO2 concentration and the temperature response. The impulse-response
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experiment has the disadvantage, however, that holding CO2 concentrations constant from 2010

347

means that the 100 GtC pulse is introduced into an artificial “baseline” scenario of rapidly falling

348

emissions. More realistic impulse-response experiments with comprehensive models and

349

research into the capacities of the land and oceans to store carbon with changing climate and

350

emissions are discussed in the conclusions of this chapter.

351
352

Response to Historical Forcings and Future Scenarios

353
354

Another test of a simple Earth model system is to compare its behavior with that of more

355

comprehensive models when driven with observed emissions and radiative forcing over the

356

historical period followed by a range of future forcing scenarios, such as the RCPs (Van Vuuren

357

et al., 2011). The four RCPs are labeled RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0, and RCP 8.5, based on their

358

respective forcing agents (in W/m2) from long-lived greenhouse gases in 2100: see Figure 4-4.

359

Reproducing the relationship among CO2 emissions, atmospheric concentrations, and

360

temperatures under these scenarios of differing realistic rates and magnitudes of climate forcing

361

can be considered as a final check rather than a means of tuning parameters in a simple Earth

362

system model, because the multiplicity of different factors contributing to realistic historical or

363

scenario experiments means that a simple model can reproduce the behavior of a more complex

364

model, or the real world, for unrealistic reasons. The idealized experiments described above

365

provide clearer information on a model’s response to CO2.

366
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377

FIGURE
E 4-4 Fossil fuel CO2 em
missions, con
ncentrations,, and temperrature responnse to the
representtative concen
ntration path
hway (RCP) scenarios ass simulated bby the CMIP
P5 Earth systtem
models.
NOTES: Panel (a) sh
hows the emiissions, the inset
i
shows the concentrrations, whicch also incluude
the respo
onse to land-use change emissions,
e
and
a the right panel showss the temperrature responnse to
all human
n-induced cllimate forcin
ng, including
g other greennhouse gasess and aerosools. Panel (b)
also show
ws response to extended scenarios fo
or 2100-23000, showing llong-term waarming
commitm
ment.
SOURCE
E: Collins ett al. (2013, Fig.
F 12.5) and
d Ciais et al.. (2013, Fig.. 6.25).
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379

Num
merical Distrributions of Key Metriccs

380
381

Periodic assessments of th
he literature regarding E
ECS, TCR, aand TCRE arre provided bby

382

the IPCC
C and can be used by the IWG. The most
m justifiabble estimatees of the probbability

383

distributiion of these metrics
m
will draw on a broad
b
body oof scientific rresearch, andd the IPCC

384

provides a capable fo
orum for con
nducting such
h assessmennts. In betweeen IPCC asssessments (w
which

385

occur app
proximately every 7 yeaars), it is likeely that new rresults will bbe publishedd indicating

386

values th
hat lie both att the high an
nd the low en
nd of IPCC aassessed valuues. For exaample, AR5 gave

387

a “likely”” range of 1..0-2.5°C for the TCR, baased on 5-955 percent rannges from a nnumber of

388

different studies, whiile Shindell (2014)
(
suggests that a T
TCR value less than 1.3°C
C is “very

389

unlikely,” and Richarrdson et al. (2016)
(
suggeest an upwarrd revision inn the upper bbound.
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Conversely, Lewis and Curry (2014), while finding a 5-95 percent range in agreement with the

391

AR5 range, argue for a best-estimate value towards the lower end. As Richardson et al. (2016)

392

demonstrate, the precise numbers can be sensitive to the choice of observations used, the

393

assumptions underlying the analysis method, and even the definition of global average surface

394

temperature. On a more subtle level, it has long been known (Frame et al., 2005) that statistical

395

prior assumptions can affect the modes of an estimated statistical distribution of an indirectly

396

observed climate parameter in ways that may not be transparent to a user. Reliance on any

397

individual study therefore risks introducing volatility into SC-CO2 estimates; it can be avoided

398

by relying on the IPCC’s more comprehensive periodic assessments based on multiple lines of

399

evidence.

400

The AR5 provided formally assessed uncertainty ranges for ECS, TCR, and TCRE,

401

although it does not specify either distributional forms or joint distributions. The AR5 also does

402

not provide formally assessed ranges for other climate metrics that are relevant to the SC-CO2

403

estimates, including the IPT, the TCR/ECS ratio (also known as the realized warming fraction,

404

[RWF]) and the expected increase in CO2 airborne fraction between the 20th and 21st centuries

405

(although this latter quantity is, to some degree, implicit in the TCRE). Hence, although much of

406

the information on the climate system response required by the IWG is contained in the IPCC

407

assessments themselves, it would likely be necessary to consult relevant experts (including the

408

responsible IPCC authors and reviewers) to ensure this information is used consistently. There is

409

also an opportunity for the IWG to inform future IPCC assessments by highlighting important

410

policy-relevant metrics on which specific guidance is requested.

411
412

The assessed IPCC likely range for ECS is 1.5-4.5°C, while the assessed likely range for
TCR is 1.0-2.5°C. In the coupled models of the CMIP5 ensemble, ECS and TCR are strongly
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correlated, but TCR and the RWF are nearly uncorrelated (Millar et al., 2015). A convenient way

414

of capturing the correlation between ECS and TCR is thus to specify TCR and RWF as a joint

415

distribution of two statistically independent parameters; a likely range of 0.45-0.75 for RWF is

416

consistent with the AR5 ranges for TCR and ECS. For TCRE, AR5 estimates a likely global

417

warming of 0.8-2.5°C per 1000 GtC cumulative emission for cumulative emissions less than

418

2000 GtC; subsequent studies (Tokarska et al., 2016) suggest the linearity may extend to higher

419

range, while others have found that it may not (Herrington and Zickfeld, 2014).

420

Although these ranges are referred to as “likely” by the IPCC, they are closer to 90

421

percent confidence intervals in the majority of supporting studies, and they also encompass about

422

90 percent of model responses in the CMIP5 ensemble. The reason for the IPCC’s more

423

conservative likelihood qualifier is that structural uncertainties, common to all studies and

424

models, may affect conclusions. In general, there are two ways of dealing with structural

425

uncertainty: it can be parameterized by including an additional error term, or quantitative results

426

can be computed ignoring structural uncertainty and conclusions subsequently qualified to

427

account for that omission. The IPCC takes the second approach, recognizing that any

428

quantitative representation of structural uncertainties that are common to all studies and models

429

would be difficult to justify. This is illustrated, for example, in Figure 4-5a. Consistent with the

430

IPCC’s supporting studies, 90 percent of ECS/TCR values lie in the 1.5-4.5/1.0-2.5°C interval,

431

so to be consistent with the IPCC’s interpretation, 90 percent ranges of the outputs in the other

432

three panels ought to be interpreted as “likely” ranges of uncertainty.

433
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FIGURE 4-5 Demonstration of FAIR model with probabilistic sampling of key parameters.
NOTE: Panel (a) shows the joint distribution used for ECS and TCR. Panel (b) shows CO2
concentrations in response to prescribed emissions associated with RCP2.6 (blue) and RCP8.5
(red/pink). Panel (c) shows temperature response to RCP2.6 and RCP8.5. Panel (d) shows
temperature response to a pulse emission of 100GtC released in 2020 into a background RCP2.6
(blue) and RCP8.5 (red/pink) scenario.
SOURCE: Adapted from Millar et al. (2016).

443
444

Thus, a number of methods exist to translate uncertainty ranges assessed by the IPCC

445

into probability distributions. In the interest of transparency, the IWG could define explicitly the

446

interpretation it proposes to use in consultation with relevant IPCC authors and reviewers. One

447

possible option in Figure 4-5a is presented, while recognizing that others are defensible.
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449

RECOMMENDATION 4-2 To the extent possible, the Interagency Working Group

450

(IWG) should use formal assessments that draw on multiple lines of evidence and a

451

broad body of scientific work, such as the assessment reports of the

452

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which provide the most reliable

453

estimates of the ranges of key metrics of climate system behavior. If such

454

assessments are not available, the IWG should derive estimates from a review of the

455

peer-reviewed literature, with care taken so as to not introduce inconsistencies with

456

the formally assessed parameters. The assessments should provide ranges with

457

associated likelihood statements and specify complete probability distributions. If

458

multiple interpretations are possible, the selected approach should be clearly

459

described and justified.

460
461

Transparency and Simplicity

462
463

The basic physics of the equilibrium global mean temperature response to radiative

464

forcing has been understood since the late 19th century. More recent work has shown that the

465

dynamics of the global mean temperature response to forcing and to emissions in complex

466

climate models can be reproduced by simple approximations. Simple models bring great benefits

467

in terms of both transparency and the ease with which they can be used in a probabilistic mode;
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thus, it makes sense for SC-IAMs10 to use Earth system models that are as simple as possible

469

while accurately capturing key behaviors of the climate system. Models that can be readily

470

reproduced from a minimal set of well-documented equations are particularly useful. An

471

example of good practice is the model provided for the calculation of greenhouse gas metrics,

472

which is fully documented in the Supplementary Online Material of Chapter 8 of AR5 (Myhre et

473

al., 2013) and provides the basis for the Finite Amplitude Impulse Response (FAIR) model,

474

detailed below.

475
476

Incorporation of non-CO2 Forcing Agents

477

CO2 is not the only important climate forcing agent; other key agents include methane,

478

nitrogen oxides, fluorinated gases, and aerosols. To accurately estimate the response of the

479

climate system to a pulse release of CO2, any Earth system model needs to include the effects of

480

these other agents as well, as the response depends nonlinearly on climate itself. This approach

481

also allows the same modeling framework to be used for the calculation of the social cost of

482

climate forcing agents other than CO2. Non-CO2 greenhouse gases generally exhibit simpler

483

biogeochemical cycles than CO2, and their atmospheric concentrations can be reasonably well

484

approximated by a simple exponential decay (Myhre et al., 2013).

485
486

Aerosols are short lived in the atmosphere. While their global average climate forcing can be
crudely approximated as proportional to total emissions, different spatial patterns of emissions

10

These are the three integrated assessment models widely used to produce estimates of the SC-CO2; see Ch. 1.
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give rise to significantly different spatial patterns of temperature change. These spatial patterns

488

cannot be directly modeled in a simple Earth system model (see discussion of disaggregation

489

below), so an approximation of effective forcing as proportional to emissions is reasonable, but it

490

introduces ambiguity in the interpretation of global average aerosol forcing in the context of

491

simple models. This ambiguity is one of the key reasons that attempting to calibrate a simple

492

Earth system model’s properties against historical observations using simple energy-balance

493

models is problematic (e.g., Shindell, 2014).

494
495

AN ILLUSTRATIVE SIMPLE EARTH SYSTEM MODEL: OVERVIEW

496
497

As an example of a simple Earth system model that satisfies the criteria set forth above,

498

the committee considered the FAIR model (Millar et al., 2016). FAIR is a minor modification of

499

the model used in AR5 to assess the global warming potential of different gases (Myhre et al.,

500

2013), which the committee will call the Static Impulse Response (SIR) model. FAIR is

501

extended with a state-dependent carbon uptake to incorporate feedbacks between the climate and

502

the carbon cycle and thus reproduce the CO2 behavior of more complex models, in particular the

503

changing airborne fraction with rising temperature and cumulative emissions, which is shown in

504

Figure 4-2c (above).

505

In the Earth system, the rate of CO2 loss from the atmosphere is governed by exchange

506

with the ocean, the terrestrial biosphere and, ultimately, geological reservoirs. To represent this

507

as simply as possible, FAIR divides the excess atmospheric CO2 concentration above the

508

preindustrial baseline value, C0, into four fractions, denoted Ri, all of which are empty in

509

preindustrial equilibrium. Each emission of CO2 is partitioned between the fractions in
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proportions specified by ai, and each fraction has its own loss time constant, τi. A single state-

511

dependent scaling factor, α, modulates the four time constants and is defined in equation (4).

512

CO2 concentrations in the four fractions are updated thus:

513
;

514

1 …4 ,

(1)

515
516

where

517

million per year (1 ppm = 2.12 GtC = 7.77 Gt CO2). This is mathematically equivalent to

518

modeling the carbon cycle with four reservoirs of different capacities between which carbon is

519

allowed to flow at different rates, although the Ri in equation (1) refer to fractions of excess CO2

520

in the atmosphere (i.e., above pre-industrial levels) that are responding on different timescales,

521

and do not correspond to actual quantities in different biogeochemical reservoirs.

522
523

is the CO2 emissions rate, expressed for convenience in terms of atmospheric parts per

Atmospheric CO2 concentrations are given by adding concentrations in the different
∑

fractions to pre-industrial concentrations,

, and radiative forcing, F, by:

524
log

525

ext

,

(2)

526
527

where

2x

is the forcing due to a CO2 doubling, and

ext

is the non-CO2 forcing.

528

For the energy balance component, FAIR estimates the temperature, Ti, for two ocean

529

layers (i.e., thermal reservoirs) that have slow and fast response timescales (d1 and d2). Thus:

530
531

;

∑

;

1, 2 .

(3)
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533

The parameters

534

ECS

535

warming of the ith response component that is manifest after a 70-year linear forcing increase,

536
537
538

2x ∑

1

and

can be set to give any desired combination of ECS and TCR:
2x ∑

; TCR

1

exp

, where

70⁄

thermal adjustment times,

represents the fraction of the equilibrium

⁄70 (as described in Millar et al., 2015). The shorter of the two
, largely determines the IPT (see below for representative values).

The sole structural difference between FAIR and the static impulse response model is the

539

introduction of the state-dependent coefficient . A suitable state-dependence for

can be

540

determined from its relationship with the 100-year integrated impulse response function, iIRF100,

541

discussed in Joos et al. (2013), which is the integral of the concentration response over the

542

century to a unit pulse emission of CO2:

543
544

∑

′

iIRF

1

exp

.

(4)

545
546
547

In this equation, ′

represents the CO2 concentration at time t following the emission pulse,

, added at time t0, and

the CO2 concentration without the pulse. FAIR assumes that

548

iIRF100 is a simple linear function of accumulated perturbation carbon stock in the land and

549

ocean, which is the difference between cumulative emissions to date (“reference” emissions plus

550

pulse) and the excess carbon in the atmosphere (i.e. neglecting geological uptake on these

551

timescales),

552

preindustrial conditions, :

, and of global temperature departure from

p

553
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iIRF

C p

T

.

(5)

555
556

FAIR is integrated by computing iIRF100 at each time-step using

p

and

from the

557

previous time-step using equation (5), computing

558

carbon cycle equations (1). Hence, the iIRF100 is only exactly reproduced under constant

559

background conditions with infinitesimal perturbations. Values of

560

years/GtC and

561

supplementary online material of Myhre et al. (2013), together with ECS=2.7°C and

562

TCR=1.6°C, give a numerically-computed iIRF100 of 53 years for a 100 Gt C pulse released

563

against a background CO2 concentration of 389 ppm following a historical build-up. This value

564

is consistent with the central estimate of Joos et al. (2013).

565

T =4.5

using equation (4) and applying it to the

= 35 years,

C=

0.02

years per degree Celsius (°C), with other parameters as given in the

As noted above, the IPCC does not provide explicit distributions of ECS and TCR. Most

566

supporting studies indicate positively skewed distributions, although not in most cases as heavily

567

skewed as that of Roe and Baker (2007). Pueyo (2012) argues that for scaling parameters like

568

ECS and TCR—positive quantities in which the larger the parameter, the greater the

569

uncertainty—a log-normal distribution might be appropriate. Noting that the “likely” ranges

570

quoted by the IPCC correspond to 5-95 percent ranges in the supporting studies, assuming a log-

571

normal distribution for TCR with a 5-95 percent range of 1.0-2.5oC, together with a normal

572

distribution for RWF with a 5-95 percent range of 0.45-0.75, gives a joint distribution of ECS

573

and TCR that is consistent with the distribution of more complex Earth system models.

574

Reproducing a distribution for TCRE requires accounting for the additional uncertainties

575

in the carbon cycle. The AR5 does not provide assessed uncertainty ranges in carbon cycle

576

properties, but varying iIRF100 by ±7 years (5-95 percent range) gives a distribution of CO2
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concentration trajectories consistent with uncertainties of past emissions and concentrations

578

(shown in Figure 4-2c, above). It also provides a 5-95 percent range for TCRE derived from 1

579

percent per year increasing CO2 experiments of 0.8-2.6°C/TtC (Figure 4-2d, above), in close

580

agreement with the AR5 assessed “likely” range. This plot of CO2-induced warming against

581

cumulative CO2 emissions is very similar to the corresponding plot derived from more complex

582

models (see, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013, Fig. 10), in that it is almost

583

straight and slightly concave at high values. A simple climate model that omits carbon cycle

584

uncertainty represented in the state-dependent iIRF100 would necessarily display a very different

585

shape, strongly concave over the full range.

586

Finally, the key parameter determining the IPT is the short thermal adjustment time,

.

587

The IPCC does not give an assessed range for IPT, so a median value of 4.1 years with a 5-95

588

percent range of 2-7 years, based on the range of behavior of the CMIP5 models (Geoffroy et al.,

589

2013), is used for illustration here. Results are generally insensitive to the specification of the

590

longer timescale,

591

the committee also uses the multimodel mean estimate from Geoffroy et al. (2013) of 229 years.

592

Blue lines in Figure 4-5b shows the response of the global mean temperature to a pulse injection

593

of 100GtC of CO2 in 2020 against a background ambitious mitigation (RCP2.6) scenario. The

594

overall behavior is very consistent: a rapid adjustment on a timescale of the order of a decade or

595

less to a temperature plateau that persists for a century or more. The red/pink lines show the

596

corresponding result against a background no-mitigation (RCP8.5) scenario: the rapidly rising

597

background warming results in a declining response to the input pulse.

598
599

. For consistency, and in the absence of an assessed range for this parameter,

As a proof of concept, FAIR provides an example of a model consistent with all three of
the criteria in Recommendation 4-1(above). First, its parameters can be set so as to yield
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distributions of ECS, TCR, TCRE, IPT, and responses to RCP pathways consistent with the

601

responses of more complex ESMs, as illustrated in Figures 4-2 and 4-5 (above). Second, it is

602

simple and transparent. Third, non-CO2 radiative forcing can be straightforwardly introduced

603

through the Fext term, and because the model is structurally identical to that used by the IPCC for

604

lifetime and metric calculations for a broad range of greenhouse gases, it can readily be applied

605

to compute the response to, for example, methane and nitrous oxide emissions with a simple

606

change of values of the parameters ai and

607

characterized by a single exponential decay life-time, three of the ai can be set to zero.

608

. Note that, for gases whose behavior can be

Each element of FAIR is necessary to allow ECS, TCR, TCRE, and IPT to be set

609

independently and to demonstrate relevant behaviors seen in higher complexity models.

610

Consistent with equation (3) (above), the climate system exhibits two dominant timescales of

611

response to forcing, reflecting the response of the mixed layer and the deep ocean (Gregory,

612

2000; Hansen et al., 1984; Held et al., 2010; Geoffroy et al., 2013) . Consistent with equation (1)

613

(above), four timescales are necessary to describe the uptake of CO2 by the land biosphere,

614

surface ocean, deep ocean, and geological reservoirs (Joos et al., 2013).

615
616

The feedback between the climate and the carbon cycle represented by the scaling factor,
, in equations (1) and (4), is necessary to yield a near-linear relationship between cumulative

617

emissions and warming; if

is fixed to equal 1, as in the static impulse response model, this

618

behavior cannot be reproduced (Millar et al., 2016). Similarly, this feedback is necessary to show

619

the increase in airborne fraction needed to jointly reproduce, with a single set of model

620

parameters, both 20th and 21st-century behavior seen in the CMIP5 Earth system models (see

621

Figure 4-2. above).
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The comparison of the FAIR model to the benchmark experiments described above are

623

shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-5 (above), using a representative distribution of parameters: note

624

how both comprehensive Earth system models and the simple Earth system models show a rapid

625

initial adjustment (short IPT) to a pulse emission in 2020. The FAIR model shows an

626

approximately constant temperature response over the first few centuries, although its millennial

627

timescale behavior appears to underestimate the persistence of the warming. This illustrates the

628

importance of using such comparisons to identify aspects of simple model behaviors that are

629

particularly relevant to the SC-CO2 estimation: whether the model response beyond 300 years is

630

relevant would depend on the discount rate and damage function, among other factors.

631

Comparing the minimal simple FAIR model described above to the simple Earth system

632

models in the existing SC-IAMs (see Appendix E), the committee finds that each of the SC-IAM

633

models omits at least one key element. Specifically, all SC-IAMs omit the short adjustment

634

timescale of the thermal response (although the Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy [DICE]

635

supports two response timescales, as implemented, both are multidecadal or longer). DICE also

636

omits the feedback from climate change to the carbon cycle, which would impact its long-term

637

response, and the short carbon cycle adjustment timescale, which would impact its IPT. The

638

Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution (FUND) and Policy Analysis of the

639

Greenhouse Effect (PAGE) models both represent the thermal response with a single

640

(multidecadal) timescale only. Carbon cycle feedbacks are represented in FUND and PAGE, but

641

it would require further research to establish whether these representations are structurally

642

equivalent to FAIR. With these exceptions, the model components of DICE, FUND, and PAGE

643

are structurally equivalent to special cases of the FAIR model described above, and hence they

644

could be modified to satisfy the criteria outlined in Recommendation 4-1 (above) and the
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requirements in Conclusion 4-1. Furthermore, differences in the implementation of the models

646

that are affecting results could also be addressed.

647
648

CONCLUSION 4-1 The simplest possible model capable of (a) flexibly representing

649

equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), transient climate response (TCR), and

650

transient climate response to emissions (TCRE), and initial pulse adjustment

651

timescale (IPT) and (b) incorporating responses to forcing agents other than CO2

652

requires:

653
654

(1) two timescales, one subdecadal, the other centennial, of the surface

655

temperature and ocean heat content response to radiative forcing;

656

(2) at least three distinct timescales of the atmospheric CO2 response to

657

emissions, corresponding to atmospheric exchanges with the land and

658

surface ocean, the deep ocean, and geological reservoirs; and

659

(3) a state-dependent carbon cycle in which the fraction of emitted CO2 that

660

remains in the atmosphere increases in response to higher temperatures and

661

accumulation of carbon in the land and ocean.

662
663

PROJECTING SEA LEVEL RISE

664
665

Global mean sea-level (GMSL) rise is one of the key physical parameter relevant for

666

estimating climate damages. GMSL rise results both from both the transfer of water mass from

667

continental ice sheets and glaciers into the ocean and from the volumetric expansion of ocean
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water as it warms. Historically, direct anthropogenic transfer of water between the continents and

669

the oceans, through groundwater depletion and the construction of dams, has been a tertiary

670

contributor to GMSL change (Church et al., 2013).

671

In principle, heat uptake in a model like FAIR could be used to diagnose the contribution

672

of thermal expansion to global mean sea level rise. However, as noted by AR5, thermal

673

expansion accounts for less than half of both historical and projected global mean sea-level rise

674

(Church et al., 2013), so accounting only for this term would provide an incomplete estimate of

675

GMSL rise. A variety of authors have demonstrated methods for probabilistically projecting

676

GMSL rise, based either on bottom-up accounting of contributing factors (e.g., Jevrejeva et al.,

677

2014; Kopp et al., 2014; Slangen et al., 2014) or on top-down, semi-empirical, statistical

678

estimates of the relationship between global mean temperature and global mean sea level

679

(Grinsted et al., 2009; Kopp et al., 2016; Rahmstorf, 2007; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009).

680

Because the different contributors to GMSL change exhibit different spatial patterns (Kopp et al.,

681

2015; Milne et al., 2009), only bottom-up accounting directly allows for projection of local sea-

682

level changes. Starting from Rahmstorf (2007), Kopp et al. (2016a) demonstrate a semi-

683

empirical model, calibrated against a 2-millennia record of temperature and sea-level change,

684

that agrees well with bottom-up estimates, including those of AR5 (Church et al., 2013; Kopp et

685

al., 2014), while Mengel et al. (2016) demonstrate a semi-empirical method, calibrated against

686

model-based estimates of different contributing factors, that yields similar results. Both

687

examples provide suitable models for estimating GMSL rise from global mean temperature

688

projections.

689

In the model from Kopp et al. (2016a), global mean sea level h is described by

690

(6)
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691
692

/

(7)
(8)

,

693
694

where T is global meean temperatture, Te is thee global meaan temperatuure with which sea level is in

695

quasi-equ
uilibrium, φ is a multi-m
millennial scaale contributtion to sea leevel rise from
m Earth’s lonng-

696

term clim
mate cycles, b is a scale factor,
f
and ρ1 and ρ2 are timescales. Figure 4-6 sshows an

697

example of projection
ns from this model.

698

However,
H
sem
mi-empiricall models are,, by construcction, calibraated to the hhistorical record

699

over the last couple of
o centuries or
o millenniaa and do not rreflect novel behaviors nnot exhibitedd in

700

this recorrd. The emerrging agreem
ment between
n semi-empiirical models and many bottom-up

701

models could
c
be interpreted as su
uggesting thaat bottom-upp models alsso exhibit a hhistorical biaas.

702
703
704
705
706
707

FIGURE
E 4-6 Projecttions of GM
MSL rise undeer three RCP
Ps using the semi-empiriical model oof
Kopp et al.
a (2016a).
NOTES: The black curve
c
shows the historicaal reconstrucction of Koppp et al. (2016a), while thhe
verlapping dashed orange and green curves show
w median proojections undder three RC
CPs,
nearly ov
using tem
mperature caalibrations to
o either Mann
n et al. (20099) (orange) oor Marcott eet al. (2013)
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709
710

(green). Bars show the 90 percent probability interval of projections for 2100.
SOURCE: Kopp et al. (2016a), Fig. 1e-f.

711

Indeed, DeConto and Pollard (2016) suggest that all these projections may be underestimating

712

the 21st century Antarctic contribution to sea level rise by excluding some important physical

713

processes involving ice shelves and ice cliffs. In contrast to AR5’s projection of a likely -0.04 to

714

+0.14 m contribution from Antarctica over the 21st century under RCP 8.5 (Church et al., 2013),

715

DeConto and Pollard (2016) suggest that the physics of ice shelf hydro-fracturing and ice cliff

716

collapse could allow contributions of 1.3 m or more. This is an emerging area of research that

717

will require monitoring. Advances in semi-empirical models of sea level rise are qualitatively

718

different from most new publications addressing metrics for energy balance models, such as ECS

719

and TCR, that appear between IPCC assessments because they are incorporating physical

720

processes that have not previously been taken into account.

721
722

CONCLUSION 4-2 Semi-empirical sea level models provide a simple and

723

probabilistic approach to estimate the global mean sea-level response to global mean

724

temperature change and its uncertainty. However, both semi-empirical models and

725

many more detailed models of sea level change may exhibit a bias toward historical

726

behaviors. In particular, they may not account for some ice-sheet feedbacks and

727

threshold responses that were unimportant over the past several millennia but could

728

become important in response to human-induced climate change. Accordingly,

729

estimates of sea-level rise and sea-level-related damages, particularly beyond 2100,

730

need to be used with the recognition that they may understate long-run sea-level

731

uncertainty in ways that are difficult to quantify.
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732
733

RECOMMENDATION 4-3 In the near term, the Interagency Working Group

734

should adopt or develop a sea level rise component in the climate module that (1)

735

accounts for uncertainty in the translation of global mean temperature to global

736

mean sea level rise and (2) is consistent with sea level rise projections available in

737

the literature for similar forcing and temperature pathways. Existing semi-

738

empirical sea level models provide one basis for doing this. In the longer term,

739

research will be necessary to incorporate recent scientific discoveries regarding ice

740

sheet stability in such models.

741
742

Sea level rise is not spatially uniform, so GMSL projections may need to be regionalized

743

for use in the damages module. Bottom-up projections of regional sea level rise (e.g., Kopp et al.,

744

2014) can be used to calibrate the relationship between global the mean sea level and regional

745

sea level change. A reasonable approximation of these bottom-up estimates may be represented

746

as a linear function of global mean sea level change. A better approximation can be achieved by

747

representing local sea level as the sum of a nonclimatic, constant-rate term and a climatic

748

component that scales with global mean sea-level change, such as.:

749
750

,

,

(9)

751
752

where SL indicates local relative sea level at location x and time t, (x) a scaling coefficient, m

753

the rate of non-climatic processes. Figure 4-7 shows an estimate of (x) and its uncertainty, as

754
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well as of m(x), from Kopp and colleagues (2014). The committee notes that (x) is not

756

identically unity due to a range of factors including ocean dynamics and the gravitational,

757

rotational, and land motion effects of redistributing mass between the ocean and the cryosphere

758

(Kopp et al., 2015).
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760
761
762
763
764
765
766

FIGURE
E 4-7 Regio
onal Sea Level Rise Estim
mates
NOTE: Panel
P
(a) Meedian scale faactor κ(x) for the relationnship betweeen climaticaally driven loocal
sea level change and global mean
n sea-level change,
c
paneel (b) the likeely (17th-83rrd percentilee)
e
of thhe nonclimaatic rate of seea level rise
range of uncertainty in κ(x), paneel (c) mean estimate
m(x), as estimated att a global nettwork of tidee-gauge sitess.
SOURCE
E: Kopp et al.
a (2014, Fig
g. 6).
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768

PROJECTING OCEAN ACIDIFICATION

769
770

CO2 dissolves in sea water to form carbonic acid. As the oceans have absorbed about

771

one-quarter to one-third of the anthropogenic CO2 emissions, the oceans have steadily become

772

more acidic, with pH decreasing by 0.02 units per decade since measurements began in 1980s

773

(Bates, 2007; Doney et al., 2009; Dore et al., 2009). Ocean acidification has damaging

774

consequences for many organisms, such as corals, bivalves, and mollusks that produce shells or

775

skeletal structures out of carbonate minerals, as well as microorganisms at the base of the marine

776

food web.11 In this way, ocean acidification can contribute to the SC-CO2 estimate through both

777

damages to fisheries and damages to ecosystem services (Cooley and Doney, 2009; Cooley et al.,

778

2015; Gattuso et al., 2015; Mathis et al., 2015). To the committee’s knowledge, ocean

779

acidification is included in only one integrated assessment model (IAM) (Narita et al., 2012).

780

Ocean carbonate chemistry is fairly well-understood, and so ocean pH can be

781

parameterized as a function of the partial pressure of CO2 in surface waters: Figure 4-8 (see

782

Appendix F for the derivation):

783

11

In laboratory experiments and in limited coastal studies, some commercially important shellfish species (e.g.,
mussels, oysters, scallops, clams, crabs) show decreased development or shell dissolution in more acidic waters
(e.g., Barton et al., 2012; Fabry et al., 2008). Juveniles are particularly sensitive to acidification, and these
consequences may be exacerbated by ocean warming (see, e.g., Rodolfo-Metalpa et al., 2011). The impacts of
acidification propagate through marine food webs to aquaculture and marine fisheries. Furthermore, damaged coral
reefs reduce tourism, coastal protection, and biodiversity.
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784

pH = -0
0.3671 log(pCO2) + 10.22328 ,

(10)

785
786

where pH
H = −log10[H
H+] is defineed on the “total” hydrogeen ion scale (Dickson, 19981) and pC
CO2 is

787

in micro--atmospheres. Globally averaged su
urface ocean pCO2 lags bbehind globaally averagedd

788

atmospheeric CO2 by approximateely 1 year, an
nd so the treend in pH caan be readily derived from
m the

789

trend of atmospheric
a
CO2 in simp
ple Earth sysstem modelss.

790

Another
A
apprroach for derriving pH in simple moddels is as a quuadratic funcction of

791

concentraation of dissolved inorgaanic carbon (DIC), with the three cooefficients thhemselves

792

quadraticc functions of
o temperaturre (see Appeendix F for tthe equation and its derivvation). As

793

shown in
n Figure 4-8 (right panel)), the upper ocean becom
mes more acidic with inccreasing

794

concentraation of dissolved inorgaanic carbon and
a with inccreasing tem
mperature. Thhis approachh

795

would bee the starting
g point for esstimating reg
gional changges in pH.

796
(a))

(b)

797
798
799
800
801
802

FIGURE
E 4-8 Variatiion of pH wiith partial prressure of CO
O2 in surfacce waters, paanel (a), and with
DIC and temperaturee, panel (b).
NOTES: Calculated with carbon
n chemistry code
c
CO2SY
YS.m (solid)) and with em
mpirical
equationss (circles). See
S Appendiix F for the equations
e
annd their derivvation.

803
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804

The degree of ocean acidification thus is directly related to the amount of anthropogenic

805

CO2 taken up by the oceans as a function of time. In turn, acidification alters the relative

806

abundance of carbonate species in surface waters and slows the ocean uptake of anthropogenic

807

CO2. This feedback is captured implicitly in SESMs whose pH projections are consistent with

808

those in ESMs where ocean carbonate chemistry and biology is included explicitly. This is

809

illustrated with FAIR. Atmospheric CO2 fractions in the FAIR model do not represent actual

810

amounts of carbon in any specific location. Rather they represent perturbations away from

811

equilibrium for adjustments on a given timescale. If one assumes that the shortest (4-year)

812

adjustment timescale for atmospheric CO2 concentrations includes uptake by the near-surface

813

oceans, then near-surface concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) can be represented

814

by the following formula:

815
DIC

816

DIC

∑

∑

,

(11)

817
818

where DIC is the unperturbed DIC concentration,

is the perturbation concentration in the

819

fastest-adjusting fraction, the partition coefficients

are as given above, and

820

proportionality constant. Following a pulse injection of CO2 into the atmosphere, the DIC

821

anomaly in the near surface ocean initially increases from zero over about 4 years, and

822

subsequently varies as penetration of excess carbon to the deep ocean in proportion to the

823

atmospheric CO2 concentration anomaly. A proportionality constant of

824

ocean carbon uptake from R (in ppm) to DIC (expressed in micromol/kg), typically used in ocean

825

carbon observations.
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826

Using
U
this rellationship to convert DIC
C into tropiccal pH (assum
ming an initiial average

827

temperatu
ure of 25°C and initial DIC
D of 2030 micromol/kkg, thereby ggiving an inittial pH of 8.15),

828

gives a siimulated pH
H under RCP 8.5 and RCP 2.6 that coompares welll with Workking Group 1 of

829

AR5 Figu
ure 6.28; seee Figure 4-9b
b.
(a)

(b)

830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837

E 4-9 Projeccted mean ch
hange in acid
dification off the surface ocean from 1990 under RCP
FIGURE
2.5 and RCP
R 8.5 scen
narios.
NOTES: Panel (a): estimated
e
forr the Arctic, Southern O
Ocean and thee Tropics byy 11 ESM (C
Ciais
et al., 2013); panel (b): using Eq
quation (11) in the text annd FAIR (M
Millar et al., 22016).
E: For panel (a), Ciais ett al. (2013, Fig.
F 6.28).
SOURCE
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838
839

The global distribution of pH is not uniform: it reflects the interaction between carbonate

840

chemistry, biology, and ocean circulation. In general, pH is lowest, ~8.10 units, in the equatorial

841

oceans, and increases to ~8.23 units in the Arctic Ocean (Bopp et al., 2013). CMIP5 models

842

project globally averaged pH to decrease by 0.30-0.32 units by 2100 with the RCP 8.5 scenario,

843

and by 0.06-0.07 units for the RCP 2.6 scenario (Ciais et al., 2013). Regional changes are

844

projected to be greatest and fastest in the Arctic and Southern Oceans, where lower salinity (from

845

sea ice melt and increased precipitation) and enhanced carbon uptake (from greater ice-free

846

areas) exacerbate the effects of anthropogenic CO2 uptake (Orr et al., 2005; Steinbacjer et al.,

847

2009; Yamamoto et al., 2012). As calcium carbonate is more soluble at cold than at warm

848

temperatures, undersaturation of aragonite, a prevalent and more soluble form of calcium

849

carbonate, is projected to commence in the Arctic winter around 2020 and become widespread in

850

the Arctic and Southern Oceans when atmospheric CO2 reaches 500-600 ppm (Steinacher et al.,

851

2009; McNeil and Matear, 2008). Coastal upwelling regions, such as the California current

852

system, are projected to be equally vulnerable as strong seasonal upwelling brings water with

853

higher carbon concentrations and lower pH from depth to the surface (see, e.g., Hauri et al.,

854

2013).

855

Modeling of the consequences of ocean acidification on the marine biota is at an early

856

stage, and it is mainly carried out using Earth system or regional ocean models with comparable

857

complexity. The committee is unaware of any empirical relationship that relates regional pCO2

858

or DIC changes to a projection of change in globally averaged pCO2 or DIC: such relationships

859

would be important for assessing regional damages associated with ocean acidification.

860
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RECOMMENDATION 4-4 The Interagency Working Group should adopt or

862

develop a surface ocean pH component within the climate module that (1) is

863

consistent with carbon uptake in the climate module, (2) accounts for uncertainty in

864

the translation of global mean surface temperature and carbon uptake to surface

865

ocean pH, and (3) is consistent with observations and projections of surface ocean

866

pH available in the current peer-reviewed literature. For example, surface ocean pH

867

can be derived from global mean surface temperature and global cumulative carbon

868

uptake using relationships calibrated to the results of explicit models of carbonate

869

chemistry of the surface ocean.

870
871

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DISAGGREGATION

872
873

Simple climate models produce climate projections that are highly aggregated both

874

spatially and temporally. For example, the FAIR model produces projections of climatological

875

(multidecadal average) global mean temperatures. Yet no one lives at 30-year global mean

876

conditions; damages are caused by the day-to-day, place-specific experiences of the weather, the

877

statistical properties of which are described by the climate. Thus, the damages module will either

878

require geographically and temporally disaggregated climate variables as input or such

879

disaggregation will need to occur in the calibration of the relationship between highly aggregated

880

climate variables and resulting damages.

881

Intermediate approaches are also possible. For example, elements of the FUND and

882

PAGE damage functions are defined with respect to climatological temperature at the spatial

883

scale of subcontinental regions, and linear scaling relationships are used to relate global mean
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884

temperature to these regional averages. Higher-resolution climate data can be used to calibrate

885

the relationship between regional temperature and damage. Some studies using process-based

886

IAMs Earth system models of intermediate complexity that produce latitudinal-average climate

887

variables (e.g., Schlosser et al., 2012). Climate variables at ~1° spatial resolution and daily

888

temporal resolution have been used to drive other studies of economic risks (e.g., Carlos et al.,

889

2014; Houser et al., 2015; Waldhoff et al., 2015), though these have generally been bound to

890

follow fixed scenarios (e.g., the RCPs) run with general circulation models.

891

The most straightforward approach to estimate the distribution of spatially disaggregated

892

variables conditional on global mean variables is to use data from Earth system model runs to

893

estimate linear relationships between local climate variables (e.g., temperature, precipitation) and

894

global mean variables (e.g., temperature). This approach is known as pattern scaling (Mitchell,

895

2003; Tebaldi and Arblaster, 2014). With the climate module providing global mean temperature

896

T(t), the disaggregated regional climate variable Ds is estimated as a scaling by a fixed pattern,

897

usually season dependent:

898
899

,

,

(12)

900
901
902

where s denotes the season, x the spatial location, and p the pattern (see Figure 4-10).
Pattern scaling suffers from a number of known limitations (Tebaldi and Arblaster,

903

2014). It performs reasonably well for regional average temperatures; it performs less well for

904

variables, such as precipitation, that have a high ratio of natural variability to forced change and

905

that may have a nonlinear relationship with temperature. It also performs more reliably under

906

conditions of rising forcing than under conditions of stable or declining forcing, as the response
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907

of the Eaarth system to forcing ev
volves over tiime. Some vvariables resppond signifiicantly

908

differentlly to aerosoll forcing than
n to greenho
ouse gas forccing; some slightly moree sophisticateed

909

pattern sccaling appro
oaches have attempted
a
to
o incorporatee this dependdence (Frieleer et al., 2012).

910
(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920

FIGURE
E 4-10 Mean
n surface air temperaturee and precipiitation patterrns for non-m
mitigation
scenarioss
NOTES: Multimodell mean patterns (panels a and c) for aannual meann surface air temperaturee (top
panels) and
a precipitaation (bottom
m panels) oveer the 21st ceentury for noon-mitigationn pathways ((RCP
4.5 and RCP
R 8.5), an
nd the standaard deviation
ns (panels b aand d) acrosss both modeels and
concentraation pathwaays (RCP 2.6
6, 4.5, and 8.5). Temperaature maps iin units of °C
C regional
change per
p °C globall mean temperature chan
nge; precipitaation maps iin units of peercent regionnal
precipitattion change per °C globaal mean tem
mperature chaange.
SOURCE
E: Adapted from
f
Tebald
di and Arblasster (2014, F
Figs. 3 and 4)).

921
922

Pattern scalin
ng as generallly used prod
duces projecctions of clim
matological aaverages, buut

923

impact models
m
may require
r
higheer temporal resolution.
r
M
More development is neeeded in this area.

924

Some ressearchers (e.g, Rasmusseen et al., 201
16) have atteempted to adddress this issue by

925

combinin
ng pattern-sccaled variablles with timee series of reesiduals unexxplained by the linear m
model:
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926
927

,

,

.

(13)

928
929

These residuals could also be estimated by looking at the relationships in the observational

930

record between climatological seasonal means and daily weather, and they could be more cleanly

931

separated from the forced changes represented by

932

ensembles of runs from individual Earth system models (e.g., Kay et al., 2014). Whether such

933

temporal disaggregation is necessary in the context of the SC-CO2 estimation depends on how

934

the damages module is calibrated. One approach that may be most feasible in the near term,

935

which is similar to that currently employed by the SC-IAMs, is to make the temporal

936

disaggregation implicit in the damages module, implying that the damages module takes as input

937

climatological average variables.

938

using large initial-condition

Given the available existing archives of Earth system model results, such as those

939

produced by CMIP, one can extract data for each variable of interest for each region under

940

different climate forcing scenarios and estimate the required scaling patterns. This approach

941

allows one to check both the consistency across scenarios and the linearity assumptions as

942

climate change intensifies, as well as to provide some level of uncertainty quantification based

943

on the variance in patterns across the models. The uncertainty quantification provided by such an

944

approach is limited, however. Ensembles of opportunity (“opportunistic samples”), such as those

945

provided by data archives for simulations by existing climate models, are not well-formed

946

probability distributions: the models in these archives are not independent, may underrepresent

947

extreme outcomes, and may thus represent a biased sample of the true uncertainty in the

948

relationship between global mean and regional variables (e.g., Sanderson et al., 2015; Tebaldi
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949

and Knutti, 2007). One solution could involve subsampling or weighted draws (e.g., Rasmussen

950

et al., 2016). Another approach would be to produce estimates conditioned on individual models,

951

which would be consistent with sampling across discrete distributions as suggested in Chapter 3

952

for baseline scenarios.

953

In the long run, it may be useful to use more comprehensive climate models, or statistical

954

emulators of them (e.g., Castruccio et al., 2014), to directly estimate the joint probability

955

distribution of global mean temperature change and regional climate changes. This approach

956

may require a significant new emphasis in Earth system model development. Currently, most

957

work in this area is focused on increasing the resolution and number of processes incorporated in

958

the models. Far less work has gone into probabilistic approaches or into efforts to characterize

959

high-impact, low-probability states of the world, but such efforts will likely be more informative

960

for efforts to assess the SC-CO2 and its uncertainty.

961
962

RECOMMENDATION 4-5 To the extent needed by the damages module, the

963

Interagency Working Group should use disaggregation methods that reflect

964

relationships between global mean quantities and disaggregated variables, such as

965

regional mean temperature, mean precipitation, and frequency of extremes, that are

966

inferred from up-to-date observational data and more comprehensive climate

967

models.

968
969

CONCLUSION 4-3 In the near term, linear pattern scaling, although subject to

970

numerous limitations, provides an acceptable approach to estimating some

971

regionally disaggregated variables from global mean temperature and global mean
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sea level. If necessary, projections based on pattern scaling can be augmented with

973

high-frequency variability estimated from observational data or from model

974

projections. In the longer term, it would be worthwhile to consider incorporating

975

the dependence of disaggregated variables on spatial patterns of forcing, the

976

temporal evolution of patterns under stable or decreasing forcing, and

977

nonlinearities in the relationship between global mean variables and regional

978

variables.

979
980

UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION

981
982

The climate module will require an uncertainty sampling strategy consistent with the

983

overall strategy for SC-CO2 uncertainty quantification. Following the uncertainty quantification

984

approach discussed in Chapter 2, the climate module requires two key inputs. First, it requires an

985

emissions projection from the socioeconomic module to drive changes in the Earth system

986

response. Second, it requires a set of parameters to set the response of a simple Earth system

987

model. As discussed above, the joint distributions of key metrics in the model (i.e., ECS, TCR,

988

TCRE, and IPT) will be obtained from IPCC assessments or similar expert assessment processes

989

(see Recommendation 4-2, above). From these distributions, the climate module requires

990

samples of parameters that represent the uncertainty in the model response consistent with

991

current scientific knowledge. These discrete samples could be generated using a large Markov

992

chain Monte Carlo approach (n ~ 100k) or using smaller representative samples, such as Latin

993

hypercube sampling techniques (n ~ 1,000) based on the joint distributions discussed above. At

994

this stage, the simple model would simulate future changes in climate by choosing a single
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emissions projection and a single set of input parameters from the distributions. This approach

996

would be repeated for each emissions projection produced by the socioeconomic module to

997

produce an ensemble of future climate change simulations of global mean surface temperature

998

and CO2 concentrations.

999

From the ensemble of model outputs, additional outputs will need to be extracted for the

1000

other components of the climate module (sea level rise, pH, and disaggregated variables).

1001

Generating probabilistic outputs from these three components requires a similar sampling

1002

strategy appropriate for each component to represent uncertainty conditional on the model

1003

projection. For sea level rise, the semi-empirical model provides direct estimates of the

1004

uncertainty. For pH, the component has very little uncertainty, and each model projection output

1005

generates a single pH value (i.e., no cascade of uncertainty).

1006

For the disaggregation of variables, as for sea level rise, a cascade of uncertainty is

1007

desirable in the longer term but may not be feasible in the near term. The source for this

1008

additional uncertainty has a large set of possibilities. Some standard options are stochastic

1009

generating functions (e.g., Fowler et al., 2007), sampling from existing observations (e.g., Wilby

1010

et al., 2002), and sampling from available full complexity models (e.g., Schlosser et al., 2012).

1011

Developing tools for generating these uncertainty distributions is a substantial longer-term

1012

research agenda.

1013
1014

LIMITATIONS OF SIMPLE EARTH SYSTEM MODELS

1015
1016
1017

In complex climate models, the parameters described in Box 4-1 (above) – ECS, TCR,
TCRE, and IPT – are resultant behaviors of the climate system, not input parameters. They arise
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from physical properties of the Earth system, such as the heat capacity of the ocean and the

1019

magnitude of different feedbacks that amplify or dampen the temperature change caused by

1020

radiative forcing. The strength of these feedbacks depends on the state of the climate; they are

1021

not generally constant, and they may vary in response to the magnitude of forcing and spatial

1022

pattern of forcing, as well as over time (Knutti and Rugenstein, 2015).

1023

By contrast, in simple Earth system models at least some of these metrics are input

1024

parameters. For example, the IWG analysis prescribes values for ECS in DICE, FUND, and

1025

PAGE that, along with model-specific parameters, define the relationships between ECS and

1026

TCR, TCRE, and IPT. The simple Earth system model described in this chapter is designed such

1027

that all four of these metrics may be varied independently. This approach is necessary to

1028

accurately capture the joint uncertainty distribution of the metrics, including their co-

1029

variation. The committee suggests that, whatever simple Earth system model is used, parameters

1030

should be varied so that, at a minimum, the joint distribution of model responses as characterized

1031

by these metrics is consistent with up-to-date observational constraints and model-

1032

derived knowledge. However, the model would retain the assumption of constant feedbacks that

1033

underlie past simple Earth system models. It is therefore important to be aware of three key

1034

limitations of this assumption and the use of ECS, TCR, TCRE, and IPT as parameters.

1035

The first limitation is that these metrics are all defined with respect to a reference state,

1036

such as the preindustrial state of the Earth. They are not, in the real world or in complex climate

1037

models, constrained to be constant as they often are in simple models. The feedbacks that control

1038

ECS may change. As one example, cloud feedbacks can exhibit state dependence that is

1039

represented in more comprehensive models (Andrews et al., 2012; Armour et al., 2012; Bloch-

1040

Johnson et al., 2015; Caballero and Huber, 2013; Crucifix, 2006; Yoshimori et al., 2009) but not
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in simple models that specify a fixed ECS value. As another example, a rising tropopause can

1042

lead to an increase in the tropical water-vapor feedback with temperature (Meraner et al., 2013).

1043

State-dependent feedbacks can also be related to long-term changes in ocean circulations (e.g.,

1044

Caldwell and Bretherton, 2009; Ringer et al., 2006; Senior and Mitchell, 2000; Yokohata et al.,

1045

2008), land-surface conditions (e.g., Hirota et al., 2011), ocean carbon uptake (e.g., Schwinger et

1046

al., 2014), and the cryosphere (e.g., Hakuba et al., 2012).

1047

The second limitation is that these parameters are diagnosed using tests that hold certain

1048

elements of the climate system constant. This inactivates certain feedbacks that would change the

1049

temperature response to forcing and thus make the parameters a partial representation of the

1050

relationship between forcing and warming. As seen in Figure 4-1 (above), this is shown by the

1051

exclusion or inclusion of different processes in the boxes defining equilibrium climate, transient

1052

climate, and the coupled climate/carbon cycle. As conventionally defined and assessed, ECS

1053

includes atmospheric feedbacks (driven by changes in clouds, water vapor concentration, and the

1054

lapse rate) and feedbacks involving snow and sea ice cover (Flato et al., 2013). The temperature

1055

response to forcing may also involve vegetation, dust, or ice sheet feedbacks. Earth system

1056

models may capture some of these additional feedbacks, but simple Earth system models often

1057

do not, and they are generally held constant when diagnosing ECS in general circulation models

1058

and those of intermediate complexity.

1059

The experiments to assess ECS and TCR prescribe CO2 concentrations, so carbon cycle

1060

feedbacks are also excluded. If these other feedbacks are predominantly positive, then on the

1061

timescales on which they are operative, measures such as ECS and TCR will understate the

1062

expected warming. As discussed above, the processes in Figure 4-1 shown for the simple Earth

1063

system model, which include land and ocean carbon cycle feedbacks, give rise to a CO2 warming
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that takes millennia to reverse. Feedbacks affecting albedo or emissivity or adding new net

1065

sources of carbon (e.g., carbon dioxide and methane emissions from melting permafrost) would

1066

increase the warming response to cumulative emissions beyond that indicated by TCRE.

1067

The third limitation is that three important feedbacks are excluded from ECS and TCR:

1068

the response to changes in albedo related to land ice, changes in albedo and transpiration related

1069

to land cover changes and the dust/aerosol feedbacks that impact biogeochemical cycles.

1070

Geological data suggest that these feedbacks may amplify warming by about 50 percent relative

1071

to that expected based on ECS alone (PALAEOSENS Project, 2012). As Earth system models

1072

develop further, dynamic vegetation models will partially account for these feedbacks (Ciais et

1073

al., 2013; Flato et al., 2013), although the representation of fundamental structure and related

1074

feedbacks in the land and ocean carbon cycles remains a developing area (Ciais et al., 2013, Sec.

1075

6.4). Given these limitations, the Earth system models used to investigate metrics such as TCRE

1076

may not fully account for the full suite of feedbacks.

1077

Nonetheless, the linear approximations underlying such metrics as ECS, TCR, and TCRE

1078

have provided a great source of insight over the last half-century of climate research ( National

1079

Academy of Sciences, 1979; Hansen et al., 1984, 1981; see also Manabe and Wetherald, 1967)

1080

and remain reasonable for use in the estimating the global mean temperature response to forcing

1081

for purposes of estimating the SC-CO2. However, they ought to be used with awareness of

1082

structural uncertainties that become increasingly important on multicentury timescales.

1083
1084

CONCLUSION 4-4 The linear approximations underlying both simple Earth

1085

system models and the metrics ECS, TCR, and TCRE are imperfect. For example,

1086

current research suggests it is more likely than not that the warming response to an
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increase in forcing increases in a warmer global mean climate. Likewise, TCRE may

1088

decrease with warming less quickly than indicated by many climate models of

1089

intermediate complexity. Nonlinearities may affect both the baseline response of

1090

global temperature to forcing and the response of temperature to a pulse emission of

1091

CO2, particularly on centennial and longer timescales. These and other structural

1092

uncertainties imply that projections based on simple Earth system models

1093

understate long-run climate uncertainty in ways that are difficult to quantify. This

1094

uncertainty will affect estimates of the probability distribution of the SC-CO2,

1095

particularly for low discount rates that give significant weight to multicentennial

1096

climate responses.

1097
1098

NEEDS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
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This chapter highlights a number of areas in which future Earth system modeling

1100

research could improve estimation of the social cost of carbon. Conclusion 4-5 details

1101

those areas.

1102
1103

CONCLUSION 4-5: Research focused on improving the representation of the Earth

1104

system in the context of coupled climate-economic analyses would improve the

1105

reliability of estimates of the SC-CO2.

1106
1107

In the near term, research in six areas could yield benefits for SC-CO2
estimation:

1108
1109

1. coordinated research to reduce uncertainty in estimates of the capacity of

1110

the land and ocean to absorb and store carbon, especially in the first century

1111

after a pulse release, applied to a range of scenarios of future atmospheric

1112

composition and temperature;

1113

2. coordinated Earth system model experiments injecting identical pulses of

1114

CO2 and other greenhouse gases in a range of scenarios of future

1115

atmospheric composition and temperature;

1116
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3. the development of simple, probabilistic sea level rise models that

1118

incorporate the emerging science on ice sheet stability and that can be linked

1119

to simple Earth system models;

1120

4. systematic assessments of the dependence of patterns of regional climate

1121

change on spatial patterns of forcing, the relationship between regional

1122

climate extremes and global mean temperature, the temporal evolution of

1123

patterns under conditions of stable or decreasing forcing, and nonlinearities

1124

in the relationship between global means and regional variables;

1125

5. systematic assessments of nonlinear responses to forcing in Earth system

1126

models and investigations into evidence for such responses in the geological

1127

record; and

1128

6. the development of simple Earth system models that incorporate nonlinear

1129

responses to forcing and assessments of the effects of such nonlinear

1130

responses on SC-CO2 estimation.

1131

In the longer term, more comprehensive climate models could be

1132

incorporated into the SC-CO2 estimation framework. However, the major focus of

1133

current model research is on increasing resolution and comprehensiveness, rather

1134

than on expanding the ability of comprehensive models to be used for risk analysis.

1135

SC-CO2 estimation would be advanced by an expanded focus on probabilistic

1136

methods that use comprehensive Earth system models, including the use of

1137

comprehensive models to represent low-probability, high-consequence states of the

1138

world, as well as the use of decision support science approaches to identify and

1139

evaluate key decision-relevant uncertainties in Earth system models.
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2

5

3

Damages Module

4
5

This chapter addresses many of the specific issues raised by the IWG for the committee’s

6

consideration and provides suggestions for a path forward. It concludes that, in the longer term,

7

the development of a new damages module, satisfying the scientific criteria stated in

8

Recommendation 2-2, in Chapter 2 (scientific basis, uncertainty characterization, and

9

transparency), and addressing some of the challenges identified by the committee and by the

10

IWG in its 2010 Technical Support Document, is merited. Since such a research effort is likely to

11

consume significant resources and time, this chapter also recommends a set of improvements the

12

IWG could undertake in the near term.

13

The first section below reviews the damage components of the integrated assessment

14

models used to estimate the social cost of carbon (SC-IAMs).1 The second section discusses

15

alternate approaches to estimating climate damages as well as some of the recent literature on

16

damage estimation. The third section provides the committee’s recommendations for

17

improvements in the near term. In the final section the committee offers recommendation for a

18

new damage module that could be developed in the longer term and outline its properties.

19
20

1

These are the three integrated assessment models widely used to produce estimates of the SC-CO2: the
Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy (DICE) model, the Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution
(FUND) model, and the Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect (PAGE) model; see Chapter 1.
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CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DAMAGE COMPONENTS IN SC-IAMs

22
23

Currently, the damage component of an SC-IAM translates streams of socioeconomic

24

variables (e.g., income and population and gross domestic product [GDP]) and physical climatic

25

variables (e.g., changes in temperature and sea level) into streams of monetized damages over

26

time. To do this, it must represent relationships among physical variables, socioeconomic

27

variables, and damages. To date, the SC-IAMs and related literature consists of damage

28

representations that are either simple and global (e.g., global damages as a function of global

29

mean temperature) or sectorally and regionally disaggregated (e.g., agricultural damages as a

30

function of regional temperature, precipitation change, and CO2 concentrations).

31

The damage formulations in the SC-IAMs differ substantially in their sectoral and

32

regional disaggregation of damages, functional forms, drivers of damages, and consideration of

33

parametric uncertainty: see Table 5-1. All three SC-IAM damage components take global mean

34

temperature, global mean sea level, and socioeconomic projections (global population and GDP)

35

as inputs for computing damages. The models differ in their use of the drivers of damages with

36

respect to other climate variables (e.g., CO2 concentrations, regional temperature), regional

37

socioeconomic projections and sectoral detail (e.g., the agricultural share of the economy, energy

38

efficiency of space cooling and heating), demographic detail (e.g., population density), and other

39

factors. The models also vary in the representation of adaptation, which is implicit in the DICE

40

parameterization, explicit in FUND and PAGE and endogenous only in FUND.

41
42
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TABLE 5-1 Structural and Implementation Characteristics of Damage Components in SC-IAMs
Characteristic

DICE 2010

FUND 3.8

PAGE 2009

Regions

1 region

16 regions

8 regions

Damage Sectors

Sea Level Rise
Damage
Specification
(Fraction of
Income)

2 sectors:
sea level rise,
aggregate nonsea level risea

Quadratic
function of
global sea level
rise

Global mean sea
Drivers of Sea
level rise,
Level Rise Damage
income

Non-Sea Level
Rise Damage
Specifications
(Fraction of
Income)
Non-Sea Level
Rise Damage
Drivers

Quadratic
function of
global
temperature

Global mean
temperature,
income

14 sectors:
sea level rise,
agriculture, forests,
heating, cooling, water
resources, tropical
storms, extratropical
storms, biodiversity,
cardiovascular and
respiratory mortality,
vector borne diseases,
morbidity, diarrhea,
migration

4 sectors:
sea level rise,
economic,
noneconomic (i.e., not
in GDP), discontinuity
(e.g., abrupt change or
catastrophe)

Additive functions for
coastal protection costs,
Power function of
dryland loss, and wetland
global sea level rise
loss, based on an internal
cost-benefit rule for
optimal adaptation
Global mean sea level
rise, dryland value,
wetland value,
topography, protection
cost, population density,
income density, per
capita income

Global mean sea level
rise, regional coast
length scaling factor
relative to European
Union, adaptation
capacity and costs, per
capita income, income

Uniquely formulated
nonlinear functions by
sector (see Anthoff and
Tol, 2014)

Power function of
regional temperature

Global mean
temperature, CO2
concentrations (for
carbon fertilization and
storms), population,
income, technological
change

Regional temperature,
regional scaling factor
relative to the
European Union,
adaptation capacity and
costs, population,
income
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Adaptation

Implicit
(damages net of
adaptation)

Climate Benefits

Implicit
(damages net of
benefits)

Damages Due to
Abrupt Climate
Change

Included in
calibration of
aggregate
damages not
from sea level
risea

Explicit for agriculture
and sea level rise,
implicit otherwise
(econometric studies of
net response to warming)
Explicit outcome of
certain sectoral damage
functions (e.g., avoided
heating demand,
agriculture benefits from
CO2 fertilization)

No explicit
representation

Two types of
exogenous fixed
adaptation policy that
reduce impacts for a
cost
Assumes small
economic benefits at
low levels of warming
Unspecified
‘discontinuity’ impact
occurs with a positive
probability at global
average temperature
changes greater than
3°C

Damages affect
global income,
which affects
future global
capital stocks
Feedbacks From
No economic feedback
No economic feedback
and income
Damages
levels, but
projected
emissions are
unaffected
a
These damages are an aggregate based on a calibration of sectoral damages according to
Nordhaus and Boyer (2000) and rescaled using external aggregate damage information. For
additional details, see note a to Table 5-2, below.
SOURCE: Adapted from Rose et al. (2014b, Table 6-1).
The IWG currently runs each of the SC-IAMs in a simulation mode with information

51

passed from one module to another in a once-through fashion. Thus, the models do not

52

optimize the social response to climate change (except for FUND’s adaptation to sea level

53

rise). There are varying degrees of feedbacks to socioeconomic elements (e.g., through
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effects on GDP or capital stocks) and climate (e.g., through effects on emissions or albedo) in

55

the IWG SC-IAMs (shown in Table 5-1).

56

In the SC-IAMs, all damages are represented in terms of dollars as fractions of global

57

or regional GDP. Damages therefore scale with the size of the economy, with the rate

58

varying across models and sometimes regions (Rose et al., 2014b). Global damages are a

59

simple summation across sectors and regions (or just across sectors in the case of DICE).

60

Physical units are computed first for some damages, such as mortality and morbidity effects

61

in FUND, but not for all damages in all three models.

62

The current approach to damage calculations taken by the IWG, to varying degrees,

63

considers three kinds of uncertainty—input (temperature and CO2 concentration changes, sea

64

level rise, and socioeconomic), parametric (within model), and structural (via the differences

65

in damage formulations among the three models). Input uncertainty is considered in the form

66

of alternative climate and socioeconomic input projections (see Chapters 3 and 4). Parametric

67

uncertainty is considered in the damage formulations of two of the current SC-IAMs, FUND

68

and PAGE. DICE in its standard formulation, used by the IWG, does not consider parametric

69

uncertainty, although a variety of studies have explored some forms of parametric or

70

structural uncertainty with versions of the DICE damage function (e.g., Nordhaus and Popp,

71

1997; Keller et al., 2004; Azar and Lindgren, 2003; Ackerman et al., 2010; Kopp et al., 2012;

72

Lemoine and Traeger, 2016; Cai et al., 2016). The parametric uncertainty specifications in

73

FUND and PAGE differ, with FUND representing larger uncertainty in annual damages

74

through 2100, but less than PAGE after 2100, and PAGE exhibiting higher average annual

75

damages (Rose et al., 2014b). Structural uncertainty is considered to a degree in the IWG’s

76

framework by including the three SC-IAMs. However, as Table 5-2 shows, the most recent
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SC-IAM formulations for PAGE and DICE exhibit some degree of dependency on the other

78

models (see discussion below on model dependency).
Another attribute of the SC-IAMs that underpin the current IWG estimates is that

79
80

much of the research on which they are based is dated. As Table 5-2 shows, the damage

81

formulations do not in many cases reflect recent advances in the scientific literature (e.g.,

82

some using sources not more recent than the 1990s and early 2000s).

83
84
85

TABLE 5-2 Literature Sources for Current SC-IAM Damage Component Specifications
Model
(Version)

Damage Type

Study

Basis for Damage
Estimate

DICE
2010a

Aggregate
non- sea level
rise

Literature surveys Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (2007a) and Tol (2009)
used to rescale Nordhaus and Boyer (2000)
sectoral damagesb

Calibration

SLR coastal
impacts

Undocumented

FUND 3.8

Agriculture

Forestry
Energy
Water
resources
Coastal
impacts
Diarrhea
Vector-borne
diseases
Cardiovascular
and respiratory
mortality
Storms

Kane et al. (1992), Reilly et al. (1994),
Morita et al. (1994), Fischer et al. (1996),
Tsigas et al. (1996)
Tol (2002b)
Perez-Garcia et al. (1995), Sohngen et al.
(2001)
Tol (2002b)
Downing et al. (1995, 1996)
Hodgson and Miller (1995)

Calibration
Income elasticity
Calibration
Income elasticity
Calibration
Income elasticity

Downing et al. (1995, 1996)

Calibration

Downing et al. (1995, 1996)
Hoozemans et al. (1993), Bijlsma et al.
(1996), Leatherman and Nicholls (1995),
Nicholls and Leatherman (1995), Brander
et al. (2006)
Global Burden of Disease 2000 estimates c
Global Burden of Disease 2000 estimates c
Martin and Lefebvre (1995), Martens et al.
(1995, 1997), Morita et al. (1994)
Link and Tol (2004)

Income elasticity

Income elasticity

Martens (1998)

Calibration

CRED EM-DAT database, d World

Calibration
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PAGE09

Ecosystems

Meteorological Organization (2006)
Toya and Skidmore (2007)
Pearce and Moran, (1994), Tol (2002a)

SLR

Anthoff et al. (2006) e

Economic
Noneconomic

Warren et al. (2006) f
Warren et al. (2006)
Lenton et al. (2008), Nichols et al. (2008),
Anthoff et al. (2006), Nordhaus (1994a) g

Discontinuity
Adaptation
costs

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113

Parry et al. (2009)

Income elasticity
Calibration
Calibration &
income elasticity
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration

a

The committee assembled the following information related to the calibration of DICE 2010 based on
communications with William Nordhaus, Nordhaus and Boyer (2000), and Nordhaus (2010). DICE global damages
have historically been calibrated to the aggregate results of another model, RICE that has regional and sectoral
damage calibrations. RICE 2000 is the last full set of regional and sectoral damage estimates that are fully
documented for the DICE/RICE family of models, and DICE 2000’s global estimate was calibrated to RICE 2000.
These estimates were based on Nordhaus and Boyer (2000) and calibrated at the sector level using the following
sources as the main references: agriculture (Darwin et al., 1995), health (Murray et al., 1996), energy (Nordhaus and
Boyer, 2000), recreation (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000), human settlements and natural ecosystems (Nordhaus and
Boyer, 2000), coastal impacts (Yohe and Schlesinger, 1998), and catastrophic damages (Nordhaus, 1994a; Nordhaus
and Boyer, 2000). Updates to DICE/RICE prior to DICE 2013 have used the same sectoral breakdown of damages
as RICE 2000 but changed the aggregate based on further information. According to Nordhaus (2010), Tol (2009)
and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2007a) were the additional information used for DICE/RICE
2010. However, the specifics of the re-calibration are not available. For information regarding DICE 2007, which
was used for the Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon (2010) SCC estimates, see Nordhaus
(2007, 2008).
b
Tol (2009) is a survey of global damage studies, some of which report impacts estimated by earlier
versions of the SC-CO2 models.
c
See http://www.who.int/healthinfo/global_burden_disease/estimates_regional_2000/en/ [November 2016]
d
See http://www.emdat.be/ [November 2016]
e
Anthoff et al. (2006) is a study of coastal impacts that uses an earlier version of the FUND 2.8
f
Warren et al. (2006) is a review of damage modeling in earlier versions of four integrated assessment
models: DICE/RICE 1999, MERGE 1995 and 2004, PAGE2002, and FUND 2.9.
g
Nordhaus (1994a) is an expert elicitation on climate catastrophes, and is also used as the basis for
catastrophic impacts in DICE prior to 2013.

Figure 5-1 illustrates that there are significant differences across models in global damage

114

response to key input drivers of damages. DICE and PAGE yield higher damages for a given

115

level of warming and income and are much more responsive to both temperature change and

116

income than FUND, while DICE and FUND are the most responsive to population levels.2

2

Population enters each of the SC-IAMs differently. In DICE, population affects total factor productivity,
income, and the capital stock. In FUND, population affects per capita income and is an explicit input variable in a
number of individual damage categories (water resources, energy consumption, ecosystems, various human health
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Communicating and providing scientific justification for these differences is critical, as discussed

118

below. For each model, the slope of the temperature response is indicative of the projected

119

incremental damages resulting from a pulse of CO2.

120

Figure 5-2 displays the estimated incremental damages over time produced by the three

121

SC-CO2 models in response to an identical incremental change in projected temperature from a

122

CO2 emissions pulse in 2020.3 Annual incremental damages differ in sign, magnitude, timing,

123

and regional and sectoral composition. Underlying Figure 5-2 are significant differences in total

124

global damage levels. For example, DICE and PAGE produce annual global damages in 2100

125

that are four times larger than those from FUND for the same reference climate and

126

socioeconomic future used for Figure 5-2. The models also differ notably in the size and

127

sensitivity of their responses to key uncertain inputs, as shown in Figure 5-1 (Rose et al., 2014b).

128

The differences in model characteristics (shown in Table 5-1, above) drive the

129

differences in results, with specific characteristics playing a prominent role. For example, in

130

DICE, damages are based on quadratic functions of temperature and sea level rise; in FUND, net

131

benefits in the agricultural sector result at lower warming levels, adaptation addresses much of

132

the risk from sea level rise, cooling energy demand costs are a large fraction of damages, and

133

‘catastrophic’ damages are not included; and, in PAGE, regional damages are computed by

134

scaling damages between regions, and a large fraction of damages are from those that do not

135

directly impact GDP and an unspecified discontinuity damage.
damage categories, tropical storms). In PAGE, population affects per capita income, which enters into each category
of damages within the model.
3
Each model’s damage component was first run with identical reference temperature, CO2 concentration,
and socioeconomic projections using the IWGs highest emissions (and corresponding socioeconomic) scenario, and
then run again with identical incrementally higher temperature and CO2 concentration projections resulting from a
2020 1 billion ton carbon (3.7 GtCO2) emissions pulse. Projected incremental damages over time are the difference
between the projected damages in the two scenarios. The results in Figure 5-1 reflect differences across models in
the modeling of sea level, regional temperatures, and damages, which are all driven by global average temperature
change in the models (see Table 5-1). See Rose et al. (2014b) for more details and discussion.
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137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
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149

FIGURE
E 5-1 Annuaal global dam
mages ($200
05 per year) in 2100 by m
model as a ffunction of m
major
individuaal drivers of damages ho
olding other inputs
i
consttant.
NOTES: The figures were develo
oped running
g only the ddamage compponent of eaach SC-IAM with
standardizzed input assu
umptions and
d central paraameter valuess. The individdual figures w
were developped by
varying th
he relevant siingle driver and
a fixing oth
her drivers. W
When fixed, ddrivers had thhe following gglobal
values in 2100—GDP $370 trillion,, population 9.6
9 billion, m
mean temperatture increase 44˚C. Y-axis rranges
vary. Thiss sensitivity analysis
a
missees some cumu
ulative damagge effects oveer time (e.g., in DICE, seaa level
rise and reductions
r
in capital stock
k and GDP). The temperaature domain in the first ffigure is conssistent
with the range of ou
utcomes resullting from prrobabilistic aanalyses of tthe FUND annd PAGE cllimate
componen
nt. See Rose et al. (2014b
b) for probab
bilistic climat
ate and damage results, ass well as dam
mages
relative to
o Organisatio
on for Econo
omic Co-operration and Deevelopment ((OECD) incoome. The SC
C-IAM
damage co
omponents reespond differeently to chang
ges in richer vversus poorerr country incoomes.
SOURCE
E: Developed from Rose et al. (2014b, Ch.
C 6).
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152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

FIGURE 5-2 Incremen
ntal annual daamages ($200
05/tCO2 per yyear) to 2300 and key factoors for the SC
CIAM dam
mage componeents with stan
ndardized clim
mate and sociooeconomic innputs.
NOTES: Shown
S
are incremental ann
nual damagess from standarrdized projeccted increases in annual
temperatu
ure and CO2 concentrations
c
s. The standarrdized increm
mental climatee projections w
were derived from
adding a CO
C 2 emission
n of 1 Gt C (3.7 Gt CO2) in
n 2020 to the IIWGs highest emissions (aand corresponnding
socioecon
nomic) scenarrio.
SOURCE
E: Developed from Rose et al. (2014b, Figs.
F
6-40 andd 6-41).

The
T committeee evaluated
d the damagee componentts of the threee SC-CO2 IA
AMs accordding

161

to the criiteria in Reco
ommendatio
on 2-2, in Ch
hapter 2. Oveerall, the dam
mage formullations of thee

162

three models used by
y the IWG, and
a the overaall IWG dam
mage modelinng approachh, differ in thhe

163

extent to which they satisfy the th
hree criteria: scientific bbasis, uncerttainty characcterization, aand

164

o the damag
ge componen
nts fully satissfies all the criteria. Anaalysis of the IWG
transpareency. None of

165

documen
ntation, indiv
vidual modell documentaation, and ouutside researcch suggest a number of

166

elements in the curreent damage functions,
f
ind
dividual moddel results, aand damage componentss as a

167

whole thaat can be im
mproved.

168

The
T committeee notes thatt the Interageency Workinng Group onn the Social C
Cost of Carbbon

169

(2010) id
dentified a nu
umber of potential shortcomings andd critiques of the currentt damage

170

formulatiions, which are discusseed further bellow. These include:
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incomplete treatment of non-catastrophic damages;

172



incomplete treatment of potential catastrophic damages;

173



uncertainty in extrapolation of damages to high temperatures;

174



incomplete treatment of adaptation and technological change;

175



omission of risk aversion with respect to high-impact damages;

176



failure to incorporate intersectoral and interregional interactions; and

177



imperfect substitutability of consumption for environmental amenities.

178
179

CURRENT LITERATURE ON CLIMATE DAMAGES

180
181

The committee defines climate impacts as the biophysical or social effects driven by

182

climate change (e.g., changes in land productivity, mortality, morbidity, water supply, coastal

183

flooding, or conflict) and climate damages as the monetized estimates of the social welfare

184

effects of climate impacts (see Box 2-2 in Chapter 2). Impacts estimates are either an explicit

185

input or implicit element of projected damages.

186

The damage component of a reduced-form IAM is composed of damage functions that

187

monetize climate change effects, with functional forms and calibrations that are in some way

188

derived from and calibrated to more detailed climate change impacts and damage analyses, other

189

parameters (e.g., economic elasticities), and a modeler’s judgment (see Table 5-2, above). SC-

190

IAM damage functions are thus constrained by the available literature, and they typically need to

191

extrapolate beyond the relationships characterized in the detailed supporting analyses, for

192

instance, beyond the warming levels evaluated or locations studied.
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The scientific literature has produced studies of damages and impacts using physical
process models, structural economic models, and empirical models.

195
196



Physical process models describe the dynamics of a physical process to identify a

197

climate-change-induced physical impact and evaluate its implications: for example,

198

crop models assess the impact of temperature, precipitation, carbon dioxide

199

concentrations, and other drivers on plant productivity.

200



Structural economic models describe the structure and dynamics of economic

201

decisions and markets to evaluate the net economic implications of climate-induced

202

physical changes: for example, they can assess the economic consequences of

203

climate-related changes in the productivity of land or the labor force, as well as the

204

demand for heating or cooling.

205



Empirical models estimate statistical relationships between weather (short-run) or

206

climatic (long-run) variables and human or ecological responses from historical data:

207

for example, they are used to estimate dose-response functions between exposure to

208

temperature and mortality.4

209
210

The literature includes impact and damage research that varies in scope. It includes

211

studies of individual and multiple sectors, studies at local, national, and global geographic scales,

212

studies using higher and lower spatial resolution, studies that model different processes and
4

Early empirical work largely relied on cross-sectional techniques (i.e., comparing the relationship between
climate and outcomes across space, potentially capturing other factors that lead to spatial variability). The most
recent empirical literature has employed methodological insights from the causal inference literature, which has
resulted in numerous estimates for a number of sectors that actually reflect causal relationships between
weather/climate and economically relevant variables, represent populations of interest in damage function
calibration, incorporate non-linearities, and empirically reflect historical forms of adaptation.
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interactions, and studies that focus on market and non-market damages. The differences in

214

methodologies and in scope create challenges for users trying to synthesize understanding of

215

impacts or damages. For instance, structural and empirical methods are fundamentally different

216

from one another and, as a consequence, they produce results that may not be directly

217

comparable. These comparability and scope issues need to be addressed in some way when

218

developing damage functions.

219

As discussed above, each of the current SC-IAM damage components has some direct or

220

indirect link to the damages literature of the 1990s and early 2000s. The literature has, however,

221

evolved substantially since then. This more recent literature yields economic estimates that could

222

be integrated into SC-CO2 modeling in the near term. The research community has also initiated

223

activities that will yield useful impacts and damages information in the longer term. These

224

activities are important to monitor and are discussed in the context of our proposals for the

225

longer term, in the final section of this chapter.

226

Table 5-3 lists a number of studies that could be used as resources for a near-term update

227

to individual SC-IAM damage formulations and the damage module as a whole. This table is not

228

comprehensive, and this section does not review and assess the literature; the time frame for this

229

report did not allow for such an activity. This newer literature needs to be considered and, to the

230

extent possible, incorporated in the near-term update.

231

Since the studies that are used to calibrate the SC-IAMs were conducted, there has been

232

significant progress in research into both market and non-market damages, and in methods using

233

both empirical and structural models. In the future, the calibration of damage functions needs to

234

be compared to point estimates from newer literature as either validation of or justification for

235

updates; and, where possible, assessment of the damage calibration using hindcasting and
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comparisons to empirical studies will be valuable. Going forward, there are necessary and

237

complementary roles for both empirical and structural modeling.5

238
239

TABLE 5-3 Selected List of Climate Damages Literature for a Near-Term Update
Impacts

Regions

Health, infrastructure, electricity,
water resources, agriculture and
forestry, ecosystems

United States

References and Sources of
Information
Waldhoff et al. (2015), Marten et al.
(2013)

Agriculture, energy, river floods,
forest fires, transport infrastructure,
coastal areas, tourism, human health,
habitat suitability
Agriculture, labor productivity,
mortality, property and violent
crime, energy demand, coastal
storms and inundation
Heat extremes and health,
agriculture and land use,
tropical cyclones, sea level rise,
drought and conflict

Europe

www2.epa.gov/cira
[December 2016]
Ciscar et al. (2011, 2014)

United States

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/peseta
[January 2017]
Houser et al. (2015)

Sea level rise, agricultural
productivity, heat effects on labor
productivity, human health, tourism
flows and households' energy
demand
Sea-level, agriculture, and energy
demand
Agriculture

Global

Roson and Sartori (2010, 2016)

Global

Bosello et al. (2012)

Global

Coastal damages
Energy demand

Global
Global

Energy supply

Global

Water

Global

Ecosystem services

Global

Empirical adaptation response

Regional, multiple sectors
(agriculture, energy, mortality)

Reilly et al. (2007), Kyle et al.
(2014), Nelson et al. (2014)
Diaz (2016)
Isaac and van Vuuren (2009), Mima
and Criqui (2009), Labriet et al.
(2013), Zhou et al. (2013)
Mima and Criqui (2009), Labreit et
al. (2013), Kyle et al. (2014)
Hanasaki et al. (2013), Hejazi et al.
(2014), Schlosser et al. (2014), Kim
et al. (2016)
http://www.naturalcapitalproject.org
/invest/
[December 2016]
Auffhammer, 2012, Barreca et al.
2016, Hsiang and Narita, 2012;

Global
https://chsp.ucar.edu/brace
[December 2016]

5

Information obtained through a focused literature review performed for the committee by Frances Moore
(University of California, Davis) and Delavane Diaz (Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).
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Hsiang and Jina, 2014, Butler and
Huybers, 2013

240
241

NEAR-TERM IMPROVEMENTS IN SC-CO2 DAMAGE ESTIMATION

242
243

In the near term, the IWG has two options for developing the damages module of an

244

integrated SC-CO2 estimation framework: an improved damage component of a single SC-IAM

245

(or another reduced-form IAM) or improved damage components from multiple SC-IAMs (or

246

other reduced-form IAMs). While the committee does not recommend a specific path for the

247

IWG, it recommends a set of steps for any damage component and module used in a near-term

248

update of the SC-CO2 estimates.

249
250

RECOMMENDATION 5-1 In the near term, the Interagency Working Group

251

should develop a damages module using elements from the current SC-IAM damage

252

components and scientific literature. The damages module should meet the

253

committee’s overall criteria for scientific basis, transparency, and uncertainty

254

characterization (see Recommendation 2-2, in Chapter 2) and include the following

255

four additional improvements:

256

1. Individual sectoral damage functions should be updated as feasible.

257

2. Damage function calibrations should be transparently and quantitatively

258
259
260

characterized.
3. If multiple damage formulations are used, they should recognize any
correlations between formulations.
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4. A summary should be provided of disaggregated (incremental and total) damage

262

projections underlying SC-CO2 calculations, including how they scale with

263

temperature, income, and population.

264
265
266

These improvements are discussed in the four sections below.
In the near term, the IWG will need to choose which damage formulations to include in

267

the damages module. Whether the IWG includes multiple formulations or only a single one, the

268

damage formulations need to be consistent with the recent literature. The IWG’s choice in this

269

matter has implications for the level of disaggregation required from the socioeconomic and

270

climate modules in the near term. It is important to differentiate between the spatial and temporal

271

level of aggregation in input data used in calibration of the damage formulation(s) and the level

272

of aggregation represented in an SC-IAM. Calibration of damage formulations may be done

273

using data at a higher resolution than represented in the IAM. The two previous chapters offer

274

guidance on how disaggregation across regions (and sectors) could be accomplished in the near

275

term; early coordination of disaggregation choices in the damages module with the

276

socioeconomic and climate modules will be important for smooth implementation of the

277

committee’s recommended modular approach. However, there is no ideal disaggregation level,

278

as there are many factors to consider and trade-offs with high and low resolution (See the

279

disaggregation section below for additional discussion.) In addition, documentation for each

280

damage formulation—its implementation (i.e., how it is run and how uncertainty is modeled),

281

and aggregation across formulations—needs to be provided with sufficient detail and

282

justification for the scientific community to understand and assess the modeling.
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Below, guidance is provided for a near-term revision by discussing each of the four

284

points in Recommendation 5-1 above. In addition, Appendix G presents model-specific

285

improvements for each of the SC-IAM damage formulations that could be pursued during a near-

286

term update if the IWG wished to continue with some elements of one or more of the SC-IAMs.

287

The IWG may also wish to consider additional damage formulations that have been published in

288

the peer-reviewed literature (e.g., Roson and van der Mensbrugghe, 2012). Any alternative

289

formulations, their implementation, and potential multi-model integration would also need to be

290

evaluated applying the criteria in Recommendations 2-2 (in Chapter 2) and 5-1 (above).

291
292

Updating Individual Sectoral Damage Functions

293
294

As discussed above, research on climate damages has advanced beyond the studies

295

underlying the current SC-IAM damage components. A newer and substantial body of additional

296

empirical and structural modelling literature is now available. The literature on agriculture,

297

mortality, coastal damages, and energy demand provide immediate opportunities to update the

298

SC-IAMs. For example, Moore et al. (2016) provide a possible blueprint for how to achieve this

299

for FUND. Points of departure in terms of resources that could be used for updating damage

300

components include the studies listed in Table 5-3 (above), the empirical studies reviewed in

301

sources, such as Dell et al. (2014) and Carleton and Hsiang (2016), and other individual peer-

302

reviewed papers with economic damage estimates (based on either structural economic models

303

or empirical estimates).

304
305

A key challenge as noted above will be to determine how to use economic damage results
from different methods that are not fully comparable. Although many studies do not follow the
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causal chain all the way to monetized welfare losses and are not global in extent, they still may

307

be used for assessing the calibration of biophysical impacts and damages in particular regions.

308

The comparisons need to be conducted with awareness of the different ways in which the studies

309

account for adaptation. There have been significant improvements in understanding and

310

measurement of adaptive responses for some sectors in empirical and structural modeling, which

311

could be considered in some way in a near-term update. Table 5-3 (above) illustrates that

312

agriculture, energy, mortality, and coastal damages provide some of the most immediate

313

opportunities for updates, with both empirical (last row of Table 5-3) and structural modeling

314

analyses (various rows).

315

Damage Function Calibrations

316
317

The damage formulations currently used in the SC-IAMs are not clearly and adequately

318

justified with regard to how they are parameterized and calibrated and how particular sectors and

319

regions contribute to the overall results. This inadequacy stems from the incomplete

320

documentation of the individual SC-IAMs. DICE and FUND do provide some documentation for

321

the parameterization and calibration of their models, but the accounting of how sectors and

322

regions contribute to the damage function is not transparent. It is not possible to understand with

323

great confidence the actual damage function calibrations and the magnitude of the sectoral

324

contributions, even after investigating different versions of the model code, documentation, and

325

related papers. In addition, PAGE does not provide a detailed description and scientific

326

justification of how its damage component is parameterized.

327
328

Going forward, any damage component used in the calculation of the SC-CO2 needs to
provide a clear accounting of the calibration of the damage functions. Such documentation will
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significantly improve scientific rationale and transparency and allow for improved scientific

330

assessment. For DICE 2010, for example, adequate documentation would mean a clear

331

description of the calibration of the global sea level rise and non-sea level rise damage functions,

332

as well as details regarding any underlying calibrations at the sector and regional levels. For

333

FUND and PAGE, adequate documentation would entail a clear description of the calibration of

334

the region-sector damage functions. This description will likely require input from the modelers

335

themselves. If the damage functions are updated as detailed in the preceding section, the

336

calibration of these updated functions would need to be documented.

337
338

Combining Multiple Damage Formulations

339
340

The IWG has pooled the results of three SC-IAMs to estimate the SC-CO2. Pooling

341

results of multiple SC-IAMs is a method to incorporate structural uncertainty, as each model

342

provides an alternative representation of how damages depend on climate change and other

343

factors. However, when aggregating across models, it is important to consider the degree of

344

dependence of the estimates across models: see Box 5-1. If the models are independent,

345

aggregation of the results provides more information than any single model, but if the models are

346

dependent, combining results may provide little additional information. Moreover, analysts

347

might mistakenly underestimate the degree of uncertainty about the SC-CO2 if they combine

348

results of dependent models on the assumption that the models are independent.

349
350
351
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BOX 5-1
Model Dependence and Structural Uncertainty

The IWG characterized uncertainty about the SC-CO2 estimates by producing a
frequency distribution using Monte Carlo analysis of each of the three SC-IAMs and then
aggregating across the models using equal weights. Specifically, for each of the three discount
rates it considered, the IWG produced a frequency distribution of 50,000 realizations from
each model (stratifying across the five socioeconomic scenarios and drawing randomly from
the probability distributions for equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) and model-specific
distributions for other parameters) and then pooled these realizations, yielding a frequency
distribution of 150,000 realizations.
To understand how lack of independence among models affects the representation of
structural uncertainty, consider each realization in the Monte Carlo analysis using a single SCIAM as an estimate of the SC-CO2 equal to the true value plus an error term. The multiple
realizations of a model obtained by taking random draws from the probability distributions of
ECS and other inputs yields a distribution of SC-CO2 estimates, conditional on the model
structure and the values of the input parameters that are held constant. The mean of this
distribution provides a central estimate of the SC-CO2, and the variance provides an estimate
of uncertainty. If the model-specific error distribution has a mean of zero, the mean of the
realized estimates is by definition an unbiased estimate of the SC-CO2.
Similarly, the frequency distributions obtained by Monte Carlo analyses of the other
models yield model-specific distributions of the estimated SC-CO2. If the error distributions of
the other models have means of zero, these models also provide unbiased estimates. If the
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errors are independent across models, then, conditional on inputs that are held fixed across
models (e.g., ECS and socioeconomic scenario), the estimates of SC-CO2 from the different
models are independent. Pooling estimates from multiple models yields multiple estimates that
differ at least in part because of structural uncertainty that is represented by the alternative
models.
If the model-specific errors of two or more models are positively correlated, however,
pooling estimates across these models yields less variation in the estimates than if the errors
are independent. In the extreme case, if the model-specific errors of all the models were
perfectly correlated, then pooling their estimates would yield the same distribution as would
the use of any one of the models alone. If the model-specific error distributions all have means
of zero, the resulting estimates remain unbiased, but lack of independence among the models
implies that the distribution obtained by pooling model results captures less structural
uncertainty than if the models were independent.
352
353

If the extent of dependence among the models is known, one can estimate the extent to

354

which the structural uncertainty that is captured is reduced, in comparison with a case in which

355

the models are independent. Specifically, one can estimate the number of independent models

356

that would yield an output distribution with a similar spread (Clemen and Winkler, 1985). It is

357

difficult, however, to appropriately characterize the dependence among models. Damage

358

components of all of the SC-IAMs draw on a common literature, yet they use very different

359

functional forms, which contribute to the differences in damages displayed in Figure 5-2 (above).

360

In addition, some of the damage components draw on results of the damage components of

361

current or previous versions of the SC-IAMs (see Table 5-2, above). The use of a common
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literature is appropriate; it is desirable that models be based on the best available scientific

363

evidence, and a model that ignored relevant parts of the literature could be improved by

364

including those parts. The reliance on damage components of other SC-IAMs is more

365

problematic. This reliance induces dependence among the models that affects the extent to which

366

structural uncertainty is captured by using multiple models. This dependence needs to be

367

recognized when aggregating the model outputs, but it is not clear how to characterize the

368

dependence and quantify its effect on the representation of structural uncertainty.

369

Whether the models are independent or not does not affect the interpretation of the

370

central value of the distribution of SC-CO2 estimates obtained by pooling results across the

371

models. If each of the models is judged to be unbiased (in the statistical sense of not

372

systematically overestimating or underestimating damages), then each model provides an

373

unbiased estimate of damages. In this case, the average of their results is also unbiased. The

374

degree of independence affects the spread of the results but not the central value.

375
376

Disaggregated Summaries of Incremental and Total Damage Projections

377
378

Going forward, the IWG needs to make intermediate and disaggregated damage

379

projections for both incremental and total damages available. This would include model-specific

380

undiscounted damages over time, regions, and sectors, as well as a characterization of the

381

uncertainty in results. This will improve the transparency and credibility of the individual

382

damage formulations. Given the large potential volume of data, the IWG could provide a

383

representative, summary characterization of the disaggregated damages underlying the SC-CO2

384

estimates. In addition, the IWG could provide the dataset of intermediate and disaggregated
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results to the public. See Rose et al. (2014b) for the kind of results the committee suggests be

386

provided in the near term. Two examples are displayed in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 above.

387

A DAMAGE MODULE FOR THE LONGER TERM

388
389
390

This section offers a set of desirable characteristics of a damage module that the

391

committee believes can be developed in the longer term, given current scientific understanding.

392

The committee believes that work on such a module could commence immediately and proceed

393

in parallel with implementation of the committee’s near-term recommendation, discussed in the

394

preceding Section.

395
396

RECOMMENDATION 5-2 In the longer term, the Interagency Working Group

397

should develop a damages module that meets the overall criteria for scientific basis,

398

transparency, and uncertainty characterization (see Recommendation 2-2, in

399

Chapter 2) and has the following five features:

400

1. It should disaggregate market and non-market climate damages by region and

401

sector, with results that are presented in both monetary and natural units and

402

that are consistent with empirical and structural economic studies of sectoral

403

impacts and damages.

404
405

2. It should include representation of important interactions and spillovers among
regions and sectors, as well as feedbacks to other modules.
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3. It should explicitly recognize and consider damages that affect welfare either

407

directly or through changes to consumption, capital stocks (physical, human,

408

natural), or through other channels.

409
410
411
412

4. It should include representation of adaptation to climate change and the costs of
adaptation.
5. It should include representation of nongradual damages, such as those
associated with critical climatic or socioeconomic thresholds.

413
414

Developing a damage module with these characteristics would represent a major advance in

415

understanding the monetary impacts of climate change. In the rest of this section the committee

416

discusses in more detail each of the five features.

417
418

Disaggregation of Climate Damages by Region and Sector

419
420

Regional and sectoral damage resolution is needed for transparency and to connect

421

estimates to the literature on impacts and damages. However, a priori, there is no ideal

422

disaggregation level. There are a number of factors to consider in determining an appropriate

423

level of disaggregation, including the timescale over which damages are projected and whether

424

the disaggregation is needed for the implementation or calibration of a damages module. In

425

many cases, the level of disaggregation will be determined by the findings available from the

426

literature on impacts and damages and the resolution of economic statistics, computational

427

constraints, and the possible tradeoffs between capturing heterogeneity in climate risks (due to

428

differences in markets, technology, policies, cultures, and physical systems) and feedbacks

429

between affected groups and locations. In addition, the SC-CO2 context matters. For instance,
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SC-CO2 modeling does not need to have the same spatial and temporal resolution as desired for

431

adaptation planning by a local (e.g., city) decision maker as it would for a national-level decision

432

maker.

433

Damages could be incorporated in an IAM in one of three ways: (1) using a global

434

reduced-form damage module that is calibrated to spatially and sectorally disaggregated damage

435

formulations, (2) using a damage module that includes spatially and sectorally explicit modeling

436

of relevant processes, or (3) using a directly calibrated and estimated global damage module.

437

DICE 2007 and earlier versions took the first approach, attempting to calibrate a global damage

438

function based on regional and sectoral damage functions that were calibrated to sectoral studies

439

and a reinterpretation of expert elicitation results regarding the possibility of climate-linked

440

economic “catastrophes” (Nordhaus, 1994a; Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000). FUND takes the

441

second approach, with individual reduced-form damage functions for a range of sectors and

442

impact types: agriculture, forestry, water resources and energy consumption, costs of protection

443

against sea level rise, willingness to pay to avoid ecosystem loss, diarrhea, vector-borne diseases,

444

cardiovascular disease, and tropical and extratropical storm damage (Anthoff and Tol, 2014).

445

Though some more complex IAMs incorporate detailed representations of specific damage

446

pathways (e.g., for energy demand), no IAM attempts to be both detailed and comprehensive.

447

DICE 2013R (Nordhaus, 2014) took the third approach: it attempted to estimate a total global

448

damage function directly, without a disaggregated calibration. It was based on an interpretation

449

of a meta-analysis of past global damage estimates (Tol, 2009).

450

A total-damage approach might also be taken based on structured expert elicitation

451

(Nordhaus, 1994a; Pindyck, 2015; Howard and Sylvan, 2016). However, the committee does not

452

recommend an approach based on top-down estimation of a total global damage function
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because it lacks traceability to damage pathways, may not have a strong scientific rationale, or

454

may not address nonmarket damages (e.g., Dell et al., 2012; Burke et al., 2016). More specific

455

peer-reviewed structured expert elicitation studies that address hard-to-quantify damage

456

categories may be useful in helping to calibrate a damage function to quantitative studies that

457

examine specific impacts.
Structural economic and empirical models, such as those listed in Table 5-3 (above),

458
459

provide the main resource for calibrating damage formulations. Due to the detailed

460

representation of the weather and climate links to impacts, using either structural economic or

461

empirical models to project future changes requires a high level of spatial and temporal detail in

462

climate and, possibly, in socioeconomic projections, comparable to the level of detail in the past

463

observations with which they are being compared. This level of detail need not necessarily be

464

provided by the climate module of a SC-IAM; however, results from detailed structural

465

economic or empirical models could be used to calibrate relatively simple reduced-form models

466

that require only relatively coarse spatial and temporal detail (as is the case in the current SC-

467

IAMs).

468

Climate damages do not arise directly from physical climate variables, such as

469

temperature or precipitation. They arise through biophysical or social pathways: agricultural

470

damages arise because temperature and precipitation influence crop yields; labor productivity

471

damages arise because temperatures and humidity affect the quantity and quality of work; and

472

health and longevity are lost because of changes in heat stress and disease. Some physical

473

climate impacts are of potentially great socioeconomic importance, but challenging to translate

474

into dollars: for example, changes in the risk of civil conflict, human migration, or global

475

biodiversity.
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Climate damages can occur through a variety of pathways, some quantifiable, some

477

identifiable but hard to quantify, and some unknown. In principle, the SC-CO2 estimates are

478

intended to represent total economic damages, and thus they are the aggregate over all three

479

types of pathways. However, these types of pathways are successively more difficult to estimate.

480

In order to provide a satisfactory degree of transparency, it is desirable for the damages

481

module to report impacts in physical units when possible, such as crop yield changes, mortality,

482

or species effects. These natural-unit measures are more straightforward to compare to the

483

impact literature and require fewer intermediary assumptions to estimate than their monetized

484

counterparts. Moreover, reporting physical units for impacts that cannot be monetized allows for

485

their inclusion in regulatory impact analyses, which is consistent with regulatory guidance.6

486
487

Representation of Important Interactions and Spillovers among Regions and Sectors

488
489

Most of the structural and empirical studies that can be used to calibrate a damage

490

function focus on a single type of impact or on the direct effect of climate change on regions in

491

isolation. There is an emerging literature that also incorporates interactions among regions and

492

impacts (e.g., Reilly et al., 2007; Warren, 2011; Diffenbaugh et al., 2012; Taheripour et al.,2013;

493

Baldos and Hertel, 2014; Grogan et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2016; Zaveri et al., 2016). For

494

example, given global markets, migration, and other factors, effects of a crop failure in India will

495

also have impacts in other countries, and reductions in water availability in one region will have

496

impacts across many regions and sectors.

6

For example, OMB Circular A-4 notes that “Even when a benefit or cost cannot be expressed in monetary
units, [an agency] should still try to measure it in terms of its physical units.”
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One set of interactions occurs through market mechanisms, such as trade. For example,

498

the economic impacts of climate change on crop yield in one region will depend in part on the

499

changes in crop yields in other regions. These interactions can be captured by multisectoral,

500

multiregional economic computable general equilibrium (CGE) models. Models of global

501

agriculture and forestry impacts have been developed over more than two decades (e.g., Reilly et

502

al., 1994; Sohngen et al., 2001; Reilly et al., 2007; Roson and van der Mensbrugghe, 2012;

503

Nelson et al., 2014).

504

Impacts can also interact with each other, and with mitigation policy, through their

505

effects on competition for resources, such as water and land. The relationship between

506

temperature exposure and crop yields depends strongly on whether crops are irrigated (

507

Schlenker and Roberts, 2009; Houser et al., 2015); the ability to irrigate will in turn depend on

508

impacts on water resources.

509

Some impacts may partially represent adaptations to other impacts; care needs to be taken

510

to avoid double counting. For example, increased demand for space cooling is the major driver

511

of the increased energy costs associated with higher temperatures (e.g., Auffhammer and

512

Mansur, 2014). Yet the widespread adoption of air conditioning significantly reduces the effect

513

of temperature on mortality (Barreca et al., 2013). Similarly, the sensitivity of labor supply to

514

temperature depends to a large extent on whether workers are protected from outdoor

515

temperatures (Graff Zivin and Neidell, 2014). Thus, increases in the impact of energy demand

516

impact may be offset by decreases in other impacts.

517

In the SC-IAMs, damages to ecosystems are most often valued using contingent

518

valuation estimates of existence value or direct ecosystem services (e.g., Anthoff and Tol, 2014;

519

Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000). It is important, however, to note that damages to ecosystems may
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amplify other impacts. For instance, vegetation affects hydrology (e.g., Davie et al., 2013). As

521

another example, about one-third of global agricultural production depends on animal pollination

522

(Klein et al., 2007), so the loss of diverse animal pollinators as a result of climate-driven

523

ecosystem stress could aggravate impacts of climate change on agriculture. Similarly, reductions

524

in biodiversity can promote the spread of vector-borne diseases (LoGiudice et al., 2003), which

525

is also influenced by climate (e.g., Altizer et al., 2013; Caminade et al., 2014). For the damages

526

module in general, hindcasting and empirical calibration of models will be important tools for

527

assessing the future representation of interactions and feedbacks.

528
529

Recognition and Consideration of Damages that Directly or Indirectly Affect Welfare

530
531

The individual sectoral impact functions available for inclusion in a damages module are

532

estimated using a range of methods, as discussed above (see, especially, Table 5-3). Many are

533

based on structural economic models of a sector or specific climate effect. A growing number of

534

them derive empirical estimates by applying econometric methods to historical data, and some

535

are processed through economic or integrated assessment models that may include various

536

interactions among sectors or regions. There are differences in the information produced by these

537

methods. In addition, there are important differences in the assumptions required to quantify

538

different categories of climate change impacts. As a consequence, clarity regarding the

539

underpinnings of the damage estimate requires transparency about the components of the

540

estimate.

541
542

One important distinction is among damages that affect human consumption, those that
affect capital stocks, and those that affect welfare in ways that are not mediated through markets.
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One output generated by many of the procedures underlying damage functions is an estimate of

544

the net change in aggregate macroeconomic consumption of goods and services that are priced in

545

markets. This measure of welfare is clear and flows directly into the discounting procedure and

546

the SC-CO2 estimate (see Figure 2-1, in Chapter 2). However, climate change does not always

547

affect consumption directly, and may affect the level or productivity of capital stocks (physical,

548

human, and environmental). Consumption effects are a downstream consequence of changes in

549

input and output markets.

550

Impacts that harm capital stocks, the most well studied of which are the impacts of

551

increased coastal flooding that affects durable infrastructure, will increase the demand for new

552

investment. In the case of coastal flooding for example, this demand may divert investment from

553

high-productivity activities to post-flood reconstruction and replacement of lost infrastructure.

554

Using a CGE model, Bosello and colleagues (2007) found that the indirect costs of sea level rise,

555

mediated by land loss or the capital market effects of protective investments, are comparable in

556

scale to the direct effects. Using a CGE model, Houser and colleagues (2015) found that the

557

long-term growth impacts of capital destruction caused by coastal storms on the United States as

558

a whole were several times larger than the initial cost.

559

Effects on a particular type of capital stock will affect production input choices and

560

markets, as well as output. For instance, Reilly and colleagues (2007) find that the

561

macroeconomic effects of climate change are significantly smaller than the climate productivity

562

shocks to land due to adaptation through markets, with changes in inputs, production, and

563

international trade. Some of the effects of impacts on capital stocks may be captured in the

564

functions estimating monetized consumption, but not necessarily all of them. There will be

565

feedbacks and interactions among sectors that the available research does not yet capture.
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Therefore, to the extent possible, it will be important to take account of these capital stock effects

567

as input to improved estimates of consumption and for possible consideration of feedbacks in

568

sectoral interactions. In the longer term, incorporating these feedbacks to the socioeconomic

569

module, discussed in Chapter 3, is of key importance.

570

Another potentially important welfare consequence of climate change is the loss of goods

571

and services that are not traded in markets and so cannot be valued using market prices:

572

examples include loss of cultural heritage, historical monuments, and favored landscapes; loss of

573

charismatic and other species; violence; and forced migration. If kept in natural units, the

574

distinction between estimates of these effects and those based on market prices will be

575

transparent. However, some impacts may be treated as substitutable for consumption of market

576

goods, and these effects may be converted into monetary terms using willingness to pay or other

577

simulated market concepts. These nonmarket effects are an important consequence of climate

578

change and need to be quantified in monetary terms to the extent possible. Because the

579

assumptions underlying these estimates are fundamentally different from the assumptions that

580

underlie procedures based on market prices, their role in any damage total needs to be made

581

transparent.

582
583

Representing Adaptation to Climate Change and the Costs of Adaptation

584
585

Households, communities, and societies will each take action autonomously to reduce the

586

welfare losses of a changing climate, and policy makers will also direct investment to adaptation.

587

Understanding the effectiveness of such measures, and their cost, is part of understanding the

588

SC-CO2. For example, estimates of the costs of morbidity and mortality from extreme heat
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events will be overstated if they ignore greater use of air conditioning, but the overall damages

590

must also include the cost of the greater use of air conditioning. In principle, the loss from the

591

effect of a change in climate on some activity is the cost of adaptation measures plus the residual

592

loss with the adaptation in place. In practice, such calculations can be analytically difficult.

593

The SC-IAM damage functions, and those in many other climate effects studies,

594

represent climate damage as a function of global and regional mean temperature. However,

595

climate change damages are often the effect of extreme events (e.g., a heat wave, storm, drought,

596

or flood) involving other regional climate variables. Understanding of socioeconomic and

597

ecological responses to these extreme events is limited, particularly at the relevant spatial scale,

598

as is understanding of the relation of the change in these extremes to a projected change in global

599

average temperature. This complexity creates difficulty not just for constructing estimates of

600

climate damage, it also is a problem for the individuals and firms whose adaptation response is

601

being modeled. Moreover, decision makers at all levels may have difficulty distinguishing

602

between climate change and unforced weather variability, and their understanding may be further

603

challenged by their own experiences and highly uncertain or conflicting projections from

604

experts. As a result, they may take actions that are suboptimally early or late.

605

In spite of these complexities, it is important when constructing a new climate damage

606

module to favor those damage estimates that take account of both adaptation (in order to avoid

607

SC-CO2 estimates that overstate potential future economic loss) and the costs of adaption.

608

Calculation of these effects in some sectors is straightforward (e.g., changes in heating or

609

cooling), yet they may be more complex as the adaptation response spills over into other sectors

610

(e.g., the simultaneous effects of changes on heating or cooling on both health and energy

611

consumption). Some structural economic models of climate impacts are well suited to consider
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the adaptation response. Based on historical experience, empirical models are likely to capture

613

the adaptation that has occurred in the sector or location studied, but they will have a harder time

614

extracting the adaptation response and its costs that are relevant to future, long-term changes that

615

are not present in historical datasets. Advances in methods to consider adaptation responses may

616

allow quantification of the costs of adaptation for a number of important sectors (e.g.,

617

agriculture, mortality) (e.g., Auffhammer and Aroonruengsawat, 2012; Butler and Huybers,

618

2013).

619

In contrast with process models, structural economic models can endogenously model

620

future adaptation possibilities and their costs through changing markets (e.g., Reilly et al., 2007).

621

Managed (e.g., policy-driven) and autonomous (e.g., market-driven) adaptation responses can be

622

assessed in such a framework. Evaluation of the adequacy of damage estimates in capturing

623

changes in vulnerability and success in adaptation would be a separate task for each damage

624

function. Evaluation of overall performance would be limited to a rough assessment of the

625

fraction of estimated damage for which explicit consideration of adaptation has been possible.

626
627

Representation of Nongradual Damages

628
629

The Earth system has the capacity to exhibit “abrupt,” nonlinear shifts between states.

630

Various terms are used to describe these discontinuous system dynamics: abrupt changes, critical

631

thresholds, regime shifts, tipping points, surprises, discontinuities, and catastrophic events. This

632

imprecise and inconsistent terminology complicates discussions of how these complex

633

phenomena can be incorporated in damage estimates.
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Potential “climatic tipping elements” that could exhibit such discontinuous dynamics

635

include the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC), monsoonal circulation patterns,

636

sea ice, polar ice sheets, permafrost carbon, marine methane hydrates, and the Amazon rainforest

637

(Alley, 2003; Lenton et al., 2008; National Research Council, 2013; Kopp et al., 2016b). Gradual

638

changes in the physical climate may drive these tipping elements over a threshold, producing a

639

new equilibrium state—such as one in which an ice sheet is dramatically smaller than today or

640

the Amazon rainforest is a savannah, for example.

641

Outcomes with high consequences, even if they are unlikely, have the potential to

642

dominate expected welfare changes (e.g., Weitzman et al., 2011); their omission could affect

643

estimates of the SC-CO2. While difficult to estimate, the value of reducing the probability of

644

high consequence events due to climate change could be quite large.

645

Many researchers point out that the SC-IAM damage functions fail to capture the risk of

646

uncertain Earth system dynamics in an explicit or credible manner (Hitz and Smith, 2004;

647

Warren et al., 2006; Kopp et al., 2013; Deschenes, 2014; Howard, 2014; Li et al., 2014; Revesz

648

et al., 2014; Sussman et al., 2014;). Although the existence of these risks is supported by the

649

geologic record (e.g., National Research Council, 2013) and in some cases by Earth system

650

models (e.g., Drijfhout et al., 2015), the governing dynamics and thresholds are generally not

651

well understood or quantified due to insufficient data and the limitations of process models. In

652

addition, nongradual damages may arise from critical thresholds in socioeconomic systems as

653

well as in natural systems. For example, by increasing the probability of civil conflict (Hsiang et

654

al., 2013), gradual climate change could tip countries into a conflict-development trap, that is, is

655

a self-reinforcing cycle in which civil conflict leads to slow or negative economic growth, and

656

low economic development increases the risk of civil conflict (Collier et al., 2003).
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The IWG needs to evaluate the state of knowledge and understanding of critical

658

thresholds in climatic and climatically influenced socioeconomic tipping elements, as well as

659

their likelihoods and consequences. It also needs to consider approaches for incorporating critical

660

thresholds that can be appropriately quantified into the damage module. For example, Kopp and

661

colleagues (2016b) propose an approach that includes using critical threshold scenarios in

662

physical and empirical models to assess the potential impacts of crossing critical thresholds,

663

together with structured expert elicitation to assess the probability of crossing those thresholds. A

664

research program on critical thresholds, as well as on physical and economic modeling

665

frameworks that incorporate them, would improve the capacity to integrate them into the SC-

666

CO2 estimation framework. Such a program is particularly needed because it is currently

667

unknown whether there are critical thresholds whose crossing would lead to significant damages,

668

including potential effects on economic growth that could also affect SC-CO2 discounting (see

669

Chapter 6).

670
671

CONCLUSION 5-1 An expansion of research on climate damage estimation is

672

needed and would improve the reliability of estimates of the SC-CO2.

673
674

1. In the near term, initial steps that could be undertaken include:

675
676

a. a comprehensive review of the literature on climate impacts and

677

damage estimation, the evaluation of adaptation responses, and

678

regional and sectoral interactions, as well as feedbacks among the

679

damage, socioeconomic, and climate modules; and
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b. a comparison of methods for estimating damages, including

681

characterizations of their differences, synergies, uncertainties, and

682

treatment of adaptation.

683
684
685

2. In the medium to long term, several research priorities could yield particular
benefits for SC-CO2 estimation:

686
687

a. physical, structural economic, and empirical estimation of climate impact

688

relationships for regions and sectors not currently covered in the peer-

689

reviewed literature;

690

b. structural and empirical studies of the efficacy and costs of adaptation;

691

c. calibration of damage functions using empirical and structural models

692

operating at sufficiently high temporal and spatial resolution to capture

693

relevant dynamics;

694
695
696

d. the development of systematic frameworks for translating estimates of
impacts into welfare costs; and
e. empirical observation-based and structural modeling studies of

697

interregional and intersectoral interactions of impacts, as well as of

698

feedbacks among damages, socioeconomic factors, and emissions.

699
700

3. In the long term, research priorities that could yield particular benefits for

701

SC-CO2 estimation would include omitted critical thresholds in natural and

702

socioeconomic systems:

703
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a. development of simple Earth system model or full complexity Earth

705

system model scenarios in which potential critical thresholds of

706

tipping elements (e.g., Atlantic meridional overturning circulation,

707

monsoonal circulation patterns, sea ice, polar ice sheets) are crossed,

708

and the use of the physical changes in these scenarios to drive models

709

that assess impacts and damages;

710

b. empirical observation-based and structural modeling studies of the

711

potential for climate change to drive the crossing of critical thresholds

712

in socioeconomic systems and of their ensuing damages; and

713

c. expert elicitation studies of the likelihood of different tipping element

714

scenarios, in order to allow tipping elements and their critical

715

thresholds to be represented probabilistically in the SC-CO2

716

framework.

717
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1

6

2

Discounting Module

3
4

Discounting is the process by which costs and benefits spread over current and

5

future years can be compared in order to establish whether a particular choice leads to an

6

overall net benefit. The discount rate refers to the reduction (“discount”) in value each

7

year as a future cost or benefit is adjusted for comparison with a current cost or benefit.

8

This chapter first discusses the IWG’s approach to discounting in the context of both

9

broader government guidance and the academic literature on discounting, particularly

10

regarding uncertainty about future economic growth. The second section looks broadly

11

at approaches to discounting. The next two sections elaborate on likely correlations

12

among climate damages, economic growth, and the appropriate discount rate and the idea

13

that such correlations could be explicitly modeled in the SC-CO2 estimation. The final

14

section considers other discounting issues. Throughout the chapter, guidance is offered

15

on future SC-CO2 updates by providing examples of how they could be implemented and,

16

more generally, how uncertainty about the discount rate could be handled.

17
18
19

IMPORTANCE OF DISCOUNT RATE ASSUMPTION FOR THE SC-CO2
ESTIMATES

20
21

The discount rate plays an important role in estimating the SC-CO2 because the

22

impacts of today’s CO2 emissions persist and accumulate far into the future. The value
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23

today of avoiding those impacts depends heavily on how much society discounts those

24

future impacts: small differences in the discount rate can have large impacts on the

25

estimated SC-CO2. This effect is highlighted in Table 1-1 (in Chapter 1), which shows

26

the IWG estimated SC-CO2 for discount rates of 2.5, 3.0, and 5.0 percent. The ratio of

27

SC-CO2 estimates based on 2.5 percent compared with 5 percent is a factor of up to five-

28

fold (i.e., $10 versus $50 in 2010).

29

The underlying temporal trend of future discount factors and damages can be seen

30

in Figure 6-1. This figure shows the committee’s calculated patterns over time of

31

discounting and of damages associated with three discount rates and one example of a

32

damage scenario from an integrated assessment model (discussed in detail below). It is

33

important to note that the scale is logarithmic. The top line shows the time profile of

34

damages from a single ton of CO2 emitted in 2015. The undiscounted damages rise from

35

roughly 10 cents in 2015 to more than $100 in 2295. The discounted present value

36

associated with $1 of future damages is indicated by the lower three lines for each of the

37

three discount rates. For a 2.5 percent discount rate, this present value falls from $1

38

associated with $1 in damages in 2015 to less than one-tenth of 1 cent in 2295. For a 5

39

percent discount rate, $1 received in 2295 is valued at 1-ten-thousandth of one cent today.

40

This strikingly different result is due to the power of compounding discount rates over

41

time.
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42
43
44
45
46

FIGURE 6-1 Undiscounted damages from 1-metric ton of CO2 emissions in 2015 and
present value of $1 received in the future using discount rates of 2.5, 3.0, and 5.0 percent.
NOTE: See text for discussion.

47

To understand how the discount rates and damage estimate combine to form

48

different SC-CO2 estimates, Figure 6-2 shows the committee’s computation of the present

49

value of damages shown in Figure 6-1 using each of the three discount rates.1 The

50

estimated SC-CO2 from this damage example for each discount rate would equal the area

51

under each curve. Two observations are immediately evident. First, for a given pattern

52

of damages, the SC-CO2 is much higher for low discount rates. Second, the modeling

53

horizon needed to include most of the discounted damages varies with the discount rate.

54

For this example time profile of damages, most discounted impacts are captured by 2150

55

when the discount rate is 5 percent. However, a significant amount of discounted

1

The committee refers to the present value of a dollar received in year t as the discount factor for
year t. The present values are computed by multiplying damages in year t by the discount factor for year t,
using each alternative discount rate.
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56

damages may be missed even with a 300-year horizon when the discount rate is 2.5

57

percent. Another issue, though not apparent in Figure 6-2, is whether combining

58

different discount rates with the same pattern of damages is always appropriate. As

59

discussed in this chapter, the likely relationships between economic growth, discounting,

60

and climate change damages is an important consideration.

61

62
63
64
65
66

FIGURE 6-2 Pattern of discounted annual damages associated with a fixed pattern of
undiscounted damages and three discount rates.
NOTE: See text for discussion.

67

The importance of the discount rate in benefit-cost analysis has not gone

68

unnoticed. The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has offered guidance on

69

the use of particular discount rates dates for more than 40 years, and it has evolved over
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70

time (see, e.g., U.S. Office of Management and Budget, 1972). This guidance has been

71

used in a wide range of regulatory analyses, ranging from food labeling to power plants.2

72

In order to present conclusions and recommendations about discounting applied to

73

climate change damage estimates, the committee first discusses current OMB guidance

74

and the scholarly literature on discounting. The IWG’s approach and the justification for

75

it, as well as how agencies have used the IWG values in regulatory impact analyses

76

(RIAs) is then reviewed. In the Phase 1 report (National Academies of Science,

77

Engineering, and Medicine, 2016), the desire for consistency in the use of discount rates

78

in RIAs is discussed (see also Box 1-2, in Chapter 1). The committee returns to this issue

79

below.

80
81

APPROACHES TO DISCOUNTING AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

82
83

The U.S. government approach to discounting, including both those of the OMB

84

and the IWG, has largely rested on observed market rates. Both OMB guidance and the

85

IWG (see Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010) also discuss

86

“prescriptive” approaches derived from a social welfare framework (detailed below).

2

See Food labeling: trans fatty acids in nutrition labeling, Nutrient content claims, and health
claims, Federal Register, vol. 58, no. 133 (July 11, 2003) and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(2015).
.
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87

These approaches are briefly reviewed before turning to the specific issue of growth

88

uncertainty and discounting over the long term.

89
90

OMB Guidance on Discounting

91
92

In RIAs of federal rules, the rate at which future benefits and costs are discounted

93

can determine whether the net present value of a regulation or project is positive or

94

negative. In accordance with OMB Circular A-4, for rules with both intra- and

95

intergenerational effects, agencies traditionally use constant discount rates of 3.0 and 7.0

96

percent, as well as a possible lower rate to reflect important intergenerational costs and

97

benefits. The rationale for the 7.0 percent rate is that it is an estimate of the average

98

before-tax rate of return to private capital in the U.S. economy. The 3.0 percent rate is

99

intended to reflect the rate at which society discounts future consumption, or “social rate

100

of time preference,” which is particularly relevant if a regulation is expected to affect

101

private consumption directly (see U.S. Office of Management and Budget, 2003). A

102

third, lower discount rate may be used as a sensitivity analysis if benefits or costs accrue

103

to future generations over long time horizons.

104

OMB has provided more detailed rationales for these discount rates. In the return

105

to capital approach, the discount rate is the rate of return on investment. This approach

106

reflects the idea that, as long as the rate of return to capital is positive, society needs to

107

invest less than $1 today to obtain $1 of benefits in the future. In the consumption

108

approach, the discount rate reflects the rate at which consumers would be willing to trade
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109

$1 of consumption today for a $1 of consumption in the future on the basis of the market

110

tradeoffs that they face.

111

If all costs and benefits in an RIA are expressed in terms of their impacts on

112

consumption, the appropriate discount rate is the consumption rate of interest.3 If there

113

were no inefficiencies or distortions in the economy, the average risk-adjusted rate of

114

return on investment would equal the consumption rate of interest. There are, however,

115

reasons why the two differ. For example, taxes on investment income imply that the

116

return to private investment exceeds what is received after taxes by the consumer. It is

117

also the case that the costs and benefits of a project are not always expressed in

118

consumption equivalents. These factors are why OMB requires projects involving

119

intragenerational benefits and costs to be evaluated using discount rates that reflect both

120

approaches, as a sensitivity analysis.

121

The choice of a discount rate applied over longer time horizons raises questions of

122

intergenerational equity. Whether the benefits of climate policies, which can last for

123

centuries, outweigh the costs, many of which are borne in the nearer term, is especially

124

sensitive to the rate at which future benefits are discounted. Although the influence of the

125

discount rate on damages in the future is well understood, there is no consensus about

3

“Interest rate” refers to measurable returns earned on various types of investment. As noted
above, the discount rate refers to how one compares a dollar in the future with a dollar today—which may
or may not equal various measurable returns.
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126

what rate to use in the context of estimating the SC-CO2 (Interagency Working Group on

127

the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010).

128

Any rate used to estimate climate damages other than 3.0 or 7.0 percent presents

129

complications in combining estimates of the SC-CO2 with other benefit and cost

130

estimates in an RIA. Specifically, using a constant discount rate for intergenerational

131

benefits and costs that is lower than the rate used to evaluate intragenerational benefits

132

and costs can lead to inconsistencies in decision making: consistency requires that the

133

same discount rate must be applied to all benefits and costs that occur in the same year

134

(Arrow et al., 2013). When uncertain outcomes are considered, the discount rate applied

135

to costs and benefits in a given year may vary across uncertain outcomes but, for a

136

particular outcome, they ought to be the same for all costs and benefits. The committee

137

returns to this possibility below.

138
139

Descriptive and Prescriptive Approaches in the Literature

140
141

In the economics literature, two approaches are used to determine the appropriate

142

discount rate in climate change analyses. The positive, “descriptive,” approach rests on

143

observed behavior in savings and investment decisions that individuals make in the real

144

world. The normative, “prescriptive,” approach takes the perspective of a social planner

145

who prescribes weights to the welfare of future and current generations.

146

The descriptive approach focuses on setting the discount rate on the basis of

147

actual market rates of return. That is, the discount rate is inferred from rates of return that

148

reflect consumers’ actual choices—for example, savings versus consumption decisions or
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149

tradeoffs between more and less risky investments (Interagency Working Group on the

150

Social Cost of Carbon, 2010). Three arguments are offered in favor of this approach: (1)

151

mitigation expenditures displace other forms of investment; (2) if the return on mitigation

152

investments is smaller than on other investments, allocating resources to mitigation

153

efforts may make current and future generations worse off; and (3) it is preferable to base

154

resource allocation on the tradeoffs that society actually makes (Arrow et al., 1996).

155

Whether the descriptive approach calls for using the pretax return on capital or the

156

consumption rate of interest depends on whether benefits and costs are measured in

157

consumption equivalents. If they are, then the theoretically correct discount rate is the

158

rate at which consumers would trade consumption today for consumption in the future.

159

In many cases, the benefits of avoiding climate change, such as health benefits, accrue

160

directly to consumers or affect the prices consumers pay for goods and services. Even

161

when climate damages do not directly affect consumers, damage estimates from the SC-

162

IAMs are reported in consumption-equivalent units.

163

In contrast, the prescriptive approach is based on a social welfare function that

164

reflects the weight that a policy maker attaches to the utility of current and future

165

generations. The discount rate under the prescriptive approach is the rate at which $1

166

received by a future generation must be discounted to give the same marginal utility to
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167

the present generation as it gives to the future generation. This discount rate, r, is given

168

by the following Ramsey formula,4

169
170

,

171
172

where

173

rate;

174

absolute value of the “elasticity of marginal utility of consumption”); and

175

rate of per capita consumption.5

176

is the discounting of the utility of future generations or “pure time preference”
is the change in the value of an additional dollar as society grows wealthier (the
is the growth

An implication of the Ramsey equation is that the discount rate is inherently

177

linked to the growth rate of the economy. This interdependence suggests that the rate

178

used to discount future climate damages needs to be consistent with assumptions about

179

the rate of economic growth that underlie the emissions path in the socioeconomic

180

module and the calculation of climate damages in the damages module.

181
182

Arguments for adopting the Ramsey-based welfare approach to discounting
include the notion that the discount rate ought to be derived from ethical considerations

4

The approach was pioneered by Frank Ramsey (1928), with many extensions and elaborations.
An important limitation of this approach is that η conflates risk aversion and the intertemporal elasticity of
substitution. While the latter is our main focus here, future research could explore alternative formulations
that relax this restriction, such as along the lines of the Epstein-Zin preferences (Epstein and Zin, 1989,
1991; Ackerman et al., 2013).
5
Note that while g is per capita consumption growth, the discount rate is applied to total (not per
capita) benefits and costs because welfare depends on the total population.
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183

reflecting society’s views concerning consumption tradeoffs across generations. It is also

184

true that there are few market interest rates that provide indicators of consumption

185

tradeoffs over horizons longer than a few decades.6

186

In parameterizing the Ramsey formula, the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5

187

[Kolstad et al., 2014]) and the IWG Technical Support Document (Interagency Working

188

Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010) provide a synthesis of the relevant literature,

189

which suggests the following parameter values:

190
191



Pure time preference rate, : Many papers in the climate change literature

192

adopt values in the range of 0 to 3 percent per year (Interagency Working

193

Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010), although the largest value cited in

194

AR5 (Kolstad et al., 2014) is 2 percent, with the majority of values cited

195

equaling zero or a number close to zero. One argument for a value of

196

to 0 is that, holding consumption constant, all generations ought to be given

197

equal weight in calculating social welfare.7

6

equal

For example, the longest terms for U.S. Treasury bonds and most home mortgages is 30 years.
Very few private markets provide evidence about longer-term rates: (see Giglio et al., 2015).
7
Sometimes a small positive rate is used to account for the probability of human extinction due to
causes unrelated to climate change (see, e.g., Stern, 2007).
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198



Elasticity of marginal utility of consumption, :8 Also referred to as

199

intergenerational inequality aversion, the value of

200

of 1 to 4 (Kolstad et al., 2014).

201



typically falls in the range

Growth rate of per capita consumption, : A commonly used estimate in the

202

recent literature for

is 2 percent per year, based on global growth over the

203

past few decades (see Appendix D for a discussion of global growth data and

204

projections).

205
206

While g is determined by the performance of the economy and is observable (ex

207

post), δ and η are never observable, but require an ethical judgment. Some studies make

208

judgments directly regarding the magnitude of δ and η (e.g., δ = 0). Other studies assume

209

observed individual behavior can inform social preferences and proceed to estimate (or

210

calibrate) either δ or η from empirical evidence. But even in the latter case, it is an

211

ethical judgment to conclude that societal values are defined by individual behavior.

212

Moreover, η can be associated with risk aversion, aversion to inequality across

213

individuals in a given generation, and aversion to uneven consumption over time for an

214

individual—as well as inequality aversion across generations. Furthermore, some studies

215

take a descriptive approach and choose δ and η to calibrate the Ramsey equation to

8

The elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption with respect to consumption is negative;
hence, η represents the absolute value of the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to consumption.
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216

market rates. Estimates of η based on these different notions differ considerably (e.g.,

217

Atkinson et al., 2009). Thus, further judgement is required to choose among various

218

estimates. The AR5 (Kolstad et al., 2014) summarizes a variety of such efforts spanning

219

both academic research and government policymaking. They identify a range of implied

220

discount rates from 1.4 to 6 percent: see Table 6-1.

221

TABLE 6-1 Values and Implied Social Discount Rates in Selected Studies

Author
Cline (1992)
IPCC (1996)
Arrow (1999)
UK: Green Book (HM
Treasury, 2003)
US OMB (2003)b
France: Rapport Lebègue
(2005)
Stern (2007)
Arrow (2007)
Dasgupta (2007)
Weitzman (2007a)
Nordhaus (2008)
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

Rate of Pure
Time
Preference
(in percent)

Anticipated
Risk/Inequality Growth Rate
(in percent)
Aversion

Implied Social
Discount Rate
(in percent)

0.0
0.0
0.0

1.5
1.5-2.0
2

1.0
1.6-8
2.0

1.5%
2.4-16%
4.0%

1.5

1

2.0

3.5%a
3-7%

0.0
0.1

2
1
2-3
2-4
2
2

2.0
1.3

4.0% a
1.40%

2.0
2.0

6.0%
5.0%

0.1%
2.0%
1.0%

NOTES: The table shows the calibration of the discount rate based on the Ramsey rule;
see text for discussion.
a
Decreasing with the time horizon.
b
OMB uses a descriptive approach.
SOURCE: Adapted from Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2014c, Table 32).
Uncertainty about Future Discount Rates

231
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232

Over long time horizons, the discount rate is uncertain. This is true under the

233

descriptive approach because future market rates of interest are uncertain. It is also true

234

under the prescriptive approach because future growth rates are inherently uncertain. In

235

both approaches, discounting when rates are uncertain is more complex than simply using

236

an expected or average discount rate.

237

Suppose under the descriptive approach that net benefits at time t, Z(t), are

238

discounted to the present at a constant exponential rate r, so that the present value of net

239

benefits at time t equals Z(t)exp(-rt).9 If the discount rate r is fixed over time but

240

uncertain, then the expected value of net benefits is given by E(exp(-rt))Z(t).10 The

241

certainty-equivalent discount rate, Rt, used to discount Z(t) to the present, is defined by

242
243

exp(-Rtt) = E(exp(-rt)) .

(1)

244
245
246

That is, Rt represents the certain discount rate that is equivalent to an uncertain
discount rate in terms of the discount factor over a particular horizon (which is what

9

This assumes that Z(t) represents certain benefits. If benefits are uncertain we assume that they
are uncorrelated with r and that Z(t) represents certainty-equivalent benefits. The case of uncertain benefits
is further discussed below.
10
In this chapter, we use E[.] to represent the expectation operator: that is, it represents the mean
value of the random variable in brackets.
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247

matters for cost-benefit analysis).11 As shown in Figure 6-3, if r = 1 percent or 7 percent,

248

each with probability 0.5, the certainty equivalent discount rate decreases from 3.96

249

percent for a 1-year horizon to 1.69 percent for a 100-year horizon, to 1.17 percent for a

250

400-year horizon. The convexity of the discount factor guarantees that the certainty-

251

equivalent discount rate is always less than E(r) and that it declines over time.12

252

253
254
255
256
257

FIGURE 6-3 Certainty equivalent discount rate for different horizons.
SOURCE: Committee generated.

258

time, the expected discount factor is given by E[exp(-∑τ = 1…t rτ )]. In this case, the shape

In the more general case in which the discount rate is uncertain and varies over

11

The literature sometimes refers to a certainty-equivalent “forward rate” equal to the appropriate
rate to discount certain values between two adjacent future periods: that is, E(exp(-r(t+1)))/E(exp(-rt)) =
exp(-Rt+1(t+1)/ exp(-Rtt). This forward rate can thus be written in terms of our certainty-equivalent rate as
(t+1)Rt+1 – tRt.
12
This result is guaranteed by Jensen’s inequality, which states that the expectation of a convex
function is always larger than the function of the expectation. Formally, E(exp(-rt)) > exp(-E(r)t)).
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259

of the Rt path depends on the distribution of the per-period discount rates, {rτ}. If {rτ} are

260

independently and identically distributed, the certainty-equivalent discount rate is

261

constant. There must be persistence in uncertainty about the discount rate for the

262

certainty-equivalent rate to decline. If, for example, shocks to the discount rate are

263

correlated over time,

264
265

rt = π + et and

et = aet-1 + ut ,

|a| ≤ 1 ,

(2)

266
267

where

268

random variables, then the certainty-equivalent discount rate will decline over time if a >

269

0 (Newell and Pizer, 2003).

270

and a are fixed parameters and {ut} are independently and identically distributed

In the Ramsey formula, uncertainty in the rate of growth in consumption can

271

likewise lead to a declining certainty-equivalent discount rate. Arrow and colleagues

272

(2014) note that the standard Ramsey formula for the consumption rate of discount can be

273

extended to handle uncertainty about the rate of growth in consumption by subtracting a

274

third “precautionary” term (Mankiw, 1981; Gollier, 2002). If growth is subject to
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275

independently and identically distributed shocks, this term will reduce the discount rate,

276

but not cause it to decline.13

277

If random shocks to growth are positively correlated over time, however, the

278

precautionary term in the Ramsey formula may become sizable in absolute value for long

279

horizons, leading to a declining term structure of discount rates (see Gollier, 2012, for an

280

extended survey).14 Uncertainty about the mean and variance of the rate of growth in

281

consumption can also lead to a declining risk-free discount rate, rather than a constant

282

exponential rate as used by the IWG (Weitzman, 2004, 2007; Gollier, 2008).

283
284

The IWG’s Approach

285
286

In estimating the SC-CO2, the IWG relies on guidance from OMB’s Circular A-4

287

and the economics literature to defend the use of a consumption rate of interest as the

288

appropriate rate for discounting the net benefits of a marginal change in carbon

289

emissions. The estimates that result from the SC-IAMs15 are measured in consumption-

13

For independently and identically normally distributed shocks with variance σ2 and a mean
.
growth rate of E(g), the certainty-equivalent discount rate r will be
E
0.5
14
That is, the appropriate rate at which to discount a quantity at some future time t to the present
declines as t grows.
15
These are the three integrated assessment models widely used to produce estimates of the SCCO2: Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy model (DICE), Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and
Distribution model (FUND), and Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect model (PAGE); see Chapter 1.
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290

equivalent units: thus, a discount rate that reflects how individuals trade off current and

291

future consumption is defensible in this setting.

292

The specific consumption rate of interest used to discount future climate damages

293

depends on the correlation between damages and consumption. The exact value of future

294

climate damages is inherently uncertain. So long as these damages have little correlation

295

with the growth of consumption, it is appropriate to discount expected damages at a risk-

296

free rate. That is, one would use a discount rate associated with either the expected

297

growth rate under a prescriptive, Ramsey approach or a relatively low-risk bond (e.g.,

298

U.S. government bonds) under a descriptive approach. Alternatively, if damages are

299

positively correlated with consumption, the discount rate would be larger, and if they are

300

negatively correlated with consumption, the discount rate would be smaller than the risk-

301

free discount rate.

302

Existing OMB guidance on discounting does not fully address the issue of

303

discounting over long horizons or the effect of uncertainty on discount rates, both of

304

which directly influence the SC-CO2 estimates. The IWG made modifications to adapt

305

the OMB guidelines to reflect these points. Specifically, the IWG chose three constant,

306

exponential annual discount rates—2.5, 3.0, and 5.0 percent—and presented results

307

conditional on each of these discount rates.

308

The central value of a 3.0 percent rate, consistent with the consumption rate of interest in

309

OMB’s Circular A-4 guidance, is meant to reflect the post-tax, risk-free interest rate. The

310

5.0 percent rate is included to represent the possibility that climate damages are positively

311

correlated with consumption growth. Uncertain investments with a high payoff in better

312

times, and low payoff in worse times, are less valuable and require a higher rate of return
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313

than investments without such correlation. This would be the case if most of the impacts

314

of climate change increase with the size of affected market sectors, such as real estate,

315

agriculture and energy, or affect non-market sectors such as ecosystem quality or health,

316

for which willingness to pay typically increases with consumption levels, thus leading to

317

a positive correlation between the net benefits from climate policies and market returns

318

(Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010). Lastly, the 2.5 percent

319

rate is intended to reflect uncertainty in the discount rate itself, as discussed in the

320

previous section, as well as possible negative correlation between climate damages and

321

consumption (i.e., the opposite of the rationale for 5.0 percent). The rate is based on the

322

average certainty-equivalent rate of the random walk and mean-reverting models posited

323

by Newell and Pizer (2003). This approach utilizes observed interest rates on Treasury

324

notes to measure the risk-free consumption rate of interest (Interagency Working Group

325

on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010) and assumes no correlation between damages and

326

the discount rate. Notably, the majority of climate change impacts studies cited in AR5

327

use an implied social discount rate of no more than 5 percent (Kolstad et al., 2014).

328

In the executive summary of the Technical Support Document, the IWG presents

329

results conditional on each of the three assumed discount rates for different years of

330

emissions (see Figure 1-1, in Chapter 1.) The SC-CO2 per metric-ton of CO2 emitted in

331

2020 is $12 using a 5.0 percent discount rate; $42 using a 3.0 percent discount rate; and

332

$62 using a 2.5 percent discount rate (all in 2007 dollars). This comparison highlights the

333

importance of the choice of discount rate on SC-CO2 estimates: the SC-CO2 estimate for

334

the central discount rate (3.0 percent) is more than three times the magnitude of the

335

estimate using largest discount rate (5.0 percent).
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336
337

CONCLUSION 6-1 In the current IWG approach, uncertainty about future

338

discount rates motivates the use of both a lower 2.5 percent rate and higher

339

5.0 percent rate, relative to the central 3.0 percent rate. However, this

340

approach does not incorporate an explicit connection between discounting

341

and consumption growth that arises under a more structural (e.g., Ramsey-

342

like) approach to discounting. Such an explicit analytic connection is

343

especially important when considering uncertain climate damages that are

344

positively or negatively associated with the level of consumption. The Ramsey

345

formula provides a feasible and conceptually sound framework for modeling

346

the relationship between economic growth and discounting uncertainty.

347
348
349

Discounting Climate Benefits in RIAs

350
351
352

In RIAs that use SC-CO2 estimates to quantify climate benefits, there are two
typical approaches to discounting: a “snapshot” year and a cumulative net present
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353

value.16 A snapshot year approach calculates the change in CO2 emissions occurring in a

354

given year (e.g., 2030) and discounts the reduction in future damages that accrue from

355

those marginal emissions changes back to 2030. In practice, this means multiplying these

356

emission changes by an SC-CO2 estimate for that year. Other costs and benefits are then

357

computed for effects of other policy-induced changes in 2030, including benefits from

358

non-CO2 emission reductions in 2030 that may accrue in future years. These benefits are

359

combined with the estimated change in CO2 mitigation benefits. The result is a

360

“snapshot” of net benefits associated with all (CO2 and non-CO2) emission changes in

361

2030. With this approach, a series of snapshot years are often chosen, with CO2

362

mitigation benefits combined with other cost and benefit estimates for policy changes in

363

each of those snapshot years. If this approach is used, costs and benefits in each snapshot

364

year are not typically discounted back to present day and combined. In contrast, a net

365

present value approach effectively does the same thing, but then computes a net present

366

value of net benefits across snapshot years.

367
368

In most RIAs, different discount rates are used to compute the costs and benefits
of different emission changes in each snapshot year. The discount rates applied to CO2

16

For an example of the snapshot year approach, see the RIA for the Clean Power Plan Final Rule
from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201508/documents/cpp-final-rule-ria.pdf [January 2017], pp. ES-19 through ES-23. For an example of the net
present value approach, see the RIA for EPA's CAFE Standards Final Rule:
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0472-11578 [January 2017], pp. 7-127
through 7-134.
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369

benefits from emission changes in a snapshot year are 2.5, 3.0, and 5.0 percent (plus the

370

95th percentile for the 3.0 percent rate), following guidance from the IWG Technical

371

Support Document (Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, 2010).

372

Meanwhile, the discount rates applied to benefits from other emission changes in a

373

snapshot year are 3.0 and 7.0 percent, the standard rates from OMB Circular A-4.

374

Estimates are calculated for each of these benefit-discount rate combinations in each

375

snapshot year. Not all of these estimates, however, are presented in summary material for

376

the RIAs. In the Clean Power Plan Final Rule, for example, only the CO2 benefits for a

377

3.0 percent discount rate are presented in the executive summary.

378

Similarly, when discounting climate and nonclimate benefits back to the present

379

day under the cumulative net present value approach, discount rates remain consistent

380

within benefits categories. That is, discounted damages for some future snapshot year are

381

discounted back to the present using the same rates used to discount to the snapshot year.

382

The choice of discount rates used is determined, essentially, by whether one is

383

discounting climate or other benefits.

384

Both approaches illustrate the challenge of combining cost and benefit estimates

385

when only some categories of cost and benefits have an intergenerational component.

386

Absent an intergenerational component, OMB instructions to discount using 3.0 and 7.0

387

percent can be viewed as striking a balance between simplicity and analytical rigor. This

388

intragenerational context represents the vast majority of applications. In an

389

intergenerational context, however, OMB itself recognizes that the simple approach is

390

insufficient and that additional ethical considerations arise. Confronting these issues and
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391

concerns in the SC-CO2 context leads to the use of generally lower discount rates, but it

392

leaves unresolved how they might be combined with intragenerational costs and benefits.

393

LINKING UNCERTAINTY IN DISCOUNT RATES AND UNCERTAINTY IN

394

ECONOMIC GROWTH

395
396

As noted in the above discussion, persistent uncertainty about future discount

397

rates mathematically leads to a declining certainty-equivalent rate, which is the rate at

398

which a certain benefit at time t would be discounted to the present. A considerable

399

literature has grown up around this issue and demonstrated that such declining rates arise

400

regardless of whether discounting uses a descriptive or prescriptive approach (Arrow et

401

al., 2014; Cropper et al., 2014).

402

In the IWG approach, 3.0 percent has been used as a central value, motivated by

403

the average risk-free rate measured over a very long period. An alternative low value of

404

a 2.5 percent rate was largely motivated by this uncertainty and the declining rate

405

argument. The IWG is not alone in this consideration. Both the United Kingdom and

406

France have adopted declining discount rates for cost-benefit analysis based on these

407

arguments.

408

As one confronts the reality that future discount rates are uncertain, an important

409

complication is that the discussion of declining rates applies in its simplest form to a

410

certain flow of costs and benefits. Alternatively, the costs and benefits being discounted

411

may be uncertain but uncorrelated with any uncertainty about the discount rate. That is,

412

suppose one is attempting to compute

413
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414

E exp

,

415
416

where r is an uncertain discount rate, and Xt is an uncertain climate change impact. It is

417

correct to rewrite that as

418
419

E exp

E

420
421

if r and Xt are uncorrelated. But if they are correlated, a covariance term arises: it will be

422

a negative effect in the case of positive correlation, lowering the expected net present

423

value of damages, and positive in the case of a negative correlation, thus raising it. For a

424

variety of reasons discussed below, uncertain future climate change impacts may well be

425

correlated with uncertain future discount rates. Before discussing this point, we further

426

explore why the IWG used a related line of thinking to argue for use of a 5.0 percent rate

427

(and to provide an additional motivation for a 2.5 percent rate).

428
429

Correlation between Impacts and Discounting

430
431

One important reason for potential correlation between damages and discounting

432

is that damages directly related to economic activity are tied to the overall size of the

433

future economy, while the value of impacts on human health and mortality are likely tied

434

to future per capita consumption levels. Both of these relationships exist in the current

435

SC-IAM damage formulations (see Chapter 5). Even if future climate damages were

436

relatively certain in terms of the fraction of pre-damage consumption levels, they would
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437

still be strongly correlated with uncertain economic growth (possible countervailing

438

effects are discussed below).

439
440

Under a Ramsey approach to discounting, higher consumption per capita also
implies greater discounting. Under a particular consumption growth scenario,

441
442

⋅

,

443
444

where rt is the discount rate over t periods, that is, the rate used to discount net benefits in

445

period t to the present period 0. The formula highlights that this discount rate is a

446

function of gt, the growth rate in consumption over the same t periods. As above, δ is the

447

pure time preference rate and η measures how fast the marginal utility of consumption

448

declines as consumption grows.

449

In perhaps the earliest integrated assessment under uncertainty, Nordhaus (1994b)

450

explores alternative paths of economic growth rates. In this Ramsey-style model, the

451

analysis implies both alternative magnitudes of climate impacts and alternative discount

452

rates. In more recent work looking at the SC-CO2 estimates, Nordhaus (2011) found little

453

impact of growth uncertainty (or other uncertainty) on the SC-CO2. He argues that low

454

growth/low discounting scenarios are also low temperature/low damage outcomes. Even

455

more recently, Nordhaus (2014) reframes this result as emphasizing the importance of r -
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456

g (what one might call “growth-adjusted” discounting) for the SC-CO2 estimates when

457

marginal damages scale directly with economic activity and growth. For η near 1 and

458

climate damages roughly proportional to total consumption, (r – g) is relatively constant

459

over various consumption growth rates, and so is the SC-CO2.17 As an alternative, one

460

could imagine increased climate resilience at higher incomes leading to lower, possibly

461

negative correlation between economic growth and damages. Without drawing

462

conclusions about the specific relationship between damages and economic growth, this

463

argument makes clear the potential correlation between discounting and damages can

464

make a difference in SC-CO2 estimates.

465

There is a second important reason to consider correlation of climate change

466

impacts and discount rates. The potential for catastrophic impacts raises the possibility

467

that some uncertain outcomes may involve much lower rates of economic growth and

468

higher incremental damages because of climate change (Sandsmark and Vennemo, 2007;

469

Kopp et al., 2012; Murphy and Topel, 2013). The implication would be a higher

470

expected present value of damage than if the correlation is ignored. However, making

471

this argument operational requires an integrated assessment model with a well-specified

472

model of catastrophic damages.

17

For η = 1 and damages exactly proportional to total consumption, as in DICE, the dependency of
discounted damages on the size of the economy is removed entirely, and discounting is determined entirely
by the pure time preference rate.
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473

It is less clear what relationship ought to exist between economic growth and

474

discounting under a descriptive approach. One can write out the Ramsey relationship

475

without interpreting the parameters in terms of welfare. That is, it is possible to imagine

476

interest rates varying with the rate of per capita consumption growth without deriving the

477

Ramsey equation from an optimal growth model. The historical evidence on the

478

correlation between consumption growth and market interest rates is, however, difficult

479

to interpret. Hall (1988) was one of the first to examine this question, and he found little

480

correlation over time between short-term consumption growth and interest rates in the

481

aggregate data. Examining term structures, however, Harvey (1988) noted that future

482

growth is higher when longer-term rates exceed short-term rates, which suggests that

483

long-term rates (or their difference from short-term rates) are correlated with future

484

growth. Of course, there is only limited evidence on the term structure over multicentury

485

time horizons (Giglio et al., 2015).

486

Gollier (2014) provides an alternative framework for considering the same set of

487

issues through a standard consumption-based capital asset pricing model. In this

488

framework, the appropriate rate for discounting future climate change impacts is

489
490

,

491
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492

where rt is the discount rate used to discount period t to the present, rft is the risk-free

493

rate over this period, πt is a measure of uncertainty about future average consumption

494

growth over this period, and β is a measure of how future climate impacts vary with

495

consumption.18 As above, persistent uncertainty about consumption growth leads to a

496

declining risk-free term structure, reflected in a declining value of rft over longer

497

horizons. That same persistent uncertainty about consumption growth will also lead to a

498

rising risk premium, reflected in a rising value of πt over longer horizons. The correlation

499

between consumption growth and climate impacts reflected in β can lead to a rising or

500

falling term structure, depending on the sign of the correlation. Specifically, Gollier

501

(2014) shows that if

502

Hammitt (2014) note, whether one effect or the other is dominant is “exploratory and

503

controversial.”

η/2, the net effect is a rising term structure. As Gollier and

504
505

RECOMMENDATION 6-1 The Interagency Working Group should

506

develop a discounting module that explicitly recognizes the uncertainty

507

surrounding discount rates over long time horizons, its connection to

508

uncertainty in economic growth, and, in turn, to climate damages. This

509

uncertainty should be modeled using a Ramsey-like formula, r = δ + η⋅ g,

18

Specifically, the Gollier (2014) model assumes climate impact at time t is proportional to
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510

where the uncertain discount rate r is defined by parameters δ and η and

511

uncertain per capita economic growth g. When applied to a set of projected

512

damage estimates that vary in their assumptions about per capita economic

513

growth, each projection should use a path of discount rates based on its

514

particular path of per capita economic growth. These discounted damage

515

estimates can then be used to calculate an average SC-CO2 and an

516

uncertainty distribution for the SC-CO2, conditional on the assumed

517

parameters.

518
519

Practical Assessments of the SC-CO2 with Uncertain Outcomes, Economic Growth,

520

and Correlation

521
522

Representation of the uncertainties and their interrelationships through Monte

523

Carlo simulations allows explicit exploration of the implications of discount rate

524

uncertainty for the discounting of future climate change impacts. Choosing particular

525

values for δ and η leads to a particular value for the risk-free discount rate over a given

526

time period conditional on economic growth (gt). Simulating uncertain pathways for

527

economic growth can thus generate a term structure for the risk-free rate rft(gt). That is, it

528

can produce the rate appropriate for a stream of certain climate impacts or for climate

529

impacts that are uncorrelated with economic growth.

530

However, it is possible to do more: specifically, it is possible to simulate climate

531

change outcomes for each gt pathway. For each Monte Carlo simulation, the discounted

532

SC-CO2 contribution from each period can then be computed using the value of rft(gt)
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533

|that corresponds to that gt pathway. Then, the SC-CO2 itself can be computed by

534

averaging discounted SC-CO2 contributions across simulations and adding over periods.

535

It is also possible to infer the discount rate term structure for climate change impacts by

536

comparing the average discounted SC-CO2 contribution from each period to the average

537

undiscounted contribution.19

538

As an example, consider the following stylized model using the three, equal-

539

probability economic growth scenarios described in Chapter 3, with constant per capita

540

growth rates of 1.0 percent, 2.2 percent, and 3.3 percent. Also assume, for example, that δ

541

= 1.1 percent and η = 0.88. Based on the Ramsey formula, the appropriate discount rates

542

for the 1.0 percent, 2.2 percent, and 3.3 percent growth scenarios are, respectively, 2.0

543

percent, 3.0 percent, and 4.0 percent. With these assumptions, the committee calculated

544

discount factors for each growth scenario, which are shown in Figure 6-4, along with the

545

average discount factor for each future year assuming equal weights on the scenarios.

546

19

If agencies continue to use the net present value (NPV) approach for RIAs, it requires
discounting the SC-CO2 associated with emissions in each future year back to the current year. This could
be accomplished in several ways. The IWG could present a table of the SC-CO2 for each future year to be
used for calculations using the snapshot year approach, as well as a table of the SC-CO2 in current year
dollars for calculations using the net present value approach. Alternatively. the IWG could present a table
of appropriate discount factors derived from the discount rate term structure for climate impacts noted
above. Yet another alternative is that the IWG could suggest using the near-term certainty-equivalent rate
associated with each SC-CO2.
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547
548
549

550
551
552
553

FIGURE 6-4 Examples of discount factors from 2015 to 2295.
NOTE: See text for discussion.

554

Importantly, representing uncertainty about the appropriate discount rate with

555

multiple scenarios, each having a different constant discount rate, implies a declining

556

discount rate. That is, in calculations of the present value of a future certain value (e.g.,

557

of damages) or an uncertain value that is uncorrelated with economic growth, the

558

effective discount rate declines over longer horizons. This outcome can be seen by using

559

the average discount factor from Figure 6-4 to compute the corresponding certainty
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560

equivalent discount rate—the rate that would be used to discount damages in each period

561

back to 2015.20 This is shown in Table 6-2 for the illustrative example in Figure 6-4.

562
563
564

TABLE 6-2 Expected Discount Factor Based on Example Scenarios and Corresponding
Certainty Equivalent Discount Rates.
Discount
Factors and
Discount
Rates
Average
Discount
Factor
Certainty
Equivalent
Rate
(in percent)

2015 2035 2055 2075 2095 2115 2135 2155 2175 2195 2215

2235

2255

2275

2295

1.00 0.56 0.32 0.19 0.11 0.071 0.044 0.028 0.018 0.011 0.0074 0.0048 0.0032 0.0021 0.0014

3.0

2.9

2.9

2.8

2.8

2.7

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.4

565
566
567

The decline in the certainty equivalent rate from 3.0 percent in 2015 to 2.4 percent

568

in 2295 is a direct implication of allowing the rate of per capita consumption growth to be

569

uncertain. Rather than using uncertain future discount rates to motivate a lower, fixed

570

discount rate as the IWG did in its rationale for a 2.5 percent rate, allowing the rate of

571

growth in consumption to be uncertain explicitly models that behavior. This approach

572

implies a declining effective discount rate over long horizons for known future values or

573

values uncorrelated with economic growth.

574

20

To illustrate, in Figure 6-4, the average discount factor for 2035 is 0.56. The certaintyequivalent discount rate rf20 is the solution to the equation: 0.56 = exp(-20* rf20); in this case, rf20 = 0.029.
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575

Consideration of Correlation of Discounting, Economic Growth, and Climate

576

Damages

577
578

To incorporate climate change damages in the committee’s example, imagine that

579

other assumptions about population, emissions, climate change, and impacts yield the

580

pattern of incremental damages over time from 1-metric ton of CO2 emitted in 2015 for

581

each of these three growth scenarios shown in Figure 6-4. Note that in this particular

582

example, damages are positively related to economic growth: see Figure 6-5a.21

583

As noted throughout this report, there are many sources of variation in damages

584

distinct from variation in economic growth. There may be many more scenarios than the

585

three in Figure 6-5a, but each would have an associated path of economic growth rates.

586

To illustrate how this discount rate schedule could be implemented in practice, each of

587

these three projected damage estimates would be discounted on the basis of a discount

588

rate defined by the assumed growth rate path in that projection. For the committee’s

589

example, one would multiply each projection of the damages in Figure 6-5a by the

590

corresponding projection of discounting Figure 6-4: the result is shown in Figure 6-5b.22

21

The committee used a version of the DICE model to generate these damages: the key feature is
that damages scale almost exactly with economic activity.
22
To illustrate, for each year, the damage based on a 1.0 percent growth rate in Figure 6-5a (the
blue curve) is multiplied by the corresponding discount factor in Figure 6-4, given by the blue line.
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591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598

FIGURE 6-5 Example of undiscounted and discounted future damages from 1
incremental ton of CO2 in 2015.
NOTES: The three growth scenarios are shown in undiscounted dollars. The population
projection is fixed for simplicity.
SOURCE: Committee generated.
To construct a valid SC-CO2 estimate, the values for each scenario are then

599

summed: in our purely illustrative example, this would yield SC-CO2 estimates in the

600

range of $38, $47, and $52 per ton, respectively, for the 1.0, 2.2, and 3.3 percent

601

economic growth scenarios. The average of these values (and others) would yield a

602

central SC-CO2 estimate and the distribution used to describe a reasonable range of

603

uncertain values. It is interesting to note that the estimates in each of the three scenarios
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604

are similar in this example. The lower discount factors (associated with higher discount

605

rates) for high-growth scenarios largely offset the higher damages associated with those

606

same high-growth scenarios.

607

Conversely, consider a case in which income is protective against climate

608

damages. As an extreme example, suppose in the above case that, once global GDP

609

reaches five times its current level, the world is sufficiently technologically advanced to

610

eliminate all future climate damages. In this case, the SC-CO2 estimates for the three

611

economic growth scenarios would be $30, $19, and $15 per ton, respectively, for the 1.0,

612

2.2, and 3.3 percent economic growth scenarios; the lower discount factors (associated

613

with higher discount rates) for high-growth scenarios would exaggerate the difference

614

between the scenarios.

615

A more complicated scenario would occur if climate change damages were

616

sufficiently large, with some probability, to alter the path of economic growth to an

617

appreciable extent. As noted earlier, this would require a model of catastrophic damages

618

that feed back to economic growth.

619
620

PARAMETERIZATION OF A RAMSEY-LIKE APPROACH FOR SC-CO2

621

DISCOUNTING

622
623

The preceding discussion describes how one might simulate the combined effects

624

of uncertainty on discounting and damages in a consistent way, but it does not address the

625

question of how the parameters of a Ramsey-like approach might be chosen. Motivated

626

by the Ramsey model itself, one could look to empirical assessments of pure time
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627

preference and utility curvature. That is, one could make an ethical judgment that social

628

preferences would reflect individual preferences revealed through individual behavior.

629

For example, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2014c) report suggested a

630

range of possible values of 0-2 percent for pure time preference (δ) and of 1-4 for

631

risk/inequality aversion (η) as noted in Table 6-1 (above), many of which were driven by

632

such an approach.

633

It is worth noting that the simulations described in the preceding section with δ

634

and η chosen as normative welfare parameters may not lead to rates that are comparable

635

to observed discount rates. Alternatively, one could choose those parameters to match

636

empirical features of observed interest rates and the long-term relationship between

637

interest rates and economic growth (as in Nordhaus, 2014). For example, given an initial

638

economic growth rate, it is possible to pick combinations of δ and η that match, for initial

639

years of the SC-CO2 calculation, the central value of 3 percent used by the IWG. Among

640

the locus of such values, there will be a range of resulting term structures for the risk-free

641

rate describing how the discount rate changes after the initial years. That is, all would

642

start at 3 percent, but would decline in the future based on the uncertainty surrounding

643

future economic growth and the choice of parameters. For example, picking δ = 3

644

percent and η = 0 would yield a flat term structure.

645

One can use the above simulation framework (with equally probable growth rates

646

of 1.0, 2.2, and 3.3 percent) to examine the implications of alternate values of δ and η for

647

the term structure. The above simulation assumed δ = 1 percent and η = 0.88, yielding a

648

2015 certainty equivalent rate of 3 percent and a 2295 rate of 2.4 percent (see bottom row

649

of Table 6-2, above). Note that δ = 3 percent and η = 0 yields a flat term structure with
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650

both the 2015 and 2295 rates being 3 percent. A few other experiments the committee

651

calculated are shown in Table 6-3.

652
653
654

TABLE 6-3 Combinations of Pure Time Preference (δ) and Risk/Inequality Aversion (η)
Consistent with a Discount Rate of 3.0 Percent in 2015
η
δ (%)
2015 Rate (%)
2055 Rate (%)
2295 Rate
(%)
0.1
1.1
2.1
3.0

1.33
0.88
0.42
0.00

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

2.7
2.9
3.0
3.0

1.9
2.4
2.8
3.0

655
656

In the example in the preceding section, a key choice is what near-term rate to

657

match. A potential guidepost is the regulatory framework in which the SC-CO2 will be

658

used. OMB provides considerable guidance concerning discount rates and their use in

659

regulatory analysis, particularly with respect to consumption-based impacts (e.g., the 3

660

percent rate).

661

In addition to choosing δ and η based on various considerations, there is a final

662

consideration of how to present results. If one views δ and η as uncertain parameters in

663

the SC-CO2 calculation and it is plausible to consider their joint distribution, one could

664

include them with other uncertain parameters. This would lead, ultimately, to a single

665

mean estimate of the SC-CO2, along with a distribution that might be summarized on the

666

basis of a particular prediction interval. Alternatively, if one views δ and η as ethical or

667

policy parameters, the treatment of uncertainty about these parameters needs to be

668

distinct from the treatment of uncertainty about the growth rate. Moreover, current OMB

669

guidance suggests specific sensitivity analysis with respect to the discount rate because of

670

its potentially dramatic effect on policy evaluation. Therefore, one could present a set of
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671

SC-CO2 estimates based on different specified values of δ and η. That is, conditional on

672

several different choices of δ and η, a distribution of SC-CO2 values (including an

673

average value) could be presented to reflect other sources of uncertainty in the

674

computation of the SC-CO2.

675
676

RECOMMENDATION 6-2 The Interagency Working Group should choose

677

parameters for the Ramsey formula that are consistent with theory and

678

evidence and that produce certainty equivalent discount rates consistent,

679

over the next several decades, with consumption rates of interest. The IWG

680

should use three sets of Ramsey parameters, generating a low, central, and

681

high certainty-equivalent near-term discount rate, and three means and

682

ranges of SC-CO2 estimates.

683
684

Given an average per capita GDP growth rate, E[g], Table 6-3 shows that a

685

variety of

and η values can target the implied near-term discount rate given by r =

+

686

η E[g]. Moreover, the certainty-equivalent rate remains relatively constant over several

687

decades. While the long-term certainty-equivalent rates will vary over ranges for

688

that are consistent with theory and evidence, the SC-CO2 itself is likely to be less

689

sensitive to alternative choices of

and η

and η if they are chosen to target the same near-term
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690

discount rate.23 When choosing values of

691

the IWG could test the sensitivity of the SC-CO2 to alternative values and be especially

692

wary of values that lead to nonconvergent sequences of discounted damages (i.e.,

693

damages that grow faster than the discount rate).

694

and η to match a particular near-term rate,

One way to construct low, central, and high estimates would be to consider

695

empirical evidence on the possible range of consumption-based, near-term market rates

696

(e.g., government bonds). Alternatively, one could consider other judgments about

697

appropriate high and low values around a central, market-based estimate. In any case,

698

however, note that our recommendation for three rates in no way endorses the targeting

699

of a near-term 7 percent discount rate as the high rate or the targeting of a near-term 3

700

percent discount rate as the lowest sensible low rate.

701

First, a portion of the argument for a 7 percent discount rate rests on uncertainty

702

and correlation with market returns. Our recommended approach accounts for these

703

factors directly. Second, another portion of the argument for a 7 percent discount rate

704

rests on the tax wedge between returns to investment and the net-of-tax return received

705

by consumers. As highlighted by Bradford (1975) and Lind et al. (1982), the return to

706

investment is the correct discount rate only under very restrictive assumptions. Finally,

707

the notion put forward in our recommendation is that of a sensitivity analysis around a

23

This is not to say that there is no sensitivity and, particularly when considering the risk of
catastrophic damages, the choice of η and δ may be more difficult.
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708

central value. An implication is that, if the central parameterization for discounting is

709

associated with a near-term 3.0 percent rate, as in the current IWG approach, then the low

710

and high values would be on either side of 3.0 percent.

711
712

RECOMMENDATION 6-3 The Interagency Working Group should be

713

explicit about how the SC-CO2 estimates should be combined in regulatory

714

impact analyses with other cost and benefit estimates that may use different

715

discount rates.

716
717

The committee sees at least two options for how SC-CO2 estimates based on

718

Recommendation 6-2 (above) could be combined in RIAs with other cost and benefits

719

estimates that may use different discount rates. First, the IWG could present high and

720

low parameterization results as a sensitivity analysis meant to illustrate the effect on the

721

SC-CO2 and instruct agencies to focus only on the central parameterization in RIAs.

722

Second, the IWG could suggest all three discount rate parameterization results be used

723

when appropriate in RIAs. The central value could be used in situations in which only

724

one discount rate scenario is presented for other RIA benefits and costs. When estimates

725

of other costs and benefits are presented using multiple discount rates, there would need

726

to be guidance on how to pair estimates that are based on a particular discount rate with

727

the SC-CO2 parameterization. Here, one could imagine several options: (1) combining

728

other cost and benefit estimates with the SC-CO2 estimate whose near-term discount rate

729

most closely matches that particular discount rate; (2) combining other costs and benefits

730

based on a high discount rate with the SC-CO2 estimate based on its highest discount rate,
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731

and analogously combining the low discount rate estimates; and (3) presenting all

732

discount rate combinations of other costs and benefits with SC-CO2 estimates. As

733

discussed above (“Approaches to Discounting and Their Applications”), combining

734

estimates of costs and benefits when only some categories have an intergenerational

735

component raises challenges that have yet to be resolved.

736
737

OTHER DISCOUNTING ISSUES

738
739

Time Consistency and Uncertain Discount Rates

740
741

One objection frequently made to the use of a declining discount rate is that it

742

may lead to problems of time inconsistency. Time inconsistency refers to a change in

743

expected net benefits due solely to the passing of time. Consider what happens when the

744

expected present value of damages associated with emitting 1-metric ton of CO2 in 2035

745

is evaluated in 2015 (e.g., for a regulation implemented in 2015 that affects emissions in

746

2035). Damages occurring in 2055 from those 2035 emissions are discounted back to

747

2035 using a certainty equivalent rate of 2.85 percent (see Table 6-2, above). Now

748

imagine the damages associated with emitting 1-metric ton of carbon in 2035 are

749

recomputed in 2035 and the discount schedule in Table 6-2 has not changed. That is, the

750

first column of discount factor/rates is the same (1 and 3 percent) but applies to 2035.

751

Now damages in 2055 will be discounted to 2035 using a higher certainty equivalent rate

752

of 2.9 percent. This occurs because in 2035, 2055 will be closer to the present. Although
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753

the changes are small, one can imagine larger effects over longer horizons that might

754

affect the preference for one or another option.

755

This apparent inconsistency is not in fact inconsistent. The discount rate schedule

756

shown in Table 6-2 corresponds to the distribution of future growth rates given

757

information available in 2015. At present, no one knows what the distribution of future

758

growth rates in 2035 will be; it may be different or the same as the distribution in 2015.

759

Even if it turns out to be the same as the distribution in 2015, that realization is new

760

information that was not available in 2015.

761
762

Regional Disaggregation and Discounting

763
764

The possibility of disaggregating damages by geographic region (see Chapter 5)

765

raises the issue of whether region-specific discount rates might be used to discount

766

damages. Two approaches can be taken to the issues of aggregating damages across

767

regions and discounting. Damages can be aggregated across regions in a given year to

768

yield global damages, and global damages can be discounted, as described above.

769

Alternately, damages could be discounted to the present for each region and then

770

aggregated. The discount rates in each region could be region-specific based on region-

771

specific growth rates. Currently, the IWG employs the former approach.

772

Using region-specific discount rates requires values of δ and η for each region, as

773

well as a distribution over the rate of growth of per capita consumption in each region.

774

Treating future generations differently based on where they live—whether due to

775

differing values of δ and η or to differing growth rates—suggests a need to treat current
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776

generations differently on the basis of where they live. This raises the issue of how such

777

regional weights would be determined.24 The current approach avoids this issue and, by

778

applying the same discount rate to all countries, is in the spirit of OMB guidance, which

779

calls for treating equally persons of different income levels at a given time, for the

780

purposes of valuation.

781

24

Note that in a simple formulation, η would be a basis for both how marginal utility declines with
economic growth and how differences in levels of economic development are weighted. This need not be
the case in general.
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7

2

Long-Term Research Needs

3
4

In Chapters 3-5 the committee provides recommendations and conclusions for

5

both near-term and long-term improvements to SC-CO2 estimation. In this chapter, the

6

conclusions that focus solely on long-term research needs as a guide for research in the

7

relevant fields are repeated. The committee notes that neither the IWG nor any other

8

single entity has responsibility for identifying and supporting research in these fields.1

9

Thus, these conclusions about what is needed are intended for all interested researchers,

10

institutions that support research, and policy makers. For each component of the SC-CO2

11

analysis discussed below, research topics are listed in order of priority for developing

12

updates to the SC-CO2 framework.

13

The committee structured its work, conclusions, and recommendations around

14

four components of analysis that are involved in estimating the SC-CO2—socioeconomic

15

and emissions projections, climate modeling, estimation of climate damages, and

16

discounting net monetary damages—which are identified as modules. Each module

17

comprises conceptual formulations and theory, computer models and other analytical

18

frameworks, and, each is supported by its own specialized disciplinary expertise. Among

19

the committee’s research recommendations, the highest priority is placed on research

20

relevant to the climate damages module followed by the socioeconomic module.
1

Recognizing that the IWG is itself not a research funding agency, we encourage the IWG to
communicate these research priorities to the key research programs of its member agencies, such as to the
U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), the National Science Foundation, as well as other
funding agencies of the USGCRP, and other relevant research and research funding institutions both within
and outside of government.
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Estimation of the SC-CO2 involves the integration of these four modules, while

22

taking account, when possible, of the feedbacks and interactions among them. Research

23

in climate impacts and damages, integrated assessment, economics, and Earth system

24

modeling could explore interactions in and feedbacks among the components of SC-CO2

25

estimation that go beyond the potential feedback of climate impacts on socioeconomic

26

projections, or that may even suggest changes in the structure of the four-module system.

27

In combination, these physical and economic changes might yield regional and global

28

interactions large enough to affect the overall operation of the economic or climate

29

system in ways that have not yet been considered. It is not clear in what ways the

30

structure and implementation of the SC-CO2 estimates might be refined to capture

31

changes in understanding, but accounting for new knowledge will be important to future

32

updates of the SC-CO2 estimates.

33

In addition, three of the committee’s recommended modules—socioeconomic,

34

climate, and damages—require advances in the models that contribute to their component

35

of SC-CO2 estimation. For the fourth module, on discounting, the committee’s

36

recommendations rely on applying existing techniques to the SC-CO2 estimation process,

37

so we do not offer any specific research needs in this area. However, the committee does

38

not mean to imply that the issue of long-term discounting would not benefit from further

39

research.

40
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INTERACTIONS

42

CONCLUSION 2-3 Research to identify and explore the magnitude of

43

various interactions and feedbacks within the human-climate system, which

44

are relationships not currently well represented in the SC-CO2 estimation

45

framework, will be an important input to longer-term enhancements in the

46

SC-CO2 estimation framework. Areas of research that are likely to yield

47

particular benefits include:

48
49
50

1. Exploration of methods for representing feedbacks among systems
and interactions within them, such as:


51
52

feedbacks between climate, physical impacts, economic
damages, and socioeconomic projections, and



interactions between types of impacts or economic damages

53

within and across regions of the world.

54

2. Assessment of the relative importance of specific feedbacks and

55

interactions in the estimation of the SC-CO2, perhaps using an

56

existing detailed structure model of the world economy.

57

3. Assessment of existing analyses that integrate socioeconomic, climate,

58

and damage components to assess their suitability for use in

59

estimating the SC-CO2, particularly with respect to feedbacks and

60

interactions, while recognizing the computational requirements for

61

such analyses.

62
63
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SOCIOECONOMIC AND EMISSIONS PROJECTIONS

65
66

The IWG process is committed to updating the SC-CO2 estimates as the science

67

and economic understanding of climate change and its impacts on society improve over

68

time. There are therefore many advantages to encouraging research that supports the

69

construction of a dedicated socioeconomic projection framework and, considering its

70

unique objectives, a detailed-structure economic model, as recommended in Chapter 3.

71
72

CONCLUSION 3-1 Research on key elements of long-term economic and

73

energy models and their inputs, focused on the particular needs of

74

socioeconomic projections in SC-CO2 estimation, would contribute to the

75

design and implementation of a new socioeconomic module. Interrelated

76

areas of research that could yield particular benefits include the following, in

77

rough order of priority:

78
79

1. Development of a socioeconomic module to support damage estimates

80

that depend on interactions within the human-climate system (e.g.,

81

among energy, water, and agriculture, and between urban emissions

82

and air pollution).

83
84
85
86

2. Use of econometric and other methods to construct long-run
projections of population and GDP and their uncertainties.
3. Quantification of the magnitude of feedbacks of climate outputs and
various measures of damages (e.g., on consumption, productivity, and
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capital stocks) on socioeconomic projections, based in part on existing

88

detailed-structure models.

89

4. Development of detailed-structure economic models suited to

90

projections that are consistent over very long time horizons, in which

91

functional form and levels of regional and sectoral detail in inputs and

92

outputs may differ between the nearer term (e.g., to 2100) and the

93

more distant future.

94

5. Development of probability distributions of uncertain parameters

95

used in detailed-structure models, with a particular focus on the

96

differences among developed, transitional and low-income economies.

97

Examples of uncertain parameters include key elasticities of

98

substitution (e.g., between labor and capital inputs to production,

99

between energy and nonenergy demand, and among fuels in total

100

energy use), energy technology costs and rates of technology

101

penetration, and rates of capital turnover.

102
103

EARTH SYSTEM MODELING

104
105
106

In this area, the committee’s identified research needs cover both the near term
and the long term.
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CONCLUSION 4-5 Research focused on improving the representation of the

108

Earth system in the context of coupled climate-economic analyses would

109

improve the reliability of estimates of the SC-CO2.

110
111

In the near term, research in six areas could yield benefits for SC-CO2
estimation:

112
113

1. coordinated research to reduce uncertainty in estimates of the

114

capacity of the land and ocean to absorb and store carbon, especially

115

in the first century after a pulse release, applied to a range of

116

scenarios of future atmospheric composition and temperature;

117

2. coordinated Earth system model experiments injecting identical

118

pulses of CO2 and other greenhouse gases in a range of scenarios of

119

future atmospheric composition and temperature;

120

3. the development of simple, probabilistic sea level rise models that

121

incorporate the emerging science on ice sheet stability and that can be

122

linked to simple Earth system models;

123

4. systematic assessments of the dependence of patterns of regional

124

climate change on spatial patterns of forcing, the relationship between

125

regional climate extremes and global mean temperature, the temporal

126

evolution of patterns under conditions of stable or decreasing forcing,

127

and nonlinearities in the relationship between global means and

128

regional variables;
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5. systematic assessments of nonlinear responses to forcing in Earth

130

system models and investigations into evidence for such responses in

131

the geological record; and

132

6. the development of simple Earth system models that incorporate

133

nonlinear responses to forcing and assessments of the effects of such

134

nonlinear responses on SC-CO2 estimation.

135

In the longer term, more comprehensive climate models could be

136

incorporated into the SC-CO2 estimation framework. However, the major

137

focus of current model research is on increasing resolution and

138

comprehensiveness, rather than on expanding the ability of comprehensive

139

models to be used for risk analysis. SC-CO2 estimation would be advanced by

140

an expanded focus on probabilistic methods that use comprehensive Earth

141

system models, including the use of comprehensive models to represent low-

142

probability, high-consequence states of the world, as well as the use of

143

decision support science approaches to identify and evaluate key decision-

144

relevant uncertainties in Earth system models.

145
146

CLIMATE DAMAGE ESTIMATION

147
148

Finally, the committee outlines in Chapter 5 a set of desirable characteristics of a

149

damages module that could be developed in the long term and would improve the

150

reliability of estimates of the SC-CO2. The committee’s conclusions cover the research

151

tasks that would support the development of such a module.
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153

CONCLUSION 5-1 An expansion of research on climate damage estimation

154

is needed and would improve the reliability of estimates of the SC-CO2.

155
156

1. In the near term, initial steps that could be undertaken include:

157
158

a. a comprehensive review of the literature on climate impacts

159

and damage estimation, the evaluation of adaptation responses,

160

and regional and sectoral interactions, as well as feedbacks

161

among the damage, socioeconomic, and climate modules; and

162

b. a comparison of methods for estimating damages, including

163

characterizations of their differences, synergies, uncertainties,

164

and treatment of adaptation.

165
166
167

2. In the medium to long term, several research priorities could yield
particular benefits for SC-CO2 estimation:

168
169

a. physical, structural economic, and empirical estimation of climate

170

impact relationships for regions and sectors not currently covered

171

in the peer-reviewed literature;

172
173

b. structural and empirical studies of the efficacy and costs of
adaptation;
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c. calibration of damage functions using empirical and structural

175

models operating at sufficiently high temporal and spatial

176

resolution to capture relevant dynamics;

177
178
179

d. the development of systematic frameworks for translating
estimates of impacts into welfare costs; and
e. empirical observation-based and structural modeling studies of

180

interregional and intersectoral interactions of impacts, as well as

181

of feedbacks among damages, socioeconomic factors, and

182

emissions.

183
184

3. In the long term, research priorities that could yield particular

185

benefits for SC-CO2 estimation would include omitted critical

186

thresholds in natural and socioeconomic systems:

187
188

a. development of simple Earth system model or full complexity

189

Earth system model scenarios in which potential critical

190

thresholds of tipping elements (e.g., Atlantic meridional

191

overturning circulation, monsoonal circulation patterns, sea

192

ice, polar ice sheets) are crossed, and the use of the physical

193

changes in these scenarios to drive models that assess impacts

194

and damages;

195

b. empirical observation-based and structural modeling studies

196

of the potential for climate change to drive the crossing of
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critical thresholds in socioeconomic systems and of their

198

ensuing damages; and

199

c. expert elicitation studies of the likelihood of different tipping

200

element scenarios, in order to allow tipping elements and their

201

critical thresholds to be represented probabilistically in the

202

SC-CO2 framework.

203
204

Overall, the committee’s long-term recommendations on an integrated approach

205

to estimating the SC-CO2, as well as the socioeconomic, climate, and damages modules,

206

requires a significant advance in the scientific literature. It is important that the IWG

207

continue to engage with the scientific community to produce the research identified

208

above. As noted in the committee’s recommendation for a regularized updating process

209

in Chapter 2 (Recommendation 2-4), research, scientific advances, and peer review are

210

central elements to improving the reliability and transparency of the SC-CO2 estimates.

211
212
213
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Sponsors’ Interests and Goals for the Study: Kenneth Gillingham, Council of Economic
Advisers
Methodology for the Social Cost of Carbon Estimates: Elizabeth Kopits, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, DC, November 13, 2015







Damage Models for Existing Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) and Areas of
Research
o Improving the damage portion of IAMs DICE model: Kenneth Gillingham and
William Nordhaus, Yale University
o FUND model: David Anthoff, University of California, Berkeley
o PAGE model: Chris Hope, University of Cambridge
Current State of Evidence and Approaches, Options for Integration into IAMs: Leon
Clarke, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, and Sol Hsiang, University of California,
Berkeley
Current State of Evidence and Approaches, Future Research Needs: John Reilly,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Wolfram Schlenker, Columbia University

Washington, DC, May 5, 2016




Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISI-MIP) Overview: Katja Frieler,
lead of the ISI-MIP project, Potsdam Institute of Climate Impact Research, Germany
Costs of Perturbations and Feedbacks in the CO2 and Methane Cycles: David Archer,
University of Chicago
Market and Nonmarket Damages Panel
o A New Empirical Approach to Global Damage Function Estimation: Michael
Greenstone, University of Chicago
o Nonmarket Damages from Climate Change: Michael Hanemann, Arizona State
University
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Agency; Alex Marten, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; Elke Hodson, U.S.
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Appendix C

2

Elicitation of Expert Opinion

3
4

Expert judgment about the value of a model parameter or other quantity can be obtained

5

using many methods (Morgan and Henrion, 1990; O’Hagan et al., 2006, U.S. Environmental

6

Protection Agency, 2009). The terms “expert elicitation” and “structured expert elicitation” (or

7

“structured expert judgment”) are typically used to describe a formal process in which multiple

8

experts report their individual subjective probability distributions for the quantity. This usage is

9

distinct from less formal methods in which someone provides a best guess or other estimate of

10

the quantity. In practice, experts may provide a full probability distribution or a few fractiles of a

11

distribution (often, three or five).

12

Expert elicitation can be distinguished from other formal methods of collecting experts’

13

judgments, such as group processes. These processes include expert committees (like those of

14

the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine or the Intergovernmental Panel

15

on Climate Change), in which experts reach a consensus through loosely structured or

16

unstructured interaction, and more structured group processes such as the Delphi method

17

(Dalkey, 1970; Linstone and Turoff, 1975), in which experts provide a probability distribution or

18

other response, receive information on other experts’ responses (without associating individuals

19

with responses), provide a revised response, and iterate until the process converges.

20

An important concern with expert elicitation is that subject-matter experts (like most

21

other people) have little experience or skill in reporting their beliefs in the form of a subjective

22

probability distribution. Their judgments about probabilities and other quantities are often

23

consistent with the hypothesis that they are influenced by cognitive heuristics that lead to
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systematic biases (as elucidated by Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). Also, to be most useful,

2

subjective probability distributions must be well calibrated. Unfortunately, many experts (and

3

others) prove to be overconfident in that they provide probability distributions that are too

4

narrow, i.e., the true or realized values are too frequently in the tails of their estimated

5

distributions.

6

The hypothesis that an expert is well calibrated can be tested if the expert provides

7

distributions for multiple quantities for which the values can be known, so one can determine the

8

fractile of the corresponding subjective distribution at which each true or realized value falls.

9

Calibration means that the realizations are consistent with the hypothesis that they are random

10

draws from the experts’ corresponding distributions. For example, the expected fraction of

11

realizations that fall outside the ranges defined by the expert’s 10th and 90th percentiles for the

12

corresponding quantities is 20 percent; the probability that the actual number of realizations

13

outside these intervals could have arisen by chance if the expert were well calibrated can be

14

calculated using conventional statistical methods.

15

Expect elicitation can be conducted using more or less elaborate methods. Many

16

practitioners use an elaborate approach (Morgan and Henrion, 1990; Evans et al., 1994; O’Hagan

17

et al., 2006; Budnitz et al., 1997; Goossens et al., 2008; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

18

2009; Morgan, 2014). Knol et al. (2010) outline a seven step procedure for organizing an expert

19

elicitation, illustrated in Figure C-1.
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FIGURE
E C-1 Steps for a formall expert elicitation.
SOURCE
E: Knol et all. (2010, Fig. 1).
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12
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15
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16
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their judgments will be elicited; discuss the strengths and weaknesses of available empirical

2

studies and other evidence; are familiarized with the elicitation procedures; and are introduced to

3

concepts of subjective probability and common cognitive heuristics and biases (such as

4

overconfidence). Such preparation may also include practice judgments about quantities whose

5

values are subsequently revealed.

6

The third step is in-person interviews with each expert, during which the expert provides

7

subjective probability distributions for the relevant quantities. These interviews often take

8

several hours. The interviewer is primarily concerned with the procedure, framing questions to

9

elicit the expert’s best judgment, minimizing effects of cognitive heuristics, question order, and

10

other factors. The subject-matter expert is more concerned with the expert’s responses and

11

rationales and can query the expert about the basis for the stated distributions, pursue the lines of

12

evidence she or he finds more and less persuasive, and explore the extent to which the expert has

13

incorporated evidence that seems to conflict with the stated distribution. In some cases, either the

14

expert or the study team may draft an explanation of the expert’s rationale, which the expert is

15

expected to endorse (after revision, as appropriate). The expert may be invited to revise her or his

16

responses after the interview, if desired.

17

During the elicitation process, it is common to help the expert address the quantity from

18

multiple perspectives, to help in reporting her or his best judgment. For example, the same

19

concept could be framed alternatively as a growth rate or a growth factor (or a future level

20

conditional on a specified current level). If the expert provides a distribution about the growth

21

rate, the study team could convert this to a distribution for the growth factor and allow the expert

22

to contemplate whether this distribution is compatible with her or his beliefs or if the distribution
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for the growth rate needs to be adjusted. (Alternatively, the distribution for the growth factor

2

could be elicited and the implied distribution of the growth rate derived from it.)

3

Similarly, the study team can help the expert view the estimated distribution from

4

multiple perspectives, allowing adjustment until comfortable with the result. For example, the

5

procedure could first ask for the median, described as the value such that the true quantity is

6

equally likely to be larger or smaller. Then the expert could be asked, “If you learned the true

7

value was larger than the median, what value do you judge it equally likely that the true value is

8

above or below (i.e., what is the upper quartile of the distribution)?” The lower quartile can be

9

elicited by an analogous question, after which the team can ask if the expert believes it equally

10

likely the true value is inside or outside the interquartile range.

11

An alternative to this series of questions is to begin by asking the expert for some

12

extreme fractiles (e.g., the 10th and 90th percentiles) and then the more central fractiles such as

13

the median. An advantage of eliciting fractiles in the tails (before the center) is to help protect

14

against the problem of overconfidence that can arise from beginning with a central value and

15

then adjusting away from it, but not sufficiently far, consistent with the “anchoring and

16

adjustment” heuristic of Tversky and Kahneman (1974). To help the expert report extreme

17

fractiles, the team might ask the expert to describe conditions under which the quantity would be

18

larger than the expert’s largest (or smaller than the expert’s smallest) fractile; thinking about

19

these conditions may induce the expert to revise these fractiles.

20

As an alternative to this elaborate, in-person interview process, elicitations can be

21

conducted through telephone, email, or survey methods. A disadvantage of these less intensive

22

methods is that the study team has less ability to help the expert think carefully about multiple

23

lines of evidence and to view the issue from multiple perspectives. There seems to be little
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evidence from which one can judge the effects of alternative elicitation procedures on the quality

2

of the resulting distributions, because investigators have not often elicited distributions for the

3

same or similar quantities using alternative procedures.

4

As alluded to in the above example of growth rate or growth factor, it is not always clear

5

what quantity is best to elicit. When several quantities are logically related, it is probably best to

6

encourage the expert to think carefully about all of them: at a minimum, it may be helpful for the

7

expert to evaluate the implications of the offered distribution for one quantity on the implied

8

distribution for the others. A related question is the degree of disaggregation: the process could

9

elicit an aggregate quantity, the components from which it can be calculated, or both. The best

10

approach may be the one with which each expert is most comfortable. If distributions for

11

components are elicited, constructing the implied distribution for the aggregate requires

12

information on the conditionality between the components, that is, the distribution for one

13

component conditional on (in principle) all possible realizations of the other components. If the

14

expert provides a distribution for only the aggregate, in principle she or he must take account of

15

this conditionality implicitly.

16

One criterion for choosing the quantity to be elicited is that it ought to be a quantity for

17

which the true value can be, at least in principle, probably by some form of measurement. This

18

criterion implies the quantity is sufficiently well defined to remove any ambiguity about what

19

would be measured. It is sometimes described as a clairvoyance test, meaning that a clairvoyant

20

would be able to report the true quantity (without requiring any clarification). In contrast, an

21

abstract model parameter may not be suitable if the true value of that parameter depends on the

22

assumption that the model is accurate, particularly if the expert rejects that assumption.
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Another important question is how to select experts. Given the burden of elicitation, it

2

may be too difficult to recruit a large number. Many studies use between 5 and 15; there is some

3

evidence of sharply diminishing returns beyond about 10 (Hora, 2004). Typically, the experts

4

who are sought span the range of defensible perspectives about a quantity, but it is not necessary

5

or appropriate to have the distribution of experts match the population frequency of alternative

6

views (within the expert community). Commonly advocated methods of expert selection include

7

inviting people whose work is most often cited or asking such people whom they would

8

nominate as well qualified. In general, the set of experts who provide judgments is made public,

9

but the matching between individual experts and distributions is concealed. The rationale for this

10

approach is that it allows experts freedom to provide their best judgments without concern for

11

representing the position of an employer or other party.

12

After subjective probability distributions are elicited from multiple experts, the question

13

remains how to use them (which is related to the question of which experts to select). At a

14

minimum, it seems useful to report the distribution provided by each expert, so readers have

15

some appreciation for the degree of homo- or heterogeneity among the responses. It may be

16

useful to understand the reasons for large differences among experts’ distributions: for example,

17

experts may differ significantly in their interpretation of the credibility or relevance of particular

18

data or theories. Beyond this reporting, it seems useful to combine the distributions using either

19

an algorithmic approach or (possibly) a social or judgmental approach. Some elicitation experts

20

(Keith, 1996; Morgan, 2014) have argued not to combine the distributions of multiple experts,

21

but rather that the overall analysis ought to be replicated using each expert’s judgments

22

individually as input to the evaluation. To the extent the overall conclusion is insensitive to

23

which expert’s distributions are used, this approach may be adequate; if the conclusions depend
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on the expert, one can either report the multiple conclusions that result from using each expert’s

2

judgments individually or find some way to combine them. If the evaluation yields a probability

3

distribution of some output (e.g., the SC-CO2), one could combine the multiple output

4

distributions that result from using each expert’s distributions for the inputs using an algorithmic

5

or other approach. It would be interesting to compare the properties of combining the experts’

6

distributions to use as input or conducting the analysis using each expert’s distributions alone

7

then combining the output distributions.

8
9

A number of algorithmic methods for combining experts’ distributions have been studied.
In principle, a Bayesian approach in which the experts’ distributions are interpreted as data and

10

used to update some prior distribution seems logical, but it is problematic. Such an approach

11

requires a joint likelihood function, that is, a joint conditional distribution that describes the

12

probability that each expert will provide each possible subjective distribution, conditional on the

13

true value of the quantity. This distribution encapsulates information about the relative quality of

14

the experts and about their dependence, which may be difficult to obtain and to evaluate.

15

The most common approaches to combining experts’ distributions are a simple or

16

weighted average. The simple average is often used because it seems fair and avoids treating

17

experts differently. The notion of eliciting weights (from the experts about themselves or about

18

the other experts) has been considered.

19

Cooke (1991) has developed a performance-weighted average, which has been applied in

20

many contexts (Goossens et al., 2008). The weights depend on experts’ performance on “seed”

21

quantities, which are quantities whose value becomes known after the experts’ provide

22

distributions for them. Performance is defined as a combination of calibration and

23

informativeness, where informativeness is a measure of how concentrated (narrow) the
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distribution is. Clearly the judgments of a well-calibrated expert who provides narrow

2

distributions are more valuable than the judgments of an expert who provides poorly calibrated

3

or uninformative distributions. A key question is whether one can identify seed quantities that

4

have the property that one would put more weight on the judgment of an expert for the quantity

5

of interest when that expert provides better calibrated and more informative distributions for the

6

seed variables. Cooke and Goossens (2008) have shown that the performance-weighted average

7

of distributions usually outperforms the simple average, where performance is again measured

8

again by calibration and informativeness (and is often evaluated on seed variables not used to

9

define the weights, because the value of the quantity of interest in many expert elicitation studies

10

remains unknown). Some authors remain skeptical, however (e.g., Morgan, 2014). The simple

11

average distribution may be reasonably well calibrated, but it tends to be much less informative

12

than the performance-weighted combination.

13

Note that when taking a linear combination of experts’ judgments, such as a simple or

14

weighted average, it is desirable to average the probabilities, not the fractiles. Averaging the

15

fractiles is equivalent to taking the harmonic mean of the probabilities, and hence it tends to

16

yield very low probabilities on values for which any expert provided a small probability and to

17

concentrate the distribution on values to which all experts assign relatively high probability

18

(Bamber et al., 2016). Using the harmonic-mean probability is likely to accentuate the problem

19

of overconfidence (distributions that are too narrow).

20

Expert elicitation is a method for characterizing what is known about a quantity; it does

21

not add new information as an experiment or measurement would. Ideally, it captures the best

22

judgments of the people who have the most information and deepest understanding of the

23

quantity of interest. For some quantities, there may be so little understanding of the factors that
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affect its magnitude that informed judgment is impossible or can produce only uselessly wide

2

bounds. For these quantities, neither expert elicitation nor any alternative can overcome the

3

limits of current knowledge. Only additional research can push back those limits.

4
5
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Appendix D

2

Global Growth Data and Projections

3
4

In support of the committee’s recommendation for estimating a probability density of

5

average annual growth rates of global per-capita GDP using global data (see Chapter 3,

6

Recommendation 3-2), this appendix describes the Mueller-Watson (2016) approach (hereafter,

7

MW) as a demonstration of how the recommendations could be followed. It details the data

8

source and implementation of the MW approach, along with the results.

9
10

DATA

11
12

As described below one could construct two time series for economic growth based on

13

the Maddison Project Database.1 The Maddison Project provides lengthy time series of per capita

14

income for virtually all countries. Its starting point was the seminal work of Summers and

15

Heston (1984), updated in the Penn World Tables, on real gross domestic product (GDP) in

16

purchasing power parity terms (via the Geary–Khamis method) for all countries since 1950;

17

Maddison obtained corresponding population data from the United Nations. Additional

18

countries and years were obtained through review and compilation of individual country

19

estimates from a wide range of economic historians; they were initially published in book form

1

The database is based on the work of the economic historian Angus Maddison and is freely available from
the Maddison Project (http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison-project/home.htm [November 2016]). The
Conference Board is currently responsible for maintain the data (currently referred to as the Total Economy
Database) and has updated the series since 2010.
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(some released through the OECD). Since 2010, a small group of scholars have collaborated to

21

carry on this work.

22

Despite the unprecedented coverage and availability of the Maddison data, the length of

23

available data varies by country and is missing for some years. Consistent coverage begins later

24

for less developed countries or developed countries whose economies were adversely affected by

25

World War II. Hence, there is a tradeoff between coverage and the length of the series.

26

When forecasting global growth over a time horizon of several centuries, the optimal

27

tradeoff between coverage and timespan is not obvious. Without arguing in favor of any

28

particular sample, two are considered in this example. Focusing on the post-1950 time period,

29

all countries are available to estimate average annual growth rate for the world for 60 years. This

30

forms the basis of the first time series. The basis of the second time series is a panel of 25

31

countries—which accounted for as much as 63 percent of global GDP in 1950 but as little as 46

32

percent of global GDP in 2009—that are available from 1870, thus providing data for 140 years.

33

Those 25 countries are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Denmark, Finland,

34

France, Greece, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sri

35

Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

36

The selection of 1870 as the starting year seemed to be the best compromise between

37

breadth and depth. Prior to 1870, annual data are not available for 12 of the 25 countries: Austria,

38

Brazil, Canada, Chile, Greece, Japan, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, Sri Lanka, Uruguay, and

39

Venezuela. Shortening the time series by 50 years would add only 7 more countries: Argentina

40

(starting in 1875), India (starting in 1884), Mexico (starting in 1900), Ecuador (starting in 1900),

41

Ireland (starting in 1921), Turkey (starting in 1923), and South Africa (starting in 1924). Because
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these 25 countries tend to be more developed, they have a slower average growth rate (1.73%)

43

than the average growth for all countries in the world (2.19%) for the 1950-2010 period.

44

To apply the MW approach to the Maddison data, one must construct a univariate series

45

for global growth rates. World GDP per capita is already aggregated and provided directly by the

46

Maddison Project for 1950-2010. To construct the second series, the population tables provided

47

by in the original Maddison data (through 2009) can be used to convert GDP per capita to GDP,

48

which can be aggregated and then divided by the aggregate population of the 25 countries in this

49

example. The growth rate is constructed by taking the first difference of the logs of aggregate

50

GDP per capita. The resulting growth rates are shown in Table D-1 and in Figure D-1, which

51

also displays the results of filtering out the short-run variation in the raw data. Figure D-1 also

52

shows the long-run variation of the growth rates (i.e., with frequency less than q/T). The

53

estimated predictive density is shown in Figure D-2. Summary statistics for this distribution are

54

given in Table D-2.

55
56

TABLE D-1 Growth Rates of Aggregate GDP per Capita, in percent
Year
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885

25 Countries 1870-2010
1.58
2.93
1.04
2.40
1.94
-2.04
1.10
0.80
0.64
4.66
1.98
2.34
1.27
0.11
-0.24

Entire World 1950-2010
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
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1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929

25 Countries 1870-2010
1.04
2.34
0.50
2.36
0.97
0.42
2.48
-1.48
1.09
3.55
0.06
2.31
3.13
3.23
0.80
2.15
0.07
1.81
-0.20
2.50
5.13
1.45
-3.95
4.13
0.20
2.77
2.72
1.87
-7.78
0.69
6.61
-2.84
0.49
-1.13
0.71
-1.17
5.78
3.55
4.18
3.00
2.10
2.23
2.34
3.13

Entire World 1950-2010
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
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1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

25 Countries 1870-2010
-6.07
-7.12
-6.81
1.24
4.33
3.88
6.04
3.98
-0.14
5.89
1.65
6.61
6.52
7.83
1.70
-10.27
-13.33
1.05
3.93
2.61
5.67
5.35
2.72
3.51
1.27
5.30
2.26
2.24
0.10
4.60
3.70
2.89
4.09
3.22
4.83
3.88
4.27
2.63
4.56
4.23
2.67
2.43
4.09
4.97

Entire World 1950-2010
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
4.08
2.65
3.05
1.42
4.32
2.70
1.69
1.12
2.62
3.65
2.05
2.84
2.14
5.02
3.16
3.30
1.65
3.28
3.35
3.07
1.91
2.69
4.52
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1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

25 Countries 1870-2010
0.17
-0.59
3.85
2.70
3.28
2.95
0.47
0.44
-1.01
1.52
3.81
2.79
2.45
2.52
3.29
2.52
0.73
0.22
0.98
0.49
2.32
1.84
1.87
2.70
1.88
2.27
2.93
0.62
0.62
1.09
2.40
1.78
2.06
1.87
-0.48
-4.31
NA

Entire World 1950-2010
0.39
-0.26
3.06
2.24
2.60
1.74
0.25
0.26
-0.50
0.86
2.79
1.70
1.77
2.04
2.49
1.51
0.32
-0.16
0.42
0.74
1.97
2.58
1.88
2.51
0.52
2.30
3.47
1.70
2.29
3.47
3.85
3.18
3.85
3.08
1.62
-1.96
4.39

57
58
59

NOTES: NA, not available. See text for explanation of the calculation.
IMPLEMENTATION

60
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The MATLAB code for implementing the MW approach is freely available from Mark

62

Watson’s website.2 Only a subset of the code is required to generate the results presented below:

63

lr_main_annual.m, figure_1_2.m, Sigma_Compute.m, den_invariate.m, psi_compute.m,

64

t_mixture.m, and lr_pred_set.m. It is possible to replicate our estimates using the nine-step

65

procedure detailed in the rest of this section.3

66
67

Step One

68
69

Alter the directory paths and file names in the code to point to the data.

70
71

Step Two

72
73

Generate the q = 12 cosine transformations (the MW recommendation), project the

74

growth time series x of length T onto the space spanned by a constant (which picks up the

75

unconditional mean of the series) and a set of q regressors that are cosine transformations of the

76

data to isolate the low frequency variation in the data, denoted hereafter as the q  1 vector X.

77

Plot as depicted in Figure D-1 (above) (see the figure_1_2.m script).

78

Although a value of q = T would preserve all of the information in the original time

79

series, MW recommend trimming it to q = 12. Truncating the set at q < T does involve some loss

80

of information and thus some loss of econometric efficiency; a larger q would decrease the

81

uncertainty in the predictions of growth rates. However, a larger q weakens the approximations

82

utilized by this approach: the distribution of the transformed data would be further from the
2
3

See https://www.princeton.edu/~mwatson/wp.html [November 2016].
Note: these calculations were initially implemented in R but replicated in MATLAB using the MW files.
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limiting normality and the shape of spectrum could exhibit greater deviations from the

84

approximate shape near a frequency of 0 (the latter of which is not mitigated by a larger sample

85

size T). According to the numerical calculations of MW, a value of q =12 tends to optimize the

86

tradeoff between efficiency and robustness.

87
88

Step Three

89
90

Change the forecasting horizon(s) to the desired number of years (e.g., 90 = 2100-2010 or

91

290 = 2300-2010 in this application). Note that the available data for this example ends in 2009

92

or 2010, depending on the dataset, which is the year that the forecast begins.

93
94

Step Four

95
96

Specify the prior for the order of integration of the time series data generating process,

97

denoted as d, on the near-0 spectrum by setting b = c = 0 in equation (20) of MW, which is the

98

simpler prior that it discusses.

99
100

Step Five

101
102
103

Compute the q +1 dimensional covariance matrix Σ for each d (using the scripts
Sigma_Compute.m and associated subroutines):

104
105

Σ
Σ

Σ
Σ

.
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107

The particular value of d (along with q=12 and the forecast horizon h/T) is a critical input

108

into the computation of each  term, making each  term a complicated function of d as detailed

109

in MW, Appendix A-4.

110
111

The unobserved random variable YT is the average growth rate from time T + 1 to time T
+ h, relative to the observed average growth rate from t = 1 to T:

112
̅

113

:

̅

:

.

114
115
116

Conditional on d, the following statistic is distributed as a Student’s t with q =12 degrees
of freedom (see MW, equation (8)):

117
/√

118

/√
/√

~
/√

′

,

/

119
120

where the explicit dependence of each  term on d has been suppressed for the sake of notational

121

brevity, mimicking MW. Note that Σ Σ

122

d, as implied by the symmetry of the Student’s t-distribution.

is the mean predicted value of YT for each value of

123
124

Step Six

125
126
127

Compute the likelihood and posterior for d along a grid of n values, assuming a U[0.4,1.0] prior following MW. One can then compute a predictive density for YT over a grid of
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values, averaging the conditional density based on the above Student’s t using the posterior for d

129

(see the lr_main_annual.m script).

130
131

Step Seven

132
133

Plot predictive distribution as Figure D-2 (see the figure_1_2.m script).

134
135

Step Eight

136
137
138

Compute the summary statistics of the predictive distribution, shown in Table D-2,
above. To further simplify notation, let m(d) and s(d) be such that:

139
Σ

140

Σ

Σ

Σ

Σ
Σ

Σ

/

.

141
142

The mean growth rate can be computed by weighting the conditional means m(d) by the

143

posterior for d, then adding to ̅

144

into the above distributional result, making it clear that the distribution of YT given d can be

145

written in terms of a Student’s t:

:

. To compute the percentiles, first substitute these variables

146
147

~

′

.

148
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Note a √

150

expression. The unconditional cumulative distribution function of YT, i.e. not conditional on d, is

151

then given by the finite weighted sum of Student’s t-distributions:

has been cancelled in both the numerator and the denominator of the earlier

152
∑

153

Pr

,

154
155

where F is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the Student’s t with q = 12 degrees of

156

freedom.

157

The percentiles appearing in Table D-2 (above) of G(YT) can then be computed directly

158

from the replication code associated with MW, using the t_mixture.m script. This script

159

numerically inverts

.

160
161

Step Nine

162
163

1.

As discussed in Chapter 3, one could approximate the distribution of YT using

164

three equally weighted values based on the tercile means. To compute the means of the terciles

165

of average growth rate from time T + 1 to time T + h, shown in Table D-3, one would have to go

166

beyond the MW analysis. Each tercile is defined as a range: from the 0th percentile (negative

167

infinity) to the 33rd percentile is the lower tercile, from the 33rd percentile to 66th percentile is

168

the middle tercile, and from the 66th percentile to the 100th percentile (positive infinity) is the

169

top tercile. The expectation of the average growth rate from time T + 1 to T + h, conditional on

170

the average growth rate falling in range R = (,), is

171
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̅

172

:

| ̅

∈

:

̅

|

:

̅

.

:

173
174

Substituting in the definition for the conditional expectation of YT:

175
176

̅

:

| ̅

∈

:

̅

̅ :
̅ :

:

̅ :

.

̅ :

177
178

where g() is the pdf corresponding to G(). By virtue of  and  being the range of a tercile, the

179

difference in the denominator will be equal to 1/3. Substituting in the full expression for the

180

mixture of densities for g():

181
182

̅

:

| ̅

:

∈

̅

̅ :
̅ :

∑

:

,

183
184

where f() is the probability density of a Student’s t with q =12 degrees of freedom.

185

Each term inside of the summation operator can then be scaled by the probability of being within

186

the given tercile, conditional on d,

187

values of d, this will be more and others less. This allows us to include the corresponding

188

reciprocal of this factor inside the integral:

̅ :

̅ :

. This is not 1/3–for some

189
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̅

| ̅

:

∈

:

̅
̅

̅

:

Pr

:

3

̅ :
̅ :

̅

:

̅

:

:

,

190
191

where, again, F is the CDF for a Student’s t with q = 12 degrees of freedom. With a change of

192

variables ZT = (YT - m)/s, the last term becomes:

193
:
:

194

:

.

:

195
196

Notice that the bracketed term is just the expectation of a random variable Z distributed as a

197

standard Student’s t with q =12 degrees of freedom, falling in the range

198

̅ :

,

̅ :

. This term can be computed in closed form in terms of gamma

199

functions and the CDF of the standard Student’s t-distribution with q =12 degrees of freedom,

200

which one can obtain from the work on truncated t distributions by Kim (2008, p. 84):

201
202

| ∈

,

.
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TABLE D-2 Summaary Statisticss of Uncertaiinty Distribuutions of Aveerage Annuaal Growth
Rates
25 Coun
ntries 1870-2
2009
Horizzon
Mean
Std Deviation
1st Percen
ntile
th
5 Percen
ntile
10th Percentile
25th Percentile
33rd Perccentile
50th Percentile

2010-2100
(90 Years)
1.37
1.02
-1.85
-0.44
0.15
0.90
1.13
1.49

201
10-2300
(290
0 Years)
1.44
1.34
-3.08
-0.80
0.06
0
0.99
0
1.23
1.58

W
World 1950--2010
2010-2100
(90 Yeaars)
2.144
1.033
-1.177
0.566
1.133
1.755
1.911
2.188
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66th Percentile
75th Percentile
90th Percentile
95th Percentile
99th Percentile

1.78
1.96
2.42
2.78
3.71

1.85
2.04
2.63
3.20
4.89

2.42
2.60
3.13
3.59
4.95

2.45
2.64
3.31
3.99
6.26

209
210
211
TABLE D-3 Mean Growth Rate Conditional on Tercile of Uncertainty Distribution

Horizon
Bottom Tercile
Middle Tercile
Top Tercile

25 Countries 1870-2009

World 1950-2010

2010-2100
(90 Years)
0.31
1.47
2.33

2010-2100
(90 Years)
1.19
2.17
3.07

2010-2300
(290 Years)
0.18
1.56
2.57

212
213
214
215
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Appendix E

2

Comparison of a Simple Earth System Model to Existing SC-IAMs

3
4

This appendix compares the climate components in the existing integrated assessment

5

models used to produce estimates of the SC-CO2 (SC-IAMs) to those of the Finite Amplitude

6

Impulse Response (FAIR) model, the illustrative simple Earth system model described in

7

Chapter 4: see Tables E-1 and E-2. In Table E-1, the shaded rows indicate the top-level

8

description of the component of the simple Earth system model. The clear rows are descriptions

9

of important "response characteristics" of the components (i.e., timescales and feedbacks).

10

The three SC-IAMs differ substantively from FAIR, as well as from each other, in such

11

characteristics as the structure and response timescales of the global climate and carbon cycle

12

and the modeling of the concentrations and forcing imparted by non-CO2 greenhouse gases and

13

aerosols. As shown in Table E-2, the SC-IAM climate component modeling differs in other

14

characteristics as well: regional climate, the way in which the CO2 pulse is implemented,

15

treatment of parametric uncertainty, and time steps. As discussed in Chapter 4, IWG updates

16

would need to consider how each of the characteristics in Table E-2 will be handled in future

17

modeling.

18

As shown by Rose et al. (2014), these differences across SC-IAMs affect the reference

19

climate projections and CO2 pulse responses by producing significant differences in future

20

concentrations and global average warming by 2100 for the same emissions inputs, as well as

21

differences in the timing, magnitude, and shape of incremental temperature responses to a CO2

22

pulse: see Figure E-1. Future research ought to consider a similar comparison to FAIR, with
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comparisons of deterministic and probabilistic behavior. (See below for discussion of SC-IAM

24

parametric uncertainty.)

25

The SC-IAM models also vary notably in their sensitivity to alternative assumptions

26

explored in the current IWG approach, such as emissions and ECS, with FUND being less

27

responsive than DICE and PAGE to different emissions scenarios and ECS values (Rose et al.,

28

2014). This reduced insensitivity to varying ECS in FUND arises because, by construction, the

29

response timescales are adjusted automatically as ECS varies to account for the inverse

30

correlation between the rate of temperature response and ECS. DICE also modifies the

31

temperature adjustment timescale with ECS, while PAGE makes no countervailing adjustment

32

and, therefore, is more responsive to ECS. Marten (2013) characterizes FUND’s temperature

33

adjustment timescale response as somewhat ad hoc.

34

Many of the differences between the SC-IAM climate models do not represent structural

35

uncertainty, that is, different representations of the underlying system dynamics, which is the

36

primary motivation for using multiple models. The climate component of all three SC-IAMs can

37

be interpreted as special cases of the FAIR model, with the differences between them resulting

38

from parameter choices or the setting of certain parameters to zero. These choices generate

39

different response behaviors, the significance of which could be quantified by future analyses.

40

DICE omits all feedbacks between climate and the carbon cycle (equivalent to

41

C

T

0 and

0 in FAIR). PAGE and FUND both omit the second timescale in the climate response
0), and they only explicitly include the impact of warming on airborne fraction (

0).

42

(

43

All the models exclude some categories of non-CO2 forcings. These differences produce

44

variations in projected climate variables between the SC-IAMs that ought not to be interpreted as

45

representing scientific uncertainty.
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The SC-IAM components are also implemented differently in the IWG modeling in terms

47

of their treatment of uncertainty and CO2 pulse implementation. On uncertainty, FUND and

48

PAGE include parametric uncertainty in certain model-specific variables; DICE does not. Also,

49

the parametric uncertainties in FUND and PAGE are specified very differently, such that PAGE

50

generates a significantly larger uncertainty range and produces higher average warming than

51

FUND (Rose et al., 2014). For pulse implementation, there are differences in the timing of the

52

incremental CO2 concentration and temperature responses due to how a CO2 pulse is introduced

53

into and propagates through each model. Like the parameter choices discussed above, the

54

exclusion of parametric uncertainty from DICE and the differences in pulse implementation

55

contribute to variations in results across models that artificially represent actual scientific

56

uncertainty.

57

In summary, the climate models incorporated in DICE, FUND, and PAGE are

58

structurally equivalent to special cases of the FAIR model: although all omit at least one key

59

element, they could be modified to be equivalent to FAIR and thus to satisfy the criteria outlined

60

in Recommendation 4-1 and the requirements in Conclusion 4-1, in Chapter 4. The chapter also

61

covers how the implementation differences discussed above could be addressed.

62
63
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(c) Incremental CO2 concentration increase (d) Incremental global mean temperature increase

88

TABLE E-1 Global Climate and Carbon Cycles of SC-IAMs and FAIR

FIGURE E-1 Plots of CO2 concentrations and global mean temperatures generated from
diagnostic tests of the SC-IAM climate models with high (solid) and low (dashed) emissions
scenarios. (a) and (b): CO2 concentrations and global mean temperatures above preindustrial
levels to the year 2300. (c) and (d): incremental increases in CO2 concentration and global mean
temperature to the year 2300 from a CO2 emissions pulse in 2020.
NOTES: The diagnostics were run with the IWG high and low GHG emissions scenarios
(Interagency Working Group, 2010, 2013a, 2013b, 2015, 2016), and the incremental responses
are from a 1-billion metric ton carbon (3.67 billion metric ton CO2) emissions pulse experiments
applied to the respective high and low reference emissions (pulse released in year 2020 only).
Fossil fuel and industrial CO2 emissions in the high IWG scenario are 67, 118, 144, and 102
GtCO2/year in 2050, 2100, 2200, and 2300, respectively. In the IWG low emissions scenario,
they are 22, 23, 14, and 7 GtCO2/year, respectively. For comparison, RCP 8.5 fossil fuel and
industrial CO2 emissions are 74, 105, 56, and 7 GtCO2/year in 2050, 2100, 2200, and 2300,
respectively; and, in RCP 2.6 are 12, -3, -3, and -3 GtCO2/yr.
SOURCE: Rose et al. (2014).
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Element
Climate
Structure

Global Mean
Temperature
Adjustment
Timescales

Non-CO2
Forcings

DICE 2010

FUND 3.8

PAGE09

FAIR

Two-box model (surface
land/ocean and deep
ocean)
Function of ECS:
impulse response
equivalent for ECS = 3
has slow response of
>200 years, fast
response of ~30 years.

One-timescale impulse
response function

One-timescale impulse
response function

Two-timescale impulse
response function

Function of ECS: for
ECS of 3°C and default
parameters, e‐folding
timea 44 years;
increases as quadratic
function of ECS

Constant: Modal halflife of 35 years [efolding time of 50
years]

Exogenous forcing must
be prescribed.

CH4, N2O, SF6, and SO2
modeled with single
timescales; no other
non-CO2 forcers

Exogenous well-mixed
greenhouse gas forcing
only

For 3°C ECS, median
slow response timescale
of 249 years, fast
response of 4.1 years
(Geoffroy et al., 2013).
Response coefficients
adjusted to prescribed
values or distributions
of ECS and TCR
(Millar et al., 2015)
Exogenous forcing
must be prescribed, or
adjustment timescales
and radiative efficacies
can be adjusted to
represent non-CO2
greenhouse gases
Myhre et al., 2013 .

Three-box model
(atmosphere, surface
ocean, deep ocean)
Fraction 1: > 50 years
Fraction 2: > 1,000
years
Fraction 3: infinite
lifetime
[inferred from
inspection]

Five-timescale impulse
response function

Three-timescale
impulse response
function
For modal values,
Fraction 1: 40%, zero
lifetime
Fraction 2: 25%, 123
years
Fraction 3: 35%,
infinite lifetime

None

Terrestrial carbon
stock loss with
warming with central
parameter values:
~0.14% of terrestrial
carbon stock in a given
period released per
degree of warming
relative to 2010

Carbon Cycle
Structure

Timescales

Carbon Cycle
Feedback

89
90

a

Fraction 1: 10%, 2 years
Fraction 2: 25%, 17
years
Fraction 3: 32%, 74
years
Fraction 4: 20%, 363
years
Fraction 5: 13%, infinite
lifetime

Atmospheric CO2
increase with warming
with central
parameter values:
10% CO2
concentration gain per
period per °C, with
maximum of 50%

Four-timescale impulse
response function
For modal values,
Fraction 1: 27%, 4
years
Fraction 2: 28%, 35
years
Fraction 3: 23%, 381
years
Fraction 4: 22%,
infinite lifetime
Myhre et al., 2013
Airborne fraction
increases as a linear
function of warming
and cumulative land
and ocean carbon
uptake Millar et al.,
2016

“e-folding time” is the time-scale for exponential decay to an equilibrium state.

TABLE E-2 Additional Characteristics of the Climate Components of the SC-IAMs
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Element

DICE 2010

Climate
Regional
Temperatures

None

FUND 3.8
Pattern scaling for 14
regions based on 14
general circulation
models (Gates et al.,
1996, as cited in
Mendelsohn et al., 2000)

PAGE09
Parameterized downscaling
based on Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
(2007) that scales an assumed
temperature difference between
equator and pole by regional
latitude and average land/ocean
warming ratio

Ocean
Equilibrium for
Equilibrium GMSL rise
components (thermal
computed as a function of
expansion, glacier melt,
temperature; exogenous
GISa mass loss, WAISb
adjustment time
mass loss)1 computed as
function of temperature;
Global Mean Sea
adjustment time
Level Rise (GMSL)
exogenous for thermal
expansion and glaciers,
and function of
temperature for GIS and
WAIS
Identical to global
Identical to global mean
Regional Sea Level
mean
Rise
Not calculated
Not calculated
Ocean pH
Numerical Implementation
10 years
1 year
Model Time Step

Implementation of
CO2 Pulse in Year t

91
92
93
94
95

Parametric
Uncertainty
Included (Other
Than ECS)
a
b

Pulse spread equally
over the decade
straddling year t

Pulse spread equally over the
decade from year t forward

No

Yes

Equilibrium GMSL rise
computed as a function of
temperature; exogenous
adjustment time

Identical to global mean
Not calculated
Variable: 10-year 2000-2060,
20-year 2060-2100, and100year 2100-2300
Pulse distributed evenly over
the two decades preceding and
subsequent to year t
Yes

Greenland ice sheet.
West Antarctic ice sheet.
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Appendix F

2

Empirical Equation for Estimating Ocean Acidification

3
4

This appendix provides the supporting material for estimating the pH of seawater

5

that may be required for the climate change damage estimates discussed in Chapter 5. It

6

covers two approaches consistent with the simple Earth system model detailed in Chapter

7

4. The first approach estimates globally averaged pH directly from globally averaged

8

atmospheric CO2. The second approach estimates pH from surface temperature and the

9

ocean carbon concentrations and may be useful for estimating regional changes in pH or

10

global changes in pH in SC-CO2 models with interactive ocean carbon modules. In both

11

approaches, regression relationships are derived from outputs from a full ocean carbonate

12

chemistry code run for typical ranges of ocean seawater temperatures, dissolved

13

inorganic carbon concentrations, and chemical compositions. This allows applying the

14

standard set of equations to both global and regional estimates of pH.

15
16

OVERVIEW

17
18

Carbonate chemistry in the ocean comprises mainly two reversible reactions:

19
20
21

(1)
.

(2)

22
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The reactions are governed by the 1st and 2nd dissociation constants of carbonic acid,

24

both of which vary with temperature and salinity:

25
26

(3)

27

.

(4)

28
29

The reversible reactions (1) and (2) must conserve mass of dissolved inorganic carbon

30

(DIC) and charge. Charge balance is represented by total alkalinity (AT), which is the

31

number of moles of hydrogen ion equivalent to the excess of proton acceptors over

32

proton donors in 1 kg of sample (Dickson, 1981):

33
34

35

DIC

A

HCO3

2 CO23

CO

B OH

HCO

4

OH

CO

HPO24

(5)

2 PO34

⋯

(6)

36
37

For given values of DIC and AT, equations (3), (4), (5), and (6) are four equations in four

38

unknowns and can be solved iteratively.

39

To derive the empirical relationships describing the dependence of pH on

40

temperature and carbon concentration, the publicly available carbonate chemistry code

41

CO2SYS.m is used (van Heuven et al., 2011). Temperature-dependent solubility is from

42

Weiss (1974); equilibrium constants K1 and K2 are from Luecker et al. (2000); and those

43

for the species in AT (boric acid, hydrogen fluoride, phosphoric acid, and silicic acid) are
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from Dickson et al. (2007). The globally averaged AT for the upper 100m is 2311

45

microeq/kg seawater, based on the GLODAP2 gridded data (Key et al., 2004). The

46

concentration of borates varies linearly with salinity, and it is 415.7 micromol/kg for the

47

Luecker et al. (2000) equilibrium constants. Other standard ocean values are S = 35 psu,

48

and the concentrations of silicate, phosphate are 50 and 2 micromol/kg, respectively. The

49

code CO2SYS.m was run for concentrations of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) ranging

50

from 1800-2300 micromol/kg seawater, and for surface temperatures ranging from 0 to

51

50°C. Outputs pH and the partial pressure of CO2 in surface water (pCO2) are used for

52

regression analyses below.

53
54

APPROACH 1: GLOBALLY AVERAGED pH

55
56

The concentration of hydrogen ion is directly related to the concentration of CO2

57

solution (see Eq.(1), above), and a simple relationship between pH and the partial

58

pressure of pCO2 can be derived:

59
60

pH

0.3671 ∙ log pCO

10.2328

(7)

61
62

where pH = −log10[H+] is defined on the “total” hydrogen ion scale (Dickson et al.,

63

2007) and pCO2 is in micro-atmospheres.1 Figure F-1 shows that pH estimated by

64

Equation (7) closely matches that calculated by CO2SYS.m for various temperatures.

65

Temperature dependence has been subsumed into the determination of pCO2.
1

An atmospheric CO2 concentration of 400 ppm (10-6 mol CO2 per mol air) is equivalent to an
atmospheric CO2 partial pressure of 400 microatm.
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68
69
71
72
72

FIGU
URE F-1 Vaariation of pH
H with the partial
p
pressuure of CO2 inn surface waaters.
as caalculated witth CO2sys.m
m for differen
nt temperatuures (solid linnes) and witth eq.(7)
(circlles).

74

he surface occean can be estimated frrom globallyy averaged
Globally averageed pCO2 of th

75

c
on in the atm
mosphere with
h approximaately one yeaar lag.
CO2 concentratio

75
76
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APPROACH
H 2: REGIO
ONAL pH

78
82

Temperatture, DIC, an
nd hence pCO
O2 and pH oof the surfacee ocean varyy from place

83

to plaace and from
m season to season. Resu
ults from CO
O2SYS.m shhow the variaations of pH

84

as a function
f
of DIC
D and tem
mperature: seee Figure F-22. As can bee seen, pH ddecreases witth

85

increasing dissolv
ved inorganiic carbon and with incre ases temperaature.

83

84
86

URE F-2 Vaariation of pH
H with DIC and temperaature, as calcculated with carbon
FIGU

87

chem
mistry code CO2SYS.m
C
(solid)
(
and with
w eq, (8) ((circles).

87
89

c
derived empirrical fits to the
t results shhown in Figuure F-2. DIC
C is in
The committee

90

micro
omol/kg seaw
water and T is temperatu
ure in Celsiuus.
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90

pH = p1(T)*DIC*DIC + p2(T)*DIC + p3(T)

(8)

91
92

with

93
94

p1(T) = q1(1)*T*T + q1(2)*T + q1(3)

95

p2(T) = q2(1)*T*T + q2(2)*T + q2(3)

96

p3(T) = q3(1)*T*T + q3(2)*T + q3(3)

97
i=1

i=2

i=3

q1(i)

1.32165e-10

1.52051e-08

-2.37923e-06

q2(i)

-4.82195e-07

-5.89841e-05

7.69483e-03

q3(i)

4.59338e-04

4.05966e-02

2.58590e+00

98
99

The pH values calculated using eq, (7) are shown as circles in Figure F-1, above.

100
101
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ESTIMATION OF DIC INCREASE

103
104

These calculations assume the preindustrial near-surface ocean has DIC0 = 2005

105

micromol/kg2 and T0 = 15°C. For an increase of X Pg CO2 in the upper ocean box of

106

volume V (m3), the change in DIC can be estimated from:

107
108

DIC = DIC0 + ΔDIC

109

∆DIC

X∙λ

where λ

(9)
(10)

∙

110
111

In eq.(9), MW = 1021/44 micromol/PgCO2 is the molecular weight of CO2 and ρ = 1024

112

kg/m3 is the density of seawater. For a 100m deep global ocean box , λ = 0.634. For

113

alternative upper-ocean volumes, λ will require a re-calibration to be consistent with the

114

TCR and ECS estimates that implicitly include a heat capacity estimate as given in FAIR

115

or the SC-IAMs.

116
117
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Appendix G

2

Damage Model-Specific Improvement Opportunities

3
4

In this appendix, the committee suggests model-specific improvements that could be

5

undertaken if the IWG chooses to continue to use all or a subset of the current SC-IAM damage

6

formulations. Based on our review and understanding of the current SC-IAM damage

7

formulations, opportunities for updating each SC-IAM to satisfy the criteria in Recommendation

8

2-2 (in Chapter 2) have been identified. The committee’s goal is to highlight opportunities for the

9

IWG to consider as alternatives in its decision process for implementing a near-term update. The

10

committee views the existing models as providing material that is readily available, pieces of

11

which can be used and updated and combined with other pieces, to create an improved damage

12

module in the near term.

13

DICE

14
15
16
17

If in the near term the IWG decides to continue to use DICE as a source of damage
formulations, the following adjustments are suggested:

18
19



their treatment of adaptation, need to be further documented and justified.

20
21
22

The quadratic damage formulations for sea level rise and other damages, including



Regional and sectoral damage projection detail needs to be made available either
through explicit modeling or a clearly documented calibration.
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The calibration of the individual noncatastrophic impact categories (e.g., agriculture,

24

energy demand, coastal infrastructure, human health need to be reevaluated in light of

25

recent literature: for documentation, see Nordhaus and Boyer (2000) and Nordhaus

26

(2007); also see discussion in Chapter 5, “Current Literature on Climate Damages.”

27



discussion in Chapter 5, “Updating Individual Sectoral Damage Functions.”

28
29





The catastrophic damages calibration needs to be revisited and updated, if possible,
and also revised to represent the stochastic nature of the “catastrophic” damages term.

32
33

If the calibration allows for meaningful characterization of parametric uncertainty, the
damage functions need to be updated to include parametric uncertainty.

30
31

Additional types of damages could be considered for inclusion: see Table 5-3 and the



The IWG needs to avoid using a damage formulation whose calibration is based on

34

meta-analysis of damage estimates from other SC-IAMs unless it is used by itself or

35

the SCC estimation approach accounts for this between-model dependence.

36

FUND

37
38
39
40

If FUND continues as a source of damage formulations, the committee suggests the
following adjustments:

41
42



Further justification is needed for the damage formulations for agriculture, heating

43

demand, cooling demand, and mortality, the assumptions underlying adaptation in the

44

different sectors, the regional distribution of damages. and the parametric

45

uncertainties overall.
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The calibration of the individual noncatastrophic impact categories in FUND

47

(agriculture, energy demand, coastal infrastructure, human health), and their

48

parametric uncertainty, need to be evaluated in light of recent literature and updated,

49

as possible.

50



Additional types of damages could be considered for inclusion: see Table 5-3 and the
section “Updating Individual Sectoral Damage Functions” in Chapter 5.

51
52

PAGE

53
54
55
56

If PAGE is maintained as a source of damage formulations, the committee suggests the
following adjustments:

57
58



PAGE is the least well documented of the three SC-IAMs. Although the structure of

59

the model is described in a number of publications and working papers, the

60

committee was unable to find documentation providing scientific rationales for the

61

parameter distributions used in the damage function. In addition, the code for the

62

model is not publicly available. If the IWG wishes to continue with PAGE as one of

63

the damage formulations going forward, clear documentation needs to be developed

64

and the code needs to be made publicly available.

65



The damage formulations, parametric uncertainties, and observed model behavior

66

need further documentation and scientific justification. Particular focus needs to be

67

given to noneconomic, economic, and discontinuity damages, regional distribution

68

and scaling of damages, adaptation modeling and costs, and parametric uncertainties.
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The calibration of PAGE09 is based on damage estimates from other SC-IAMs. The

70

IWG needs to avoid using a damage formulation whose calibration is based on

71

damage estimates from other SC-IAMs unless it is used by itself or the SCC

72

estimation approach accounts for this between-model dependence.

73
74
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